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Foreword

ROBERT A. SCALAPINO

What an extraordinary set of changes has taken place in the world at large,
and most especially in the old Leninist societies, since our conferences began in
1981! At that time, economic reforms in the Communist societies were scarcely
under way. In the political realm, Leninist leaders were battling to hold the line
against pluralism. Consequently, the world was still essentially bipolar, with a
marked cleavage between open and closed societies, granting the existence of a
number of developing states that occupied positions between the outer political
perimeters. Notwithstanding the relative solidarity of Leninism in structural-
ideological terms, cleavages among and between Communist states were much
in evidence. The Sino-Soviet split had not been mended despite faint signs that
both parties hoped to reduce tension. A limited war between China and
Vietnam had only recently ended. Relations between a Soviet-aligned Mon
golia and China were decidedly cool. And North Korea, as usual, kept its own
counsel.

In all probability, the decade of the 1990swill bring even greater changes
than those we are now witnessing since we are in the very vortex of a global
revolution. To predict the precise nature of events is impossible. Indeed, the
intellectual arena is strewn with the bones of those who attempted to tell us
where a given society — or group of societies — was headed. Of one thing we
can be reasonably certain: Change will not follow a lineal course. However one
may define such terms, **advance" will be followed at some point by
retrenchment or "retreat," pursued in the name of correcting the excesses or
unresolved problems bequeathed by the previous surge. In this environment, it
is the task of intellectuals to live with complexity. They mustnot be swept away
by either the euphoria or the deep foreboding of any given moment. The effort
must be to assess and weigh a number of variables, some compatible, some
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contradictory, that shape the broadest trends within a given society at a given
time.

Our task here is to assess the nature ofone of the most conservative Leninist

societies in the contemporary world, to determine what are the prospects for
change and, perhaps more importantly, what are the diverse factors operating
to advance and to restrain change. To approach such difficult questions, we
maybenefitfromestablishing kcontextby advancing sometentative generaliz
ations about the nature of the crisis in Leninism today. Despite its special
characteristics, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK; North
Korea) faces many of the same problems as other Leninist societies and faces
also similar dilemmas as to what course to take in seeking to resolve them.

It is common knowledge that economics is in command today to a greater
extent than at any time in this century, both in domestic politics and interna
tional relations. And it was a realization by Leninist elites that the Stalinist
economic strategy was increasingly inadequate that led to the initial reform
efforts in virtually every Leninist state. Yet even today, the dilemma remains
as to how to combine a command and a market economy. No socialist state has
yet resolved this problem in an eminentlysatisfactory manner. Eastern Europe,
where an early start was made, seemed to offer great hope a few years ago. Yet
despite a number of on-going experiments, the verdict on results is still out.
While political and economic changes in manyof the East European stateshave
been extensive, one cannot say that the economic results to date have been
highly positive anywhere.

In Asia, the case of the People's Republic of China (PRC) is of special
interest. Here, economic reform has been under way, with various shifts and
turns, for more than a decade. Early successes were quite striking, especially in
agriculture, where the return to family responsibility — the new liberation of
the peasant — has resulted in major increases in productivity. Especially
noteworthy has been the rapid growth of rural industry. Despite its defects
(among them, the wasteful use of energy and other resources and the low
quality of product), advances here have contributed mightily to improvements
in rural livelihood and in overall productivity. Yet problems in the agrarian
sector lie ahead, including the massive subsidies being paid by the state, the
need for much greater investment in the rural infrastructure, and the inadequate
educational structure that undergirds rural society.

Meanwhile, bold experiments in decentralization and price reform seemed
to offer support to the thesis that China was going to make a successful
transition to a mixed economy with a heavy emphasis on the market. And
indeed, the element of success should not be underplayed. A surprisingly high
percentage of PRC production today lies outside the realm of state management
and control. Decentralization, moreover, remains a powerful element in the
Chinese economy despite recent efforts at recentralization. In reality, eco
nomic zones are emerging, most of them leaping over political boundaries.
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Thus, the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Taiwan economic interaction provides the
basis for the highestgrowthrates within' 'greater China,'' withFujian-Taiwan
another important zone and the potentiality of a Shandong-South Korea
complex looming ahead.

Yet one cannot minimize the economic problems faced by China, illus
trated by the deep divisions among policymakers at the highest levels over the
proper course to be taken as revealed at the Seventh Plenum of the Central
Committee, held at the end of 1990. Should price reform be accelerated, or are
the dangers of renewed inflation too great? How are structural imbalances and
serious inefficiencies in state-operated industries to be remedied? And is
decentralization an irreversible trend, as well as a desirable one? These
questions, moreover, do not touch upon certain socioeconomic ills that
preoccupy many Chinese and lay behind the political events of 1989: corrup
tion, privilege, and the general economic deprivation of the intellectual and
professionalclassesdespiteChina's enormousneedfor a scientific-technologi
cal elite.

Despite its unresolved problems, the PRC is clearly in better shape
economically than the other Leninist giant, the USSR. One may debate the
degree to which the Soviet economic malaise at present is the product of
belated, conflicting, inadequate policies and the degree to which it is rooted in
Russian culture as shaped both by tradition and by seventy years of Marxism-
Leninism. In any case, at this writing, the crisis continues to mount, with
profound political as well as economic consequences.

Where does North Korea fit into this picture? While DPRK leaders have
given faint signals for some time that they are aware of their present economic
deficiencies, modest efforts to encourage joint ventures and other forms of
foreign economic intercourse havehad very littleresult. The DPRK economy
is currently in badshape. Foreign debts cannot bepaid.Growth is lowandmay
have even been negative in the recent past. Plants are obsolescent, labor
productivityis low, and livingstandards poor. Newapproaches cannotbe long
postponed, and the efforts to "turn out" to the marketeconomies, starting with
Japan, seem certain to be accelerated. But can this be done without risking
"spiritual pollution"?

Thus, politics presently serves as a barrier to "new thinking" in the
economic realm. Observing the politicalproblemsthathaveemergedinEastern
Europe and especially in the Soviet Union, conservative Asian Leninists — in
China, North Korea, and Vietnam — use these cases as a negative example.
Stability— this one word — is constantly reiteratedin the polemicsdirected to
the people, with the risk of being undermined by external "imperialist-
capitalist" forces intent upon subverting socialism by "peaceful evolution"
stressed. Moreover, if political retrenchment in the USSR becomes a major
trend, with "law and order" the commanding imperative, the impact upon
Asian Leninist societies may be substantial.
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Perhaps a broad generalization relating to the evolution of Leninist politics
is in order. The first-generation revolutionary leaders in such societies illustrate
the high premium placed upon charismatic leadership. The image of Stalin —
the man of steel — was transmitted to all Marxist-Leninist states in their initial

stage. The first-generation East European leaders may have differed in ability
and come from different backgrounds; but with few exceptions, they were
individuals who commanded the apex of power, bending all to their will. The
Titos, the Gomulkas, the Honnekers, and the Ceaugescus took Stalin as their
model, even if they were less ruthless and shaped in some degree by the specific
characteristics of their respective societies.

Clearly, this was also the case in Asia. Mao Zedong at his zenith was
unchallengeable as has been Kim II Sung. Ho Chi Minh demonstrated very
different traits of leadership, but in time he too came to epitomize charisma and
to become beyond challenge. At root, modem Leninism has always been a
government of men, and in the ultimate sense, of a man, not a govemment of
law. Perhaps the greatest philosophic distinction between Marxism-Leninism
and liberalism is that Marxism rests on a belief in the perfectibility of a class,
hence, of individuals, whereas liberalismbelieves that there is a quotientof evil
lodged in every person. The Marxist-Leninist can thus accept the vesting of
power in a single party, and ultimately, a single individual, whereas the liberal
society searches for ways of limiting power and subjecting it to restraints.

It should be acknowledged that the Leninist order conforms moreclosely to
Asian tradition than does liberalism. Govemance by wise men has been
sanctioned from the time of Confucius, whereas Plato's similar views on this

subject were amended long ago in the West.
Take China as an example. Throughout its twentieth-century history, law

has played a limited role. Moreover, govemance has invariably gravitated into
the hands of one individual, with the altemative being something approaching
chaos. After dynastic overthrow in 1911 came Yuan Shih-kai, then disintegra
tion. Chiang Kai-shek emerged, and after him, Mao. A brief, tumultuous
interlude followed, and Deng Xiaoping arose. It is not surprising, therefore,
that Chinese among others are asking,' 'After Deng, what?'' Even the order of
the death of China's current elders is being awaited with avid interest. Westem
social scientists sometimes overlook the extraordinary importance that Chinese
attach to the personal element in their politics — an approach that has its
reasons.

It is critical, however, to ask whether second- and third-generation Chinese
leaders can have the same political reach as their predecessors. Has the element
of pluralism in China's basic socioeconomic stmcture reached the point where
power must be shared to a greater extent than in the past? Will any individual
emerge able to extend his reach equally to party, administrative bureaucracy,
and the military? Is it conceivable that this society must now move toward a
more collective leadership, and one circumscribed in greater degree by law, as
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is occurring in at least some of the former Leninist societies of Eastern Europe
and possibly in the Soviet Union?

Each of these questions is extremely relevant to North Korea. Just as Korea
pursued a purer form of Confucianism for a longer period than was the case in
China, its homeland, so North Korea has carried the cult of personality to an
extreme startling even to the Chinese. Hence, the issue of succession is of
special interest as Kim II Sung ages. Will Kim Jong II, his son, be able to
govern effectively even though he appears to lack many of his father's qualities
and when North Korean society itself is beginning to change? And if not, will
the DPRK undergo a period of military rule, or could the dissolution of the
society in a manner similar to events in either Romania or East Germany take
place? These matters are of more than passing interest and importance, not only
to the people of North (and South) Korea, but to all nations concerned with the
Korean issue.

If there is a single critical aspect of the second revolution affecting states
proclaiming themselves socialist, it is that the tests of legitimacy for their
governments are changing. Leaders and the party can no longer depend upon
intensive ideological indoctrination combined with a fairly high degree of
isolation of their people to preserve adherence. Allegiance, increasingly, will
be dependent upon performance, not upon blind faith bom out of ideological
molding. Nothing is more important than this single fact in understanding the
dilemma faced by current Leninist leaders. The effort of the PRC elite to retum
to the indoctrinational methods of the past, combined with a degree of
xenophobic nationalism, to reestablish credibility cannot succeed in the long
mn unless it is accompanied by a good performance at the material levels. The
situation in Vietnam is similar, and in North Korea, crucial tests lie ahead,
possibly even before the death of Kim II Sung, but certainly, after his demise.

It is especially important to realize that the current information-communi
cations revolution has played a vital role in narrowing the capacity of political
leaders to control or shape the thoughts of their citizenry. In open societies, to
be sure, this revolution has bequeathed new problems, with the media itself
involved in govemance in a very real sense, given its power to influence public
opinion. In the hard authoritarian societies, the problem starts primarily with
the extemal forces that impinge upon the societies. These forces spawn a
growing series of leaks and fissures that cannot be completely plugged, even by
as tightly controlled a society as North Korea. Certainly, the thousands of
younger individuals from the DPRK who have studied in Eastern Europe and
the USSR cannot be returned completely to parochialism, and from them will
come many of the political elite of the next generation, barring some extraordi
nary upheaval.

As suggested, a powerful weapon for any elite, irrespective of political
system, remains nationalism. Indeed, the interplay between nationalism and
intemationalism will constitute one of the great dramas of the decades ahead.
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On the one hand, the need to stretch governance both downward to the local
levels and upward to the regional and international levels is driven by many
factors, foremost, economic trends. At the same time, the tensions involved in
being confronted close up by different cultures and systems in a new interna
tional order provides a receptivity to nationalist appeals. To be sure, there are
many forms of nationalism, but essentially, it is an appeal to identity, to
community, to unity. In parts of thenewly ''liberated" world, includingtheold
Leninist societies, long suppressed ethnic feelings are exploding, providing a
potential for grave instabilitiesand a return— even if temporary— to authori
tarian responses. But in largely homogeneous societies like North Korea, the
appeal to nationalism can take truly national forms, as is the case. Hence, the
emphasis upon iron-clad unity under one leader and one nation, with chuch'e
(self-reliance) as the guiding light. North Korea is the Albania of Asia, but one
must note that Albania after Enver Hoxha has finally entered an evolutionary
cycle.

Perhapswe shouldreturnbrieflyto thesubjectof militarypolitics. Looking
over the Asian horizon— and beyond— one can note that the military have
played very diverse political roles in developing societies. In some instances,
they have served as the spearhead of the modernization drive, preserving
political order through authoritarian rule while enlisting the support of a
technocratic elite — and an eager entrepreneurial class — to advance economic
development rapidly. In other instances, they have blocked modernization by
combining repression and unproductive economic policies. Burma(Myanmar)
is a classicexample. In other instances, the militaryhaveplayeda crucialrole
in the process by moving from an authoritarian-pluralist system (a system
combining restrictivepolitics, autonomywithinthe social sphere, and a mixed
economy with the market a prominent feature) to a parliamentary democracy.
Frequently, this has meant the "civilianization" of military men who are
caused to play transitional roles in this progression, as in the case of South
Korea.

The future role of the military in North Korea remains to be seen. At
present, senior military men of the first generation still surround the throne
whileyounger, bettereducated, moretechnically inclinedcivilians are moving
into administrative posts. In this manner, loyalty and expertise are in some
measurecombined.If a seriouscrisiswereto arise,however,one wouldexpect
the DPRK military to play a critical role, united or divided. No other element of
the society appears to have the requisite combination of authority and power.

Meanwhile, the interrelation between domestic and foreign policies has
never been closer. Three events have severely shaken North Korean leaders in
the recent past: German reunification, the events in Romania, and above all, the
opening of diplomatic relations between the USSR and the Republic of Korea
(ROK; South Korea). These events, moreover, unfolded at a time when the
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DPRK was slipping further and further behind theSouth ineconomic strength,
a fact that had strategic as wellas livelihood consequences.

It should not be surprising, therefore, that a profound change in North
Korean foreign policy began to unfold. On the one hand, deep anger over
Soviet policies was expressed privately despite the continued dependence upon
Soviet military andeconomic interaction. Pyongyang'sleadersdrewcloser to
Beijing ideologically and sought to take solace from China's promises to
provide such assistance as it could. On the other hand, the DPRK also made an
effort to speed upthetempo ofnegotiations with theUnited States—yetwith
outa willingness to make significant concessions. When thisprocess lagged, a
dramatic turn to Japan was effected despite earlier insistence that North Korea
would neveraccept cross-recognition from themajor powers. Andfinally, the
North-South dialogue was reopened at a high official level notwithstanding
Pyongyang's reluctance to acknowledge thattheROK was a legalgovernment
and its continued polemical diatribe against the Roh Tae Woo administration.

Thus, theperiodimmediately aheadpromises tobe a timeofextraordinary,
often unexpected, changes. Never has it been so important to understand a
society that still lives largely in the past but that cannot escape for long the
impact of the massive revolution taking place around it.



Introduction

''Is North Korea changing?" was the question we addressed at the fourth
conference on North Korea jointly sponsored by the Korean Association for
Communist Studies and the Institute of East Asian Studies, University of
California at Berkeley. We were aware of the truism that no state, no person,
can remain still or unchanged, but the question was particularly poignant in the
context of the summer of 1989, when the conference was held. The Communist
or the socialist camp has been undergoing convulsive changes since the
mid-1970s, when China began to change its course. The ascendance ofMikhail
Gorbachev in the Soviet Union in 1985 accelerated the pace, and perestroika
and glasnost have become household words around the world. Yet there were
few signs ofchange in North Korea, and the closed nature of North Korea in the
tradition of the Choson dynasty (932-1910) made it difficult to know whether
the events around the world were making any impact in North Korea.

The papers presented here are the revised version of some of those read at
the conference. The authors were gracious enough to update their papers in an
environment when momentous changes were taking place everywhere at a
breathtaking speed. We ask for the readers' indulgence if some of the most
recent events were not adequately covered. We shall attempt to bridge the gap
in this introduction from the vantage point of January 1991.

What was said at the conference on the internal situation in North Korea

remains true even today. North Korean leaders are deeply committed to
legitimization and institutionalization of the "dynastic succession" (in the
words of B. C. Koh), and they have intensified the process of ideological
indoctrination and mass mobilization. All participants agreed that the imposi
tion of tighter control on information from overseas and the emphases on
ideological rearmament were necessary to preserve the political system in
North Korea. North Korean leaders find the cost of "socialist economic
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reforms" prohibitive, Oh Kwan-Chi noted, and any change in the economic
arena will come incrementally.

But perestroika and '*new thinking" in the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe have redefined socialism in ideological, political, economic, and
foreign policy terms, and thus pose serious ideological challenges for North
Korea. While this situation requires "more flexibility and adaptation" on the
part of North Korea, as Ha Yong-Chool mentioned, the recent events "only
reinforced North Korea's perception of vulnerability to external manipulation''
(according to Joo-Hong Nam) and hence it remains "deliberately indifferent"
to events in China, the Soviet Union, and elsewhere. Donald Zagoria
approached the issue in terms of North Korea's revolutionary strategy toward
South Korea in his essay and arrived at the same conclusion.

There is no doubt, however, that the North Korean leaders have been
attempting to adjust to the changing environment. The leaders' emphasis on
chuch'e, or independence and self-reliance, did not prevent them from dealing
with the outside world. Particular interpretation of chuch'e can be made to fit
the needs of the moment. Since the late 1970s, Pyongyang has been casting
about for new forms and approaches that would revitalize the economy. As
John Merrill notes, Kim Jong Il's third treatise of 1983 laid the theoretical
groundwork for reforms by discussing how socialism should be applied under
modem conditions.

But no bold reform has been in the offing. The most visible change has been
the adoption of the Joint Venture Law in 1984, but it attracted few outside
investments except from the pro-North Korean Korean residents in Japan. The
opening of official contacts between North Korea and Japan in 1990, however,
may increase the extent of foreign involvement in the North Korean economy.
In December 1990, for instance, a major Japanese cement company agreed to
build a cement plant in North Korea within the framework of the Joint Venture
Law. ^The regime, however, has been careful in limitingthe ideological impact
of these enterprises on the population. Merrill noted that joint investment
enterprises have been located in peripheral areas or in cities where entry and
residence restrictions apply.

North Korea also emphasized the independent accounting system, which is
a form of chuckle for localities, enterprises, and individuals. Lower units are
given more autonomy, but more responsibility as well. They must do it for
themselves or do without, work around shortages and be inventive. In Novem
ber 1990, this system was applied to the railroad operation, according to a
Chinese source.^ Whether this system will result in more efficiency and more

' The Rinkai Cement Company in Osaka signed an agreement in principle with the North Korean
Committee on External Economic Relations on December 1, 1990. The plant is to begin
construction in 1991. Asahi shinbun, December 2, 1990.

2 Zingzi chankao (Economic Reference), November 30, 1990, as reported in Asahi shinbun,
December 1, 1990.
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"positive orientation" of the workers remains to be seen. In any event, as of
January 1991, there are few signs of change in North Korea's internalpolitical
or economic strategies and policies.

The change in the international environment has been much more dynamic,
as is well known, and it received a numberof analyses. SamuelKim presented
an overview of North Korea's domestic and foreign policy analyzing North
Korea's quest for "national identity and the projection of its national role
conception." He started with the premise that foreign policy behavior is "a
mirror of a nation's image of itself" and analyzed from this perspective North
Korea's motive in launching the Korean War, adopting the concept of chuch'e,
launching language reform, inaugurating its Third World and its unification
policies, and building gigantic edifices in Pyongyang.

South Korea's establishment of diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union
(in September 1990) and Eastern European countries has presented a serious
problem for North Korea because the Soviet bloc had been the steadfast allies
of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) since its founding in
1948. While China has not gone as far as establishing diplomatic relations with
South Korea, it has engaged in extensive contacts at official levels. China and
South Korea went as far as establishing trade offices at each other's respective
capitals. North Korea's protests and other attempts at preventing South Korea's
intensified contacts with North Korea's traditional allies simply yielded no
result.3 Essays by Ha Yong-Chool and Donald Zagoria examine these develop
ments and their implications.

The disintegration of the Communist bloc as a strategic, political, and
economic unit forced North Korea to alter its policies toward the non-
Communist world, and this alteration has been the subject of essays by Allen
Whiting and Han Sung-Joo. Whiting wrote from an American perspective,
examining the role of the United States in East Asia as a whole, placing its
Korea policy in the wider, regional context. In doing so, he presented a careful
analysis of various alternatives open to U.S. policy makers. Han analyzed the
triangular relationship among the United States, North Korea, and South
Korea, stressing the implication of various forces at play.

Two recent events must be noted with respect to the impact of the changing
international environment on North Korea. The first was the economic diffi

culties encountered by the Soviet Union and its concomitant decision to
abandon its traditional role as the leader of the Communist bloc. To overcome

its difficulties, the Soviet Union decided to conduct all its foreign trade in hard
currencies and to reduce its oil exports to traditional allies after January 1991.
The trade partners must also pay the world price for the oil purchased from the

3 North Korea warned the Soviet Union that there would be grave consequences if Moscow
established diplomatic relations with South Korea. Moscow ignored the warning, however, and
established diplomatic relations with South Korea in September 1990.
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Soviet Union.'^ Since North Korean-Soviet trade comprised more than half of
North Korea's overall trade, and since the DPRK has been suffering a trade
deficit with its principal trading partner, the Soviet decision could not help but
adversely affect North Korea's economy. Hard currency, of course, has been a
commodity in short supply President Kim IISung made a hurried trip to China
in September 1990 to see his counterpart in China, but it is doubtful that China
has been able to provide much help to North Korea.

The second event is closely related. In November 1990, Kanemaru Shin,
the doyen of Japan's ruling Liberal DemocraticParty, visited Pyongyang and
pledged to improveJapanese-North Koreanrelations. This was taken as a sign
that North Korea was about to abandon its past stance of opposing cross-
recognitionof North and South Koreaby the four majorpowersconcernedwith
the Korean peninsula (China, Japan, the Soviet Union, and the United States).
Japan and North Korea, in anyevent, began, in December,to engageinofficial
negotiations to "normalize" their relations. Since Japanese leaders have
expressed their willingness to provide reparations for the harm done to North
Korea between 1910 and 1990, and since three to four billion dollars have been
mentioned as possible figures for reparation, normalization of relations
between the twocountries willbea boonto theNorthKorean economy. (When
Japan normalizedrelations with South Korea in 1965,it provided$500 million
to the ROK, $300 million of which was low-interest loans.)

But the Japanese government, as opposedto the party leaders, has not been
as eager as Mr. Kanemaru in establishing diplomatic relations with North
Korea. One Japanese concern has beenthat North Korea maybe developing
nuclearweapons. TheJapanese areknownto haverequested the DPRKto sign
a nuclear safeguards agreement withthe International Atomic Energy Agency
under the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, but the DPRK has been known to
haverejectedtherequest. On November 16,1990, theDPRK Foreign Ministry
issued a statement saying that "we can sign a nuclear safeguards agreement
only on condition that the United States gives legal assurance that it would not
resort to a nuclear threat against us."^

While North Korea regarded the nuclear weapons issue primarily as an
obstacle that the United States and South Korea have created for the DPRK, it
has cometo be knownthat in September 1990, duringthevisitto Pyongyang of
Eduard Shevardnadze, then the Soviet foreign minister, Kim Yong-nam, the
North Korean deputy premier and foreign minister, told Shevardnadze that
North Korea would be forced to develop its own nuclear warheads if the Soviet

^ The Economist^ August 11, 1990, p. 47.

5 SeeChong-SikLee, "North Koreaandthe SovietUnion,1990," Tong-a Ilbo, August 19,1990,
for a closer examination.

^ Korea Report, no. 244 (Tokyo: International Affairs Bureau, Central Standing Committee,
Chongryun, November 1990), p. 1.
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Union established diplomatic relations with South Korea.^ While there is a
distinct possibility that the North Korean leader was simply bluffing in an
attempt to forestall what North Korea regardedas a hostileactionon thepart of
the Soviet Union, this was not a matter that Japan and its allies could take
lightly.

Another problem has to do with the extent of *'reparations" or economic
aid. While Kanemaru agreed to compensate for the "losses inflicted" in the
forty-five years after 1945,suchan agreementcarriedpolitical implicationsthe
Japanese government would find extremely difficult to accept. The North
Korean argument, as presented at the first round of govemment-to-govemment
talks held in Pyongyang on January 30, 1991, is that (1) Japan has a respon
sibility over the division of Korea in 1945, (2) Japan sided with the United
States during the Korean War, and (3) Japan took a hostile attitude against
North Korea after the Korean War.^ While all these charges are true, Japan
could not admit guilt over these actions and remainan allyof South Koreaand
the United States.

Another concern for the Japanese is that the South Korean government has
been wary of the impactof Japanese-North Koreannormalization on North-
SouthKoreannegotiations. WhileinfusionofJapanesefundsintoNorthKorea
may, in the longrun, facilitate NorthKorea'smoderation andimprove North-
South Korean relations, it could have an adverse effect in the short run because
it would relieve the economic pressure on North Korea and thus permit the
DPRK to continue its hard line. The Japanese, therefore, could well be blamed
for prolonging the tension on the Korean peninsula. For these reasons,
Japanese-North Koreannegotiations mayproceed moredelibertaely thanMr.
Kanemaru has envisaged.

The relationship between North and South Korea remains as volatile as
ever, and this topic has been the subjectof threepapers. Papersby Chong-Sik
Lee, Joo-Hong Nam, and Rhee Sang-Wooapproachedthe topic from different
perspectives but arrivedat similarconclusions. WhileNorth and SouthKorea
talk of attaining unification, they are far apart in their perceptions, premises,
and even the goal itself. South Koreacalls for a "national partnership" or the
reestablishment of a "national community," while North Korea calls for a
confederation with two political systems.

All the scholars at the conference agreed that North Korea is at a cross
roads, and must begin to make substantialchanges if it is not to be left isolated,
with its economy lagging far behind South Korea's. But no one was sanguine
about drastic changes. Only time will tell which direction North Korea will
turn.

Asahi shinbun, January 1, 1991.

8 Tong-a llbo, January 31, 1991.



XX Introduction

We are grateful notonly to the scholars whose papers are presented here,
but to those who read their papers at the conference and participated in the
discussions. Theeditors offerprofound apologies fornotbeing able to include
all thepapers in this volume. We wish toacknowledge thewarm hospitality of
the Korean Association for Communist Studies, which hosted theconference,
and the generous support of the Haitai Group of Companies for making
participation bythe American scholars possible. We are also grateful toHarry
Kendall of the Institute of East Asian Studies and the staff at the Institute of
Sino-Soviet Studies atHanyang University forproviding invaluable services in
organizing the conference. A number of other individuals and organizations
extended heart-warming welcome to theconference participants, andwewish
to express our thanks. We also wish to offer our special thanks to Joanne
Sandstrom, Managing Editor of the Institute of East Asian Studies, for
rendering yeoman's service in turning the papers intoa coherent volume.

It was the unanimous opinion of all those at the conference that this volume
be dedicatedto Robert and Dee Scalapino. We need notelaborate hereon the
invaluable contribution Professor Scalapino has made to Asian studies in
general and toKorean studies inparticular. Even though he isofficially retired
fromhisvariouspositionsat theUniversity ofCalifornia, wehavenodoubtthat
hewill continue toserve asoursource ofinspiration. Mrs. Scalapino's kindness
asa hostess hasbeen legendary. Wewere verypleased that shewas with usat
the conference inSeoul. We only hope that this volume isworthy of them.

AKorean version ofthe conference proceedings has been published bythe
Korean Association for the Study of Socialist Systems (formerly the Korean
Association for Communist Studies) under theeditorship of Yoo Se Hee and
Chong-Sik Lee.



1. Political Change in North Korea

B. C. KOH

The winds of change sweeping across many Communist states have
produced some dramatic results—a bold experiment in democracy in the Soviet
Union in which a freely elected Congress of People's Deputies permits
vigorous criticisms of Soviet leaders and institutions; the first free election in
Poland in forty-four years of Communist rule, which led to the formation of a
non-Communist government; the transformation of the Communist Party in
Hungary; the crumbling of the Berlin Wall and political system in East
Germany; and the student-led demonstrations in China that, although brutally
crushed, have succeeded in severely undermining the legitimacy of Communist
rule there. What impact will all this have on North Korea's internal politics? Is
political change feasible in North Korea?

During four decades of its existence the Democratic People's Republic of
Korea (DPRK) has transformed itself from a satellite of the Soviet Union into a
state that stridently asserts independence. Internally, however, the most
striking feature of the DPRK is continuity, not change. Kim II Sung has
remained the paramount leader of all three pillars of power: the party, the state,
and the armed forces.

The continuity of leadership, to be sure, has been accompanied by change
of sorts—^namely, the escalation of a cult of personality centering on Kim II
Sung, which has been extended to selected members of his family and clan.
Another noteworthy change on the North Korean landscape pertains to
political succession. Kim II Sung's plan to hand over power to his son, Kim
Jong II, has set in motion the process of generational change in the strategic
sectors of North Korean society. At the upper levels of the power hierarchy,
one sees the ascendancy ofwhat can loosely be described as a technocratic elite.
A closely related phenomenon is the natural attrition of the guerrilla genera
tion—^former comrades of Kim IISung in the anti-Japaneseguerrilla struggle in
Northeast China who lack formal education and technical expertise.
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Generational change in the North Korean leadership is bound to affect
policy. Even though many other factors, notablychange in its external setting,
have probably entered into Pyongyang's policy calculus, one can detect a
growing emphasis on opening up its economy to the outside world. Arguably,
Pyongyang's policy toward unification also shows signs of change; its basic
strategy may have become much more pragmatic than before.

There may also have occurred a slight relaxation of internal political
controls. What has not changed, however, is the North Korean regime's
reliance on normative power: ideological indoctrination and mass mobilization
remain permanent fixtures on the North Korean landscape. In recent months
they seem to have been stepped up.

In sum, while continuity is markedly more salient than change in North
Korean politics, change that has occurred is by no means insignificant. This
chapter aims to dissect the nature and direction of such change. I shall focus on
the issue of political succession around which political change in North Korea
revolves.

The Politics of Succession

The twin hallmarks of the North Korean political system are the pervasive
cult of personality and the process of hereditary succession that is under way.
The two are inseparably intertwined. In an important sense, the latter is aimed
at perpetuating the former. As it has been noted, however, Kim II Sung's
succession plan can also be construed as 'The leader's attempt to prolong the
KWP's [Korean Workers' Party's] role as the mainstay of ideological revolu
tion in the face of those strong currents of modernization that threaten to
extinguish the revolutionary spirit."^

But even in a rigidly controlled society that has been dominated by a single
political leader for more than four decades, dynastic succession is not a simple
proposition. Although seventeen years have elapsed since preparations for the
succession began in earnest, there is no ironclad guarantee that it will material
ize without a hitch.2

' Chong-Sik Lee, "Evolution of the Korean Workers' Party and the Rise of Kim Chong-il," in
Robert A. Scalapino and Jun-Yop Kim, eds., North Korea Today: Strategic and Domestic Issues
(Berkeley: Institute of East Asian Studies, University of California, 1983), p. 667.

2 The first significant step in the Kim II Sung succession appears to have been taken in September
1973 when the Central Committee of the Workers' Party of Korea (WPK) reportedly elected Kim
Jong II to the post of secretary in charge of organization, propaganda, and agitation. It was not,
however, until October 1980, when the Sixth Congressof the WPK wasconvened, that KimJong II
made his official debut. He was elected to three key posts: the second-ranking secretary, the
third-ranking member of the Military Commission, and the fourth-ranking member of the
Politburo and its Standing Committee. This placed Kim Jong II second only to his father in terms of
actual power. Although the WPK Congress stopped short of officially designating Kim Jong II as
successor to Kim IISung, both the latter's speech to the congress and subsequentdevelopments left
no doubt that Kim Jong II had become his father's "only successor." See Dong-bok Lee,
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Simply put, the dynastic succession to which Kim II Sung seems to be
irrevocably committed necessitates at a minimum a two-pronged effort: (1) its
legitimation and (2) its institutionalization. The former in turn entails not only
political indoctrination but also building a solid record of performance on the
part of the heir apparent. The latter, on the other hand, involves the laborious
task of broadening Kim Jong ITs power base by ensuring that a new generation
of cadres beholden to Kim Jong II takes control over the key institutions in
North Korea.

Legitimation of the Succession

The gist of the official justification for the selection of Kim Jong II as Kim II
Sung's successor is deceptively simple. First, the goals of revolution cannot be
attained in a single generation; hence there is a need to continue to wage
revolution from generation to generation. Second, inasmuch as the successful
completion of revolution requires leadership by the supreme leader (surydng),
it is imperative to select a successor to the Great Leader; the annals of the
international Communist movement are replete with examples of cases in
which failure to prepare adequately for succession has spawned difficulties.

Third, a successor to the Great Leader must meet a set of requirements: (1)
he must belong to the younger generation; (2) he must be infinitely loyal to the
Great Leader; (3) he must be thoroughly familiar with the ideas of the Great
Leader; and (4) he must embody the virtues, intellect, and leadership abilities
of the Great Leader. Finally, since Kim Jong II alone fulfills all these
requirements, he deserves to be the "only successor" to the Great Leader.^

The organic metaphor implicit in the preceding justification has become
increasingly more explicit. An article published in the August 1986 issue of
Kulloja (The Worker), the ideological journal of the Workers' Party of Korea
(WPK), thus underscores the importance of safeguarding the "purity of the
bloodlines of the party.'' The article asserts that the WPK is the only party that
has successfully solved the crucial problem of "ensuring continuity in party
building," implying that in so doing it has provided a model. In its words,
"The Great Leader Comrade Kim II Sung and the Dear Leader Comrade Kim
Jong II have formulated ideas and theories on how to ensure continuity in party
building, brilliantly translating them into practice. Their noble experience

"Hereditary Succession in North Korea," paper presented to the annual meeting of the American
Political Science Association, August 30-September 3,1979, Washington, D.C.; B. C. Koh, 'The
Cult of Personality and the Succession Issue,'' in C. I. Eugene Kim and B.C. Koh, eds., Journey to
North Korea: Personal Perceptions (Berkeley: Institute of East Asian Studies, University of
California, 1983), pp. 34-36.

3 Koh, "Cult of Personality," pp. 36-37.
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constitutesan immortal contributionto theexecutionof thegreat tasksof party
building on the part of the proletariat."'*

Another concept that suggests organic connections is that of "socio
political life" (sahoe chdngch'ijdk saengmyong). Kim Jong II is credited with
havinginventedthisconcept, whichis analytically distinctfromtheconceptof
"physical life" (yukch'ejdk saengmyong). "Socio-political life" refers to the
life of the collectivity to which human beings belong andis saidto be superior
to "physical life," which is the property of individuals. To possess "socio
political life,'' that is to say, to becomea member of a collectivity thathassuch
life, oneneedsto unitebothinanorganizational andideological sensewiththe
"center of socio-political life," which is none other than the Great Leader
himself. In otherwords, onecanhave a tme lifeonlywhen one is loyal to the
Great Leader. ^

Loyaltyto theGreat Leaderin turndemands loyaltyto his successor whois
charged with the sacred task of preserving the purity of the bloodlines of the
Korean revolution. Aneditorial inNodong ch'dngnydn (The Working Youth),
the organ ofthe League ofSocialist Working Youth, published onKim Jong Il's
forty-seventh birthday stated;

The Dear Leader Comrade Kim Jong II regards it as the most noble
moral obligation torespect the Great Leader asthe savior ofourpeople,
nation, and revolution, giver of the most noble political life to our
people. ... He has made the authority of the Great Leader abso
lute ... anddevotes allof hisenergy andeffortsto lighten theburden
of the GreatLeader . . . and to bring himjoy and satisfaction.

Youths should emulate the loyalty shown by the Dear Leader, stead
fastly uphold his ideas and achievements, make his authority abso
lute, . . . and bring him joy and satisfaction.^

Exhortations alone, however, cannot fully legitimate Kim Jong Il's claim to
inherit the mantle of leadership from his father. A record of tangible accom
plishments is needed to buttress ideological indoctrination. Kim Jong II is
officially depicted as being in charge of North Korea's economic constmction.

" Yi Pong-gil, "Tang kdnsol eso kyesungs6ng 01 pojang hanOn kosOn tang paljon Qi
happdpch'ikjdk yogu" [To Ensure Continuity inParty Building Isthe Legitimate Requirement of
Party DevelopmentJ, Kulldja, no. 8 (532), 1986, pp. 8-13. The quoted passages are from p. 8and
p. 13.

' Pak Y6ng-ch'61, "SuryOng e tahan ch'ungsilsong 01 chininOn kOsOn saehoe chdngch'ijdk
saengmydng Oi kOnbon yogu" [To Be L.oyal to theGreat Leader Is the Basic Requirement of
Socio-Political Life], Nodong sinmun, November 28, 1988.

®"Ch'inae hanOn chidoja Kim Jong II tongji rOl nop'i mosigo tang Qi ydngdo ttara chuch'e
hydngmydng widp 01 pinnage kyesOng wansong hae nagaja" [Let Us Revere the Dear Leader
Comrade Kim Jong II and Brilliantly Continue and Complete the Gieat Chuch'e Revolutionary
Tasks Under the Leadership of the Party], Nodong ch'dngnydn, February 16, 1989, editorial.
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Specifically, he is said to providea continuityof leadershipin theconductof the
"Three Revolutions"—ideological, technical, and cultural revolutions—^and
in the implementation of the Taean Management System, the Ch'ongsalli
Spirit, and the Ch'dngsalli Method.^

KimJong II is alsocredited withauthorshipof countlessslogansdesignedto
guide the North Korean people, such as "Let Us Follow Our Own Way of
Living!" "Fulfill the Demands of Chuck'e in Ideology, Technology, and
Culture!" "Let Us Emulate Anti-Japanese Guerrillas in Production, Study,
and Living!" "Let All Party Members Permeate the Masses!" "Let Us Live
and Struggle Like Heroes!" Finally, it is under Kim Jong IPs leadership that
"monumental structures" that dot Pyongyang and other North Korean cities
are being constructed; they bring not only "joy to the Great Leader" but also
"happiness to the people.

Official rhetoric aside, the real test of Kim Jong IPs performance as
architect of North Korea's economic construction hinges on his ability to
rejuvenate the flagging economy and improve the people's standard of living.
Signs abound that all is not well. To mention but a few: first, not only was the
launching of the Third Seven-Year Plan (1987-93) delayed for two years, but
its targets are rather modest; second. North Korea, which champions chuck'e
with accent on self-reliance and national pride, finds itself unable to service its
trade debts to Japan and Western European countries; third, the claim that
North Korea is a "paradise on earth" in which the people "have nothing to
envy" has receded, being replaced by Kim II Sung's admission that the
"solution of the problem of feeding, clothing, and housing the people"
remains a top priority.^

If, as seems true, a major cause of North Korea's economic malaise is too
rigid an adherence to the Stalinist model of command socialism, is Pyongyang
prepared to follow in the footsteps of Beijing and experiment with the policy of
openness? Is Pyongyang prepared to reduce the amount of state control,
increase material incentives, and allow market forces to stimulate its economy?
Is Pyongyang willing to allow more interactions between its economy and those
of other, particularly capitalist, countries?

A major constraint on Pyongyang's willingness or ability to embrace the
policy of openness and reform in the economic arena is the fear of "ideological
contamination''—a fear that must have been reinforced by the developments in
China. Significantly, the controlled media in North Korea conspicuously
omitted any reference to the prodemocracy demonstrations in China in the
spring of 1989. Instead, editorial and commentaries extolling the virtues of

7 Ibid.

8 Ibid.

^ See Kim II Sung's new year's message in Nodong sinmun, January 1, 1988.
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patriotism and loyalty to the Great Leader and the Dear Leader increased in
frequency and fervor.

This does not mean that North Korea has ruled out the policy of openness
and reform. It has passed a joint venture law, is trying very hard to increase
commodity exports, and has even begun to lure foreign tourists to its shores.
None of these steps has thus far produced any measurable results. Nor has
intemal economic policy changed much. Kim Jong II, to be sure, is credited
with having stressed the importance of implementing the "independent
accounting system of state enterprises" {kiop ui tongnip ch'aesanje) and with
initiatinga limitedfree marketexperimentin whichworkers are encouraged to
manufacture consumer goods with excess materialsin their spare time and sell
themin a network of market places. Thesechanges, however, do notappear
to have made any appreciable dent in the commandistic orientation of the North
Korean economy.

What is unmistakable is an increase in ideological indoctrination and mass
mobilization. Pyongyang's preferred strategy under Kim Jong Il's putative
guidance, in other words, seems to be that of "politics takes command." The
year 1988 thus saw the revival of "200-day battles" in economic construction;
thepeoplewereplacedin a stateof permanent mobilization. A national rallyof
heroes was held, and the people were told incessantly to emulate the styleof
"revolutionaryheroes" whowere allegedly "self-reliant" andinfinitely loyal
to the Great Leader, believing that "they did not even have the right to die
before fulfilling the order of their respected commander [Kim II Sung]."^'

Pyongyang's continuing emphasis on ideological indoctrination reflects
KimIISung's ownpredelictions. In a speech to theFirstSession of theEighth
Supreme People Assembly of the DPRK on December 30,1986, Kim stressed
the need to replace the system of cooperative ownership with that of all the
people. Ownership by the people, which is tantamount to state ownership,
represents a higherstageof socialism thancooperative ownership. Kimargued
thatto attainsucha goal, the ideological consciousness aswellas technological
and cultural levels of the North Korean peasantry would have to be raised.
That, he said, would require the strengthening not only of "ideological
indoctrination work and organizational life among the peasants" but also of
"constant discipline . . . through joint laborand collective life." Ultimately,
the peasants must be taught to place collective, societal, and national interests

'0 Komura Takeki, "Kita Chosen no dai-sanji shichikanen keikaku ga mezasu mono" [Aims of
North Korea's ThirdSeven-Year Plan],Koria hydron, no. 301 (July1987), pp. 23-24; Hy-Sang
Lee, "North Korea's Closed Economy: The Hidden Opening," Asian Survey 28:12 (December
1988): 1268-71.

" B. C. Koh, "North Korea in 1988: The Fortieth Anniversary," Asian Survey 29:1 (January
1989): 40. See also the front-page editorials in Nodong sinmun, September 6 and 15,1988.
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above their own and to realize that "they are the masters of the revolution and
construction. "^2

Kim also called for strengthening state planning: "All fields of the national
economy should conduct management activities in a scientific manner on the
basis of correct plans, calculations, and statistics and rationalize enterprise
management by correctly using many economic means in conformity with the
transitional nature of socialist society." His prescription for the attainment of
the goals of the Third Seven-Year Plan was "endless loyalty to the party and
revolution with high revolutionary passion." Finally, he called on the North
Korean people to "guard against the infiltration of the ideological poison of
capitalism and revisionism into our society and [to] resolutely struggle against
all maneuvers to encroach upon the socialist system.

Whether such a strategy will work remains to be seen. If past experience is
any guide, however, the prognosis appears to be guarded at best. In keeping
with the strategy of stepping up ideological indoctrination, Pyongyang has also
intensified the cult of Kim Jong II. He has become the second person in North
Korea to have a flower named after him, and the number of monuments and

"historical sites" dedicated to his glorification continues to multiply. In
November 1988 one of the peaks on Paekdu (White Head) Mountain was named
Jong II pong (Jong II Peak) with the new name being prominently carved on it.
Kim Jong II was allegedly bom in a cottage at the foot of the mountain, which is
viewed as sacred by most Korean people.

Notwithstanding the escalation of ideological indoctrination, some signs of
a relaxation of political controls are visible. Foreign visitors to North Korea
appear to be given somewhat more freedom these days than was the case in
early years. They are allowed to take walks unescorted and even to visit bars
(sdnsuljip) that cater to ordinary citizens. Some visitors report lively encoun
ters with North Korean youths, some of which have been initiated by the North
Koreans themselves. North Korean scholars attending academic conferences
in foreign countries in recent years seem more relaxed and receptive to
approaches by their brethren living abroad than was tme before. None of this.

'2 Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS), Daily Report—Asia Pacific^ December 31,
1986, D6.

Ibid., D. 11.

Ibid.,D. 12.

For a picture of Jong II Peak as well as an account of its dedication ceremony, see Nodong
sinmun, November 17, 1988.

See, for example, Cho Myong-hun, "Pungnyok ttang edo pyonhwa nun ogo itta" [Change Is
Coming Even to the Northern Land], Sin Tong'a, August 1988, pp. 261-91; and "Kankoku no
sakka Hwang Sogyong-shi no Kita Chosen homonki" [Report on a Visit to North Korea by Mr.
Hwang S6gy6ng, the South Korean Venter], Asahishinbun. International Satellite Edition, May 11,
1989.
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however, alters the consensus of observers that North Korea remains one of the
most regimented societies in the contemporary world.

insiiiutionalization of the Succession

In order for Kim II Sung's successionplan to work, it needs to put in place a
structure of support for Kim Jong II: the key institutions of power in North
Korean society must be peopled by persons who can be trusted to remain loyal
to Kim Jong II after his father passes from the scene. While ideological
indoctrination, which covers all North Korean citizens, can theoretically help
attain such a goal to some extent, promotion of younger people to cadre
positions under the careful supervisionof KimJong II is a sine qua non. Since a
paucity of reliable information precludes any rigorous analysis, however, the
best one can do is examine some indirect and fragmentary evidence.

Looking at leadership positions in the WPK first, one is struck by an
extraordinarily high turnover rate. About half the Central Committee members
fail to be reelected at each congress, which leaves a lot of room for new
members. Of the 117 persons who were elected to the Central Committee at the
Fifth Congress in November 1970, for example, only 67 were reelected to the
Central Committeeat the Sixth Congress in October1980. Since membership
increased to 145, this means that 78 or 54 percent of the Sixth Central
Committee members were new.^^ As noted, it was at the Sixth Congress that
Kim Jong II made a debut as Kim II Sung's heir apparent. Hence it is reasonable
to infer that a major consideration in the selection of new members as well as in
the retention of old must have been one's perceived commitment to the
succession plan.

The turnover rate was equallyhigh at the Politburolevel. Of the 15 persons
who were elected to the Political Committee at the Fifth Congress (11 full and 4
candidate members), only 7 were reelected to the Politburo (the name was
changed) at the Sixth Congress. As the Politburo now had 19 full and 4
candidate members, 70 percent of its members were new. Among the 10
secretaries, of whom only Kim II Sung as the general secretary outranks Kim
Jong II, one could count only two holdovers from the Fifth Congress—^Kim II
Sung and Kim Chung-nin.

What is remarkable is that turnover has occurred not only at every party
congress but also at virtually every plenary meeting of the Central Committee
since October 1980. At the Politburo level, a major cause of turnover has been
natural death: four persons who were elected as full Politburo members at the
Sixth Congress, all of whom were former comrades of Kim II Sung in the anti-
Japanese guerrilla campaigns, have died—Ch'oe Hyon, Kim II, O Paek-
nyong, and Im Ch'un-ch'u. Analysis by Kim Man-shik of the background of

For the relevant statistics as well as the names of Central Committee members, see Dae-Sook
Suh, Korean Communism 1945-1980: A Reference Guide to the Political System (Honolulu:
University of Hawaii Press, 1981), pp. 332-47.
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twenty-one persons who were promoted to either the Politburo or the Secre
tariat between August 1982 and March 1988 indicates that all but five are
technocrats, with expertise in either economic management or technical
fields. 18

It should be noted that turnover in the WPK's leading organs has always
been high; the practice did not begin with the rise of Kim Jong II. Nonetheless,
the continuation of the trend does suggest the possibility that *'the junior leader
played an important role in the selection of the new elite who will be in a
position to affect his status in the event of his father's demise,

The ascendancy of technocrats has entailed a relative decline of military
officers. Whereas in the Politburo elected by the Sixth Congress in October
1980 persons with military background outnumbered those with civilian
background, in late 1989 only two out of the fourteen full members of the
Politburo were from the military. They were O Chin-u and So Ch'61, both
veteran guerrillas. This may be emblematic of the priority Pyongyang places on
economic construction. Loyalty to Kim Jong II, then, may be a necessary but
not a sufficient condition for upward mobility in North Korea. Competence in
economic management or a technical field seems to have become a crucial
requirement.

Frequent personnel changes have also occurred in the leadership roster of
the government. The Administration Council (Chongmuwon), North Korea's
cabinet, has been reorganized repeatedly. Nearly all the affected ministries or
committees have been in the economic field. In fact, since the Administrative
Council formally replaced the cabinet (Naegak) in December 1972 all but one
head—who carries the title of premier (ch'ongni)—^have been technocrats. The
lone exception is the late Kim II, a former guerrilla, who served as premier from
1972 to 1977.

The current premier is Yon Hyong-muk, who replaced Yi Kun-mo in
December 1988. Yon, who was born in 1925, was educated at the

Mangyongdae Revolutionary Academy in Pyongyang and the Ural Institute of
Technology in the Soviet Union. His rise in Pyongyang's power hierarchy
coincided with Kim Jong Il's emergence as successor. He has previously served
as a deputy premier, chairman of the Commission on Metal and Machine
Industry, and twice as a party secretary, a position he still holds. Noteworthy
are his close ties with Kim Jong II, technical background, administrative
experience, and linguistic skills. His fluency in Russian, a product of five years
of schooling in the Soviet Union, will remain useful as Moscow-Pyongyang
relations become increasingly complex in the wake ofMoscow's establishment

Kim Nam-shik, ''The Changing Power Hierarchy of North Korea Since the 6th KWP Congress
(II)," Vantage Point 12:3 (March 1989): 6-7. A defector from North Korea, Kim Nam-shik is a
leading North Korea-watcher in South Korea.

Lee, "Evolution of the Korean Workers' Party," p. 76.
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of diplomatic relations with Seoul in September 1990. Yon is also known to
have an excellent command of Japanese and French.20

The pivotal institution in North Korea's sucession politics is its armed
forces, officially known as the Korean People's Army (KPA). Significantly,
the only formal position Kim Jong II holds in the DPRK government is that of
vice-chairman of the military affairs commission of the Central People's
Committee, to which he was appointed in 1990. Since 1980 he has also been a
member of the Central Military Affairs Commission of the WPK. Coupled with
his other posts in the party—a member of the three-man Standing Committee of
the Politburo and the second-ranking secretary—^this has given Kim Jong II
enormous influence over the armed forces. Key military appointments are
believed to be linked to the imperative of augmenting Kim Jong Il's levers of
control.21 Beneficiaries of this consideration reportedly included O Kung-ny51
(chief of the General Staff of the KPA), Paek Hak-nim (vice-minister of the
People's Armed Forces; currently minister of public security), and Kim Kang-
hwan (deputy chief of the General Staff).22

There have, however, been some mixedsignalsas well. The most puzzling
of all was the replacement in February 1988 of O Kung-nyol as chief of the
General Staff of the KPA by Ch'oe Kwang. As noted above, O was closely
identified with Kim Jong II. At 57, moreover, he had been viewed as a member
of the Kim Jong IIgeneration. He not only lost his job but was dropped from the
WPK Politburo as well. Ch'oe Kwang, 72, was an old comrade-in-arms of Kim
11 Sung in the anti-Japanese guerrilla campaigns and had previously served as
chief of the General Staff of the KPA from 1963 to 1969.23

If O Kung-nyol's dismissal was related to the Korean Air incident of
November 1987, in which two North Korean agents allegedly caused the mid
air explosion of a civilian passenger plane, killing 115 persons, there was an
irony in the selection of Ch'oe Kwang as his successor. Two decades earlier
Ch'oe had been dismissed as chief of the KPA General Staff for policy failure
as well—^the failure of the North Korean commando raid on the South Korean

presidential mansion in January 1968 and the extermination by the South
Korean armed forces of a large contingent of North Korean armed agents that
had been dispatched to the South in November of the same year. After his
dismissal, Ch'oe reportedly worked as a miner but made a comeback as
chairman of the people's committee of Hwanghae Province in 1977. He was

20See Yon Hyong-muk's profile in Vantage Point 12:3 (March 1989): 24-25.

For a list of persons whose rise in the North Koreanarmedforces hasbeen linkedto KimJong II,
see Pukhan ch'ongnan 1983-nydn -1985-nydn [Comprehensive Guide to North Korea, 1983-1985]
(Seoul: Pukhan Yon'guso, 1986), p. 39.

22 Kamata Mitsuo, '*Kita Chosen gunbu no doko to jinji" [Trends and Personnel Matters in the
North Korean Military], Koria hydron, no. 314 (August 1988), p. 29.

23 Ibid., p. 28.
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elected to the Politburo as a candidate member in 1980 and was appointed a
deputy premier of the Administration Council in 1982.24

In May 1988 Pyongyang revealed that Chon Mun-s6p, another veteran
guerrilla, had been appointed deputy minister of the People's Armed Forces.
This means that three key positions in the North Korean military are now
occupied by Kim II Sung's former comrades-in-arms: O Chin-uis ministerof
the People's Armed Forces; Chon Mun-sop, deputy minister; and Ch'oe
Kwang, chief of the General Staff. Their membership in the exclusive but
dwindling club of former anti-Japanese guerrillas impliesclose mutual bonds
and a strong sense of loyalty to their unchallengeable leader Kim II Sung.
Loyaltyto Kim II Sungin turn impliesa commitment to his succession plan. In
fact, O Chin-u has accompanied Kim Jong II on his inspection tours more
frequently than any other top leader.

Ch'oe Kwang's return to his old post in the KPA mayreflectKim IISung's
felt need to facilitate security cooperation with the Soviet Union, for Ch'oe is
known as "an old Soviet hand. "25 It is believed that the Soviet Union is eager
to strengthen informal ties with the KPA, and the growing formal contacts
between the two military establishmentsmay prove to be mutuallybeneficial.

One development that helps to dampenany speculation that Kim Jong II's
grip on the KPA may be slipping is the emergence of what amounts to his
personal surveillance network in the KPA. Three Revolution Small Teams
(samdae hydngmyong sojo) closely identified with Kim Jong II are said to be
operating in the KPA downto thecompany level. Theyarebelieved to bypass
theregular chainofcommand, reporting totheirownchain ofcommand, which
leads ultimately to Kim Jong II. Paralleling this development has been an
increasein the powerof political commissars in the KPA. Allordersissuedby
militarycommanders allegedly needto be countersigned by "political deputy
commanders" {chdngcWi pujihwigwan)?^

Whilethe politicization of theKPAis nothing new, its apparent escalation
in connection with the rise of Kim Jong II can theoretically create strains in the
KPA; it may even undermine the efforts to modernize the KPA. Professional
militaryofficers, a sizablenumberof whomhavereceived training in theSoviet
Union in recent years, are said to be less than enthusiastic about excessive
political control of the military.22

A few caveats are in order. First, in the absence of any compelling
evidence, we should treat speculations about possible cleavages in the KPA
with utmost caution. Second, notwithstanding the survival of a handful of "old
guerrillafighters" in its top command, the KPAis populated by and large by

24 Ibid., pp. 28-29.

25 Kim Nam-shik, "The Changing Power Hierarchy," p. 6.

26 Kamata, "Kita Chosen gunbu," pp. 33-34.

27 Ibid., pp. 34-36.
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what Scalapino and Lee call ''modernists." As they note, however, a more
useful distinction may be that between "political" and "command" military
men.28 Until more data become available on the background of KPA officers,
therefore, we need to be wary of any generalizations regarding the role of the
KPA in the succession equation.

Autonomy of North Korean Politics

The preceding discussion has suggested that political succession has set in
motion the process of incremental change in North Korean politics. Whether
external factors have impinged on the politicsof successionis problematical. It
is, of course, theoretically possible for external factors to produce some
effects. If China and the Soviet Union, North Korea's principalallies, were to
express strong disapprovalof KimIISung's successionplan, for example, they
might seriously impair his ability to legitimize it.

Given the stakes involved, however, it was exceedingly unlikely that the
two Communist giants would choose to antagonizeKim II Sung. In fact, both
have tacitly endorsed the succession plan, even though they may not neces
sarily welcome it wholeheartedly.

The potential or actual impact of external developments on North Korea's
internal politics seems limited. This has not always beenthe case. In its early
years the DPRK, as a de facto creature of the Soviet Union, was beholden to
Moscow. Even after Soviet influence began to wane, events in the Soviet
Union continued to create ripple effects. A case in point was the abortive effort
of a coalition of North Korean leaders—notably Pak Ch'ang-ok and Ch'oe
Ch'ang-ik—^to challenge Kim II Sung's leadership in August 1956. The
impetus for their action was Khrushchev's de-Stalinization campaign, and the
crisis was reported defused by the intervention of Moscow and Beijing.29

Personnel changes in North Korea seem to be largely immune to external
influences. There have not been any documented cases in which external
pressure has led to the removal, demotion, or promotionof key personnel. If
events that occur outside North Korea can be equated with external influences,
however, they do seem to play a role from time to time. For example, in a few
cases, spectacular failures of North Korean policies have led to the dismissal of
responsible persons. We have already noted the case of Ch'oe Kwang, whose
purge in 1969wasreportedly relatedto the failureof operationsdirectedagainst
the South. O Kung-nyol's dismissal, also mentioned earlier, may have been
linked to the Korean Air incident, which seriously tarnished North Korea's
credibility in the world.

28 RobertA. Scalapino andChong-Sik Lee,Communism inKorea,Part2:TheSociety (Berkeley
and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1972), pp. 743^14.

2^For an account of the incident, see ibid.. Part 1:The Movement, pp. 510-16.
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The impact of external developments on NorthKorean policy, as distinct
from politics, is somewhat easier to surmise. Pyongyang's modification of an
autarkic developmental strategy in favor of more contacts with the world
economy was clearly influenced by changes in its environment. Striking
similarities between Pyongyang's jointventure lawandBeijing's suggest thata
conscious borrowing has occurred. External events can provide negative
lessons for North Koreaas well. The traumas of the democracy movement in
Chinain the spring of 1989 arealmost certainto havesolidified KimIISung's
resolvenot to embrace economic reforma la DengXiaoping, which hadpaved
the way for the extraordinary uprising by Chinese students.

In the realm of Pyongyang's reunification policyone candiscerna gradual
downgrading of naked force. The strategy of revolution—^namely, fostering
revolutionary forces in North Korea, South Korea, and the world at large—is
being eclipsed, albeit not totally, by the strategy of confederation. The
principal factor in such strategic transformation is external circumstances, of
which the most important is the failure of the strategy to produce intended
effects in South Korea and the world at large. The gnawing realization that
forcible reunification, whetherby war or revolution, is unattainable mayhave
prompted North Korea to settle for the next best thing—namely, a confedera
tion of North and South Korea in which the absolute equality of both sides is
guaranteed. Given the imbalance in population and economic power in South
Korea's favor, however, such a formula has very little appeal for Seoul. The
point nonetheless is that external factors can help produce change in North
Korean policy.

Onbalance, then. North Koreanpoliticscanbecharacterized as remarkably
autonomous. Its dynamics are governed primarily, though not exclusively, by
internal considerations. Because North Korean policy is less autonomous than
its politics and because policy and politics are inseparable, however, external
developments can impinge on internal politics. Adoption of a conciliatory
policy by Washington, for example, can help bolster the position of moderates
in Pyongyang.30So, too, can concessions emanating from Seoul. Whether Roh
Tae Woo's declaration on July 7,1988, signalinga new policyof opennessand
conciliation toward Pyongyang has served such a function, however, is
debatable. Even though Pyongyang promptly rejected it as a rehash of old
ideas, the Roh declarationdid producesome benefitsfor Pyongyang,of which
the most notable are the initiation of contacts between the United States and the

DPRK and Japan's adoption of a conciliatory policy toward the DPRK.

SeligS. Harrison, whovisited North Koreain 1972and 1987,argues thatthere are "hard-liners"
and "moderates" in Pyongyang and that "[fjlexible American policies, responsive to North
Koreanovertures for better relations, strengthen the handsof the moderates." See his testimony
beforetheSubcommitteeon AsianandPacificAffairs, theCommittee on ForeignAffairs, theU.S.
House of Representatives, May 24, 1988, entitled "Prospects for Korean Reunification: North
Korea in Transition."
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Prospects for Change in North Korean Politics

Will Kim II Sung's succession plan succeed? If so, will it precipitate any
change in North Korean politics? As we have seen in the preceding pages,
considerable progress hasalready beenmade inthetwinprograms of legitimiz
ing and institutionalizing the succession. Asfar as legitimation is concerned,
the intensification of indoctrination will soon reach, if it has not already
reached,a pointof diminishing returns. AsChong-Sik Leeputit, "Much more
thanpropaganda willbe necessary to makethe powerimage of thejuniorKim
unchallengeable."^*

In other words, performance rather than rhetoric will determine the final
outcome. Performance, however, must entail not only the construction of
"monumental structures" whose primary function is to impress foreign
visitors rather than to serve the public but the amelioration of the Spartan
conditions of life as well. In fact, the two may be in a zero-sum situation. Given
its scarce resources. North Korea can ill afford to pay the opportunity costs of
its grandiose construction projects.

Reallocation of priorities and resources, however, may not suffice. The
only way to break the built-inbottlenecksof the North Koreaneconomymay be
to substitute market socialism for command socialism. Nonetheless, political
side-effects of economic reform, which have become painfully manifest in
China, will continue to discourage Pyongyang's goveming elite from taking
any risks.

One option theoretically available to Pyongyang is to take a more concilia
tory approach toward Seoul, rejuvenate the inter-Koreandialogue, and initiate
economic exchanges with South Korea. That, however, still entails the risk of
ideological contamination. If anything, the risk may be greater for, in addition
to the influx of "bourgeois" ideas from the South, proof of South Korean
prosperity to which the North Korean people are apt to be exposed will
adversely affect the legitimacy of the North Korean regime itself.

In the short turn, then, Pyongyang is likely to adhere to the policy of neither
loosening up state controls on its economy nor opening its doors too wide to the

Lee, ^'Evolution of the Korean Workers' Party," p. 79.

32 In preparationfor the ThirteenthWorldFestivalof YouthandStudents,held in Pyongyang July
1-8,1989, North Korea built 3 stadiums, 9 gymnasiums, 5 hotels, an airport, a number of theaters,
27 bridges, and 30,000 units of houses. North Korea estimated the cost of these projects at
U.S.$4.5 billion. North Korean News, no. 487, July 10, 1989, p. 3.

33 Indicative of the North Korean leadership's uneasiness are their exhortations to the people to
guard against the dangerof "bourgeois culturalcontamination." Nodong sinmun on August31,
1989, denounced the United States for intensifying itsefforts to propagate "bourgeois culture'' and
to export "bourgeois-style multi-party system" in socialist countries. It praised Romania for
resisting "imperialist pressure" and for maintaining the "purity of socialism," while indirectly
criticizing Hungary for succumbing to the pressure.
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outside world. If itseconomy continues tostagnate, thelegitimacy ofKim Jong
II will remain fragile at best.

The fortification of the institutional baseof Kim Jong Il's powermeans,
however, that he is not likely to face serious challenge in the short run. More
problematic is the long-term prognosis. Given the ascendance of the technocra
tic elite, post-Kim II Sung North Korea may well witness the acceleration of
pragmatism in public policy, bothdomestic and foreign. Should that happen,
KimJong Il's legitimacy mayreceivea boost.Onefactorworthconsidering in
this connection is that the mode of decision making may change under Kim
Jong II. Under Kim II Sung, "an adversary process is likely to be absent in the
policy process: interpretations, contingencies, and options that are perceived to
be unacceptable to the supremeleader are most likely to be suppressed.
contrast, under Kim Jong II constraints on the transmission of information and
the articulation of views will most likely diminish, thus enhancing the proba
bility of pragmatic decision making.

External variables will also come into play. Policies adopted by Seoul,
Washington, Tokyo, Beijing, and Moscow can help induce change in
Pyongyang. Recent trends—notably Seoul's growing links with Moscow and
Beijing, the establishment of government-level channels of communication
between Washingtonand Pyongyang, Tokyo's overtures towardPyongyang—
suggest that stimuli directed toward Pyongyang will be more likely to elicit a
flexible response thana rigidone, althoughtherecenteventsin Chinamaypush
Pyongyang in the opposite direction.

In sum, political change will occur slowly but ineluctably in North Korea.
The inevitable demise of the aging supreme leader will accelerate the pace of
change, which in the long run may well entail the unraveling of the succession
plan Kim II Sung has so laboriously crafted. In the short run, however, Kim II
Sung seemsto haveat leastanevenchancethathis revolutionary legacywillbe
prolonged, if not perpetuated, after his death; he also has a chance to join, albeit
temporarily, that exclusive club of dead Communist leaders who have escaped
denigration at the hands of their successors, which counts among its members
such giants as Lenin, Tito, and Ho Chih Minh.

B. C. Koh, TheForeign PolicySystems ofNorth and SouthKorea (Berkeley and Los Angeles:
University of California Press, 1984), p. 113.



2. North Korea and the Non-Communist
World: The Quest for National Identity

SAMUEL S. KIM

Whether we like it or not, in this nuclear-ecological agewe haveall become
passengers on one fragile planetarylifeboat. Thereis no ecological sanctuary
nor escape from common security. The destinies of all humans are now
inextricably interwoven, yet most people still remain national and territorial
prisoners to an "us/them" dualism. This psycho-cultural dichotomy, in a
multitude of absolutist forms and disguises, has become one of the most
dominant and persistent modes of human identification in the postwar era.
Human security is now a common global challenge, as it depends notonlyon
what "we" do but increasingly on what "they" do. Yetmany stateactors still
seek security in an exclusionary manner that seems to guarantee only inse
curity.

The study of North Korean foreign policy is generally better known for
descriptive richness than for conceptual innovation or explanatory power.
There is a needfor more conceptually ambitious andtheoretically imaginative
approaches that would invigorate and cross-fertilize the field of North Korean
foreign policywithadvances madeincomparative foreign policy, international
relations, and other related disciplines. In short, there is a strong case for an
analytical framework that would relate disparate variables into a more coherent
picture of the forces driving the external behavior of the Democratic People's
Republic of Korea (DPRK).

The concept of "national identity" is suggested as a promising but as yet
untried wayofexplaining thebehaviorofstate actors, especially divided polity,
in coping with a rapidly changing world.^This approach proceeds from the

Theauthor acknowledges thesupport ofmuch oftheresearch andwriting ofthispaper bythePeter
B. Lewis Fund of the Centerof International Studies, Princeton University.

' This section of the paper draws upon a more detailed elaboration of the concept of national
identity andits analytical utility in thestudy of comparative foreign policy in general andChinese
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premise that foreign policy behavior is a mirror of a nation's image of itself.
Just as an individual's self-image conceptualizes and actualizes the role of the
ego in its relationship withthe world of "significant others," so does foreign
policy behavior express and actualize, to a certain extent, the nation's self-
imageand role conception in the international system. Asa pointof departure,
the concept of national identity is advanced as an analytical framework for
exploring whatmakes North Korea—and South Korea—^tick. In ourparticular
case, then, Pyongyang's extemal behavior is hypothesizedas the reflection of
its search for national identity and the projection of its national role conception.

The Utility of a National-Identity Approach

The concept of identity was originally intrapersonaland interpersonal. Erik
Erikson introduced the concept to explore the growth of a sense of individual
human identity in the course of the life-cycle, the possible distortions this
development may undergo, and the circumstances under which an identity
crisis may arise.^ The concept of national identity, drawing on the Durkheim-
ian notion that a collective has an existence distinguishable from the sum of its
constituent parts, is primarily concerned with the properties of the collective
political and territorial entity. The main properties of national identity derive
from the cumulative historical experiences and lessons of the self-identified
group in question, in particular as they concern the "us/them" relations of the
nation-state acting out its self-image as a unitary actor on the world stage.

Analytically, the concept of national identity has permeable boundaries. It
dovetails with the theories of nationalism, national role, and political legitima
tion. Like the emergence of the state, national identity is a historical and
possibly transitional phenomenon. Nationalism, whose development was
accelerated by the revolution of modem communication and transportation, has
in turn sped the transition from the state systemto the nation-state systemin the
nineteenth century and the decolonization process in the twentieth century.
Nationalism is a principle of collective identity par excellence. It has also
become a principle of modem political legitimation that no political leadership
can do without. ^In an age of nationalism, he who defames the national identity
or puts the national identity in doubt threatens his or her mandate to govem.

The sources of national identity are both intemal and extemal. To capture
the intemational dimension of national identity, however, it will be useful to

foreign relations in particular in LowellDittmerand SamuelS. Kim, "In Searchof a Theory of a
National Identity," in Lowell Dittmer and Samuel S. Kim, eds., China's Quest for National
Identity (forthcoming).

2 See Erik H. Erikson, "Ego Development and Historical Change," Psychoanalytic Study of the
Child 2 (1946): 359-96; idem. Childhood and Society, 2d. ed. (New York: W. W. Norton, 1963).

3 See Ernest Gellner, Nations and Nationalism (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1983).
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turn to national role conceptions.A "role" here refers to the policymakers'
ownperceptions oftheirnation'sposition intheinternational system. Thelogic
of roletheoryis simple enough. Justasanindividual identity isformed through
the accretion of meaning via interactions with "significantothers" in society,
so each nation in the international system occupies a social position in its
relationwithotherstates. Yetembedded to a fullyformednational identity is a
shared sense of its national distinctiveness—^a uniqueconfigurationof national
values, historical memories, and future visions. A national identity is the
product of both a political socialization into and/or identification with various
reference groups of significant others and a synergy of mutually compatible
roles that foster a sense of its own distinctive integrity and defy its reduction to
those reference groups. A national self-identitypresupposesthe nation's image
of world order. International institutions become the world stage where each
nation's role conceptions are dramatized.

A national role is a function of national status in the international social

structure and as such provides norms, guidelines, and standards for commit
ments and actions. The perception of status, which is related to power and
influence in any social structure, is an important sourceof nationalidentityand
role formation. Such an identity is a compilationof mutuallycomplementary
(or at least not obviously incompatible) roles to meet different sets of social
expectations and political legitimationneeds. In turn, every nation-stateplaces
other nation-states into a typology of particular norms and values. In any
nation's attempt to arrange a satisfactory relationship with others in interna
tional relations, there is a tendency to simplify and stereotype the confusing
welter of states into a few categories or national types (e.g., the First, Second,
and Third World states; imperial and anti-imperialstates; core and peripheralor
developed and developing states). Like the maturing individual, the nascent
nation-state selects a reference group from among these national types with
which it can normatively or functionally identify. This is particularly important
in new "state nations" without a sanctioning ideology, where legal statehood
came before the establishment of firm psycho-cultural grounding
(nationalism).

A mature national identity would consist of a well-structured hierarchyof
ideas and symbols with some coherence and continuity over time. These ideas
and symbols must be integral to the people sharing the collective identity,
embracing common core values and substantive goals. Once firmly estab
lished, a nationalidentityanchored in mutually enhancing andcomplementary
national roles may be expected to provide a basis for reasonably stable and
predictable behavior under various conditions. In the case of stable and mature

For a pioneeringessay and the most recent collaborativework on the subject, see K. J. Holsti,
"National RoleConceptions in the Studyof Foreign?o\\cy,'' InternationalStudiesQuarterly 14:3
(September1970): 232—309; andStephenG. Walker,ed., RoleTheoryandForeign PolicyAnalysis
(Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1987).
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national identity, then, it can be hypothesized that the visible, variablelevel of
policywill alwaysbe subsumed by the deeper,moreinvisible levels, forminga
congruent and coherent hierarchy of national values and commitments. Alto
gether this hierarchy would providea repertoire for the stateto interactwith the
outside world in a stable and predictable way. Notice, for example, the extent
to which American and Soviet role conceptions converged (i.e., hegemony in
their respective camps and rivalry in the world at large) during much of the
postwar era.

If on the other hand the nation in question has difficulties establishing a
national identity or projecting its national role conception based on its national
identity, its behavior is likely to be unpredictable, perhaps even dangerous. It
has been suggested that a change in foreign policy behavior is a reflection of the
self-role incongruence that results from overcommitment to a particular set of
role obligations.5 A national identity crisis signifies that the political and social
system is no longer willing to accept its former self-image because it has lost its
integrating and legitimating force. Thus, a national identity crisis may arise
from the widening discrepancy between its national role promise and national
role performance.

Legitimation crisis, according to Jiirgen Habermas, ''is directly an identity
crisis."^ Habermas argues that such identity/legitimation crises arise from
unresolved steering problems of a social system when the social structure
allows fewer possibilities for problem solving than are necessary to maintain
the system. The penalty for this failure of system performance is the with
drawal of political legitimation. A social motivation crisis becomes a legitima
tion crisis as the scope for social action contracts precisely at those moments in
which it needs to be drastically expanded while the need for legitimation that
arises from changes in the political system comes precisely at those moments in
which the existing supply of legitimation is rapidly dwindling. Thus, a crisis
arises from the growing discrepancy between the need for action declared by
the state on the one hand, and the dearth of motivation supplied by the existing
socio-cultural system on the other.

A national identity crisis should precipitate a search for new identity. In
reality, however, the national identity (or the national image in Kenneth
Boulding's formulation) is the most resistant stronghold.® The search for old or
new national identity may take various forms. By the logic of Habermas'
"social-scientific concept of system crisis," the national leadership would

5 Carl Backman, "Role Theory and International Relations," International Studies Quarterly 14:3
(September 1970): 316.

^ Jiirgen Habermas, Legitimation Crisis, trans. Thomas McCarthy (Boston: Beacon Press, 1973),
p. 46.

7 See ibid., pp. 2-4, 48, 69, 74-75.

®See Kenneth Boulding, "National Images and International Systems," Journal of Conflict
Resolution 3 (1959): 120-31.
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have to drastically improve the steering capability of a social system or
significantly reduce and remold value expectations of the people to bridge the
gap between the two.

The national leadership may seek to forestall identity diffusion or other
perceived perils by preemptively redefining national identity in an unam
biguous way, coercing its citizenry into this Procrustean conformity and
exterminating all *'alien and undesirable elements" (e.g., Jews, Communists,
gypsies, traitors, counterrevolutionaries) in the purification process of national
identity formation. Or the leadership may launch self-glorifying monumental
projects, thus regressing to the age of royal dynastic legitimation. It is even
possible, albeit unlikely, that the leadership may launch a superstructural
revolution, as Mao attempted to do through the Great Proletarian Cultural
Revolution to reassert a proletarian quest for social justice and equality and
once again "to touch the souls of the people."^ The retreat to the protective
cocoon of state sovereignty and autocentric, self-reliant development path is
another possibility. More often than not, national identity diffusion or crisis
provides a historical opportunity for a military coup d'etat to overcome
"national paralysis." At any rate, the leadership of a nation afflicted with a
national identity crisis is more likely to lose its sense of balance and exhibit
extreme behavior at home and abroad to expand the limits of the possible.

Pyongyang's Global Search for National Identity

It may appear to the casual observer that the development of Korean
national identity should have been a relatively easy task. Korea is one of the
oldest nations in the world with a common territory, language, race, customs,
history, and strong and powerful neighbors to envy and resent. With the
geopolitical and geostrategic deck stacked against it, Korea somehow managed
to become a nation of survival in the sea of great-power rivalries. An
"us/them" sense of national identity provided the most powerful source of
national survival and legitimation.

And yet the developmental process of Korean nationalism during the period
of Japanese imperial subjugation (1910-^5) right up to the end of World War II
was a frustrating, and at times almost futile, endeavor. On the eve of liberation,
the Korean nationalist movement was fragmented, frustrated, and without any
single charismatic leader to herald the returning nationalists from abroad. The
exiled movement had suffered from protracted combat fatigue and had been
factionalized, ideologized, and even internationalized to such an extent that it
would have been extremely difficult, if not impossible, for any one nationalist
leader to unify the newly liberated country even if the two victorious super
powers had exempted the Korean peninsula from their global geopolitical
rivalry. Except for the negative anti-Japanese identity that was shared by all.

^ Renmin ribao [People's Daily], September 5, 1966, p. 1.
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the nationalist exiles returned home with foreign sources of legitimacy; they
were, in varying degrees, Americanized, Russianized, Sinicized, Commu-
nized, or Christianized nationalists.

This was the beginning of an identity/legitimacy crisis in divided Korea.
The politics of competitive legitimation started in 1945 from an identical
cultural and historical base line with the two Koreas taking separate paths in a
nation-building, identity-forming, and legitimacy-seeking process under the
sponsorship of the two competing superpowers. The pursuit of legitimacy has
become the central concern of both domestic and foreign policy of each of the
two Koreas. The politics of the two Koreas have become intractable and
reunification attempts problematic owing to their clashing ideologies. The
siege mentality exhibited by both Koreas is a corollary of a competitive zero-
sum game, in which legitimation has come to be viewed as dependent on the
delegitimation of the other side. Even before the outbreak of the Korean War,
both Koreas had already locked themselves into the competing Cold War
alliance systems in charting out separate paths in the nation-building and
legitimacy-seeking process. Nonetheless, the sources of this identity crisis
have remained more or less the same in North and South Korea: (1) leadership
and succession problem from within; (2) clear and continuing challenge from
the other Korea; and (3) subversion from without (allied control or
intervention).

From the beginning, the central challengeof North Korean foreign policy
has remained clear and consistent—to make the world safe for its identity-
defining and legitimacy-seeking process. What has changed in a volatile and
unpredictablefashion is the meanswith whichto realize theend. Kim IISung's
''magnificent obsession" with national unification is an integral part of his
essential but elusive quest for absolute legitimation. Yet such a quest was
particularly problematic from the start. Like their distant Communist cousins
in Eastern Europe, North Korea never achieved a successful liberation or
revolution on its own. The foreign origin of the Marxist-Leninist ideology and
the original imposition of Kim II Sung's leadership with the support of the
Soviet military government underscored an identity crisis by depriving the
regime of a genuine domestic source of legitimation. The existence of another
"legitimate'' (Syngman Rhee) government in the South witha strongeraffinity
to the Korean nationalist movement further accentuated Kim's iden

tity/legitimacy crisis. As a result, Kim in the North—and also Rhee in the
South—^was driven to link his legitimacy to the national political mythologyby
exaggerating and even falsifying his national revolutionary background

'0 For my analysis leading to this conclusion, see "The Developmental Problem of Korean
Nationalism," in Se-Jin Kim and Chang-hyun Cho, eds., Korea: DividedNation (SilverSpring,
Md.: Research Institute on Korean Affairs, 1976), pp. 10-37.
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abroad. ^̂ Still, Kim's claim to legitimacy, based on his anti-Japanese guerilla
activities in Manchuria (and his adoption of the name of the legendary national
hero, Kim Il-s6ng), seemed weak by comparison to Rhee's record of almost
half a century of nationalist activities abroad.

The establishment of the Republic of Korea (ROK) in the South on August
15, 1948, and its repeated claim to represent the entire Korean peninsula and
people as the sole legitimate government, based on UN-supervised elections
and a General Assembly Resolution of December 12, 1948, gave rise to
Pyongyang's first identity crisis. In less than a month, Pyongyang reciprocated
by the establishment of the DPRK, claiming to represent all of Korea based on
the 1948 election of a ''People's Assembly." North Korea's invasion of June
25,1950, precipitating the Korean War, was Kim's determination to resolve the
first identity crisis. But for the Chinese intervention, however, this violent
attempt almost succeeded in achieving a reunification for Syngman Rhee.

Be that as it may, the Korean War, from Washington's perspective, was
indeed the single most important event for the globalization and legitimation of
the Cold War system. It proved to be a godsend for the fulfillment of the
NSC-68's wish list, including the instant tripling of military spending to $38.5
billion. One Cold War alliance pact after another was established in the Asian
and Pacific region, paving the way for Washington's quagmire in Indochina a
decade later. South Korea was placed on America's global geopolitical
chessboard as an indispensable pawn to be defended at any cost. The entire
non-Communist world under American hegemony stood on the side of South
Korea in the politics of competitive legitimation of the two Koreas. Kim had
virtually no space for self-reliant steering. Korea was liberated from Japanese
colonialism only to be divided by external powers, becoming two separate but
captive and dependent states.

When the Korean War "ended" in 1953, North Korea found much of its

economy in shambles; it was regarded as a pariah/puppet regime in the non-
Communist world and an indebted dependent state in the Communist world.
Against this backdrop. North Korea began to chart a new path for national
identity with the formulation of the concept of Juche (chuch'e). The official
media of the DPRK used to translate the term "self-identity" or "national
identity" (and most non-DPRK scholars as "self-reliance") in English pub
lications, but have abandoned this translation in recent years as being either
inadequate or incomplete, content with the transliterated form spelled
"Juche."^2 In a very broad sense, Juche conveys the yearning for national

" See Jungwon Alexander Kim, Divided Korea: The Politics of Development, 1945-72
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1975), pp. 287, 338.

'2 For a comprehensive analysis of Juche, see Kim Kap-ch61,Fukhan chongch'i iteolroki punsdk-
"chuch'e sasang'' ul chungsimuro [Analysis of North Korean Political Ideology with Emphasis on
Chuch'e Ideology] (Seoul: Sohyangkak, 1977).
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pride, self-identity, and independence. It is a principle of self-maximization for
national identity.

Kim II Sung's first reference to the itrm Juche is contained in his speech to
party propaganda and agitation workers on December 28, 1955. After deplor
ing dogmatism, formalism, and the 'Uack of Juche" as the main shortcomings
in ideological work, he went on:

What is Juche in our Party's ideological work? What are we doing? We
are not engaged in any other country's revolution, but solely in the
Korean revolution. Devotion to the Korean revolution is Juche in the

ideological work of our party. Therefore, all ideological work must be
subordinated to the interests of the Korean revolution. When we study
the history of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, the history of
the Chinese revolution, or the universal truth of Marxism-Leninism, it
is entirely for the purposes of correctly carrying out our own revolu
tion ... I noticed in a primary school that all the portraits on the wall
were of foreigners, such as Mayakovsky and Pushkin, but there were
none of Koreans. If children are educated in this way, how can they be
expected to have national pride?

It is worth noting here that Kim's Juche-based search for national identity
preceded Khrushchev's de-Stalinization campaign (1956). Perhaps more sig
nificantly, Kim's Juche preceded China's self-reliancepolicyby more than two
years. Mao Zedong stated in his speech of January 30, 1962, at an Enlarged
Central Work Conference, that the decision to go it alone in China's national
development—^the policy of self-reliance {zili gengsheng)—^was made in
1958.14

The subsequent years witnessed a progressive development and codifica
tion of Juche. At the Fourth Party Congress of the Korean Workers' Party
(KWP) in September 1961,Juche became the major party principle. By 1965,
Juche was pronounced to be an all-embracing ideological line for both domestic
and foreign policy, as shown in Kim II Sung's lecture at the Ali Archam
Academy of Social Sciences of Indonesia: *'Juche in ideology, independencein
politics, self-sustenance in the economy and self-defense in national defense—
this is the stand our Party has consistently adhered to."i5 Finally, Juche was
canonized and codified as the guiding ideology of the DPRK's politics in the
constitution (Article 4) adopted on December 27, 1972.

'3 Kim II Sung, On Juche in Our Revolution, vol. I (New York: Weekly Guardian Associates,
1977), pp. 136, 139.

See MaoZedong, MaoZedongsixiangwansui[LongLiveMaoZedong'sThought](n.p., 1969),
p. 416.

'5 Kim, On Juche, pp. 428-29.

The constitutionalsoestablishedthenewofficeof the president{chusok), endowingit withboth
symbolicand substantivepower. The day after the adoptionof the newconstitution, KimIISung
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The gospel of Juche called for nationalism and deification of nationalistic
leadership. Indeed, this is the beginning of the cult of personality in North
Korea. Kim II Sung proved to be a superb politician with a Machiavel
lian/Stalinist sense of timing in each of the major factional eruptions in the
history of the DPRK (1945-48,1949-53, and 1956-58). His masterful struggle
to control and eventually wipe out the fratricidal factionalism of competing
leadership groups with Soviet, Chinese, indigenous Communist, and non-
Communist nationalist connections—and to consolidate his personal power
and to superimpose his vision of national identity—blasted more than a decade.
It is suggested that,' 'had it not been for his leadership skills and organizational
techniques, Kim would have been ousted from his position, no matter how
strong his Soviet support, in the struggles for power and policy that have
recurred in the past quarter-century. Actually, Kim prevailed, not because
of Soviet support, but in spite o/Soviet and Chinese intervention, by raising the
cost of allied intervention and by projecting factionalism and great-power
intervention as cause and effect of sadae-jui ("serving the great'' or' 'flunkey-
ism" in Pyongyang's political vocabulary), a traditional disease in Korean
foreign policy thinking leading to loss of national independence (Juche).

Another important but often overlooked aspect ofPyongyang's legitimacy-
seeking process is the use of language reform as a symbolic and communicative
instrument to assert a national identity. As early as 1946, Kim II Sung initiated a
campaign to purge all Japanese loan words from the Korean language. In
September 1948, Pyongyang officially banned the age-old use of Chinese
characters (hanja) inaugurating a' 'revolutionary'' process of the exclusive use
of the pure Korean alphabet, hanguL In May 1966, the DPRK, following Kim's
directives, adopted munhwa-o (cultural language) based on the Pyongyang
dialect as the standard language, replacing pyojun-6 (standard language) based
on the Seoul dialect. The munhwa-d movement was designed to nationalize
(and thus legitimize) the Pyongyang dialect, with the justification that the Seoul
dialect had been so polluted (internationalized) by Japanese, Chinese, and
English words as to be devoid of national identity and integrity (chuch' esdng).

It is hardly surprising, then, that Juche, as a rich evocative symbol of
nationalism, was soon caught up in the vortex of competitive legitimation in
both the North and the South. After Park Chung Hee and his cohorts had
carried out the military coup d'etat in 1961, they lost no time in using the term in
an attempt to legitimize their seizure of power. In a book published early in
1962, for example. Park deplored the lack ofnational consciousness:' 'We must

was elected as the first president of the DPRK by the Supreme People's Assembly.

Ilpyong J. Kim, Communist Politics inNorth Korea (New York: Praeger Special Studies, 1975),
p. 27. This political struggle in 1956 pitted Kim and his Kapsan faction against the powerful
coalition of the Soviet-Korean and Chinese Yan'an factions, involving among other issues the
principle of collective leadership.
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grasp the subjectivity [chuch'esong] of the Korean nation, restorethe spiritual
pillar of Korean history and establish a critical but receptive posture for the
introduction of foreign culture." In February 1963, minjokchokchuch'esong
(national self-identity) was proclaimed as one of the foremost objectives of the
newly organized Democratic RepublicParty (DRP), whichdominatedpolitical
life of the South as the hegemonic political party during Park's long tenure.

Lacking any claim to legitimacy, Park, despite his lip service to Juche,
began to shift the source of legitimation from a nationalist stance to economic
and military might, from political independence to economic and military
"interdependence," and from performance of the past to promise for the
future. Still, Kim succeeded in making Juche the legitimizing principle of
Korean national identity and reunification that Park could ignore only at his
own peril. Juche found its way clear to the three "principles for unification of
the fatherland" in the joint North-South communique of July 4, 1972.

Perhaps partly because of the division of Korea by the superpowers and
partly because of the trauma of the miscarried strategy of unifying Korea by
force during the Korean War, Pyongyang is especially sensitive to the
"us/them" dichotomy and the "friends/foes" typologies between "worlds,"
which are always viewed from the perspective of its full-legitimation-by-
reunification grand strategy. Initially, Pyongyang embraced—and acted
upon—the Cold War bipolar view of the world during the formative dependent
decade of 1945-55. Stripped to its core, this was a two-world theory of struggle
between the forces of imperialism, led by Washington, and the forces of
antiimperialism, led by Moscow. As for Mao in 1949-58, there was no third
road for Kim; he too had no choice but to follow the logic of this bipolarized
world system by falling in with the socialist camp. The DPRK maintained
official diplomatic relations only with fraternal socialist countries of the
Communist world during this period.

The notion of a certain third "neutral" or "nonaligned" world flirting in
the Manichaean struggle between the two contending world systems could not
be accepted without first substantially relaxing the rigid ideological assump
tions of Marxism-Leninism. Viewed in this light, the Bandung Conference of
1955, when the Third World as a global actor made its debut, proved to be a
conceptual turning point in the inauguration of Pyongyang's Third World
policy. Kim gave his public support of the Bandung principles in his report to
the Third World Congress of KWP in April 1956.^0In foreign policy, then.

Cited in B. C. Koh, **Chuch'esdng in Korean Politics," Studies in Comparative Communism 1
(Spring/Summer 1974): 89.

Park served as an officer in the Japanese Kwantung army in Manchuria in 1943-45 when Kim
was fighting the Japanese in the same theater as a guerilla leader.

20See Byung Chul Koh et al., Pukhan Oekyo-ron [On North Korea's Foreign Policy] (Seoul:
Kyungnam University Press, 1977), p. 209.
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Juche gradually became Pyongyang's identity-defining principle and a princi
pal instrument in its Third World diplomacy. Without explicitly saying so,
Pyongyang has evolved a tripartite division of the world: A First World of
capitalist states; a Second World of socialist states; and a Third World of
developing countries inAsia, Africa, andLatin America as thenonaligned and
antihegemonic force, the global preyof the FirstWorld global predator.

This initial identification with the Third World incurred little risk of
alienating the support ofeither China or the Soviet Union, as the former took an
active part in the Bandung Conference while the latter made an official burial of
the two-camp theory as a foreign policy offshoot of the de-Stalinization
campaign. This opening to the Third Worldgreatly expandedthe limits of the
diplomatically possible without much riskof losing alliedsupport. There isalso
a sense in which the DPRK's identification with the Third World both reflects
anddramatizes itsfeeling ofbeing unjustly denied itsrightful place intheworld
by those more powerful, bespeaking a deep underlying sense of historical
grievances and geopolitical vulnerability. Thisnegative identity withtheFirst
World has emerged in the surrogate form of North Korea's positive identity
with theThird World asa new revolutionary andsystem-transforming force in
world politics.

The international support of the socialist Second World was certainly a
necessary butby nomeans a sufficient condition forPyongyang's legitimacy-
seekingdiplomacy. The ambiguous andsubjective quality of Juchemaximizes
its flexibility in application. Juche is an instrumental principle, notan abstract
norm,designed largely tocopewith thecontinuing legitimation problem. It isa
congenial principle as well in coping withthe twinalliance security dilemmas
of abandonment and entrapment—maximizing allied support in the face of a
perceived threat from the South and minimizing the dysfonctional and dele-
gitimizing input of allied control and/or interference. As a principle of self-
steering—in theory at least—^Juche does notgetintheway ofadaptive foreign
policy in the service of its national interests. In practice, thereality of North
Korea's geostrategic importance and proximity to Chinaandthe SovietUnion
made it easierfor Pyongyang to copewith thetwin abandonment/entrapment
securitydilemmaof the smallerally in an alliance system. If Juchewasacause
and an effect of allied mistrust, geography still made an allied security
commitment credible.

As a smalland insecure state. NorthKorea's foreign policy agenda has a
narrow range of vital concerns confined to survival, security, status, and
sovereignty. Juche is put to the normative service of three key objectives: to
legitimize Kim II Sung's (and now Kim Jong IPs)consolidation of power at
home, todelegitimize South Korea asa dependent U.S. imperial outpost inthe
Korean peninsula, andtoestablish global solidarity withtheThirdWorld inthe
pursuit of absolute legitimation.
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The establishment of diplomatic relations with Algeria on September 25,
1958, marked the beginning of Pyongyang's entry into the Third World.
Judging from the kinds of instrumentalities employed—people-to-people
diplomacy, delegationdiplomacy,bilateralsummitdiplomacy,andconference
diplomacy—^we can say that the central objectiveof Pyongyang's Third World
diplomacy has been—and continues to be—^the search for full legitimation in
the family of nation-states. As a policy addressed to some 130 states that
comprise the world's largest grouping, Pyongyang's Third World diplomacy
necessarily requires both consecutive and simultaneous participation in multi
ple games on global, regional, and bilateral chessboards. In style and sub
stance, Pyongyang's Third World diplomacy has remained an integral part of
its elusive global search for full legitimation, centering on the symbolic issues
of gaining as many diplomatic recognitions as possible and of engaging in a
zero-sum style of the global politics of collective legitimation and delegitima-
tion in international organizations.

In what way, and to what extent, can Kim II Sung be said to have succeeded
in the politics of competitive legitimation? During the heyday of American
hegemony the ROK enjoyed what appeared to be an insurmountable edge in
diplomatic recognition. As of December 1962, for example, the ROK was
officially recognized by 56 countries, as compared to 15 for the DPRK. The
overthrow of the Rhee regime in 1960 and the rise of the new military
dictatorship in 1961 eased Kim's legitimacyconcerns only to create a challenge
of a different sort—a security challenge. It was the chief catalyst for Kim's
hurried missions to Moscow and Beijing, where he signed virtually identical
defense treaties of "Friendship, Cooperation, and Mutual Assistance" in July
1961. By September 1961, when the Fourth Congress of the KWP was held,
Kim had succeeded in establishing absolute power; it was also at this time that
North Korea "promoted Kim's guerilla tradition as the true history of Korean
revolutionary activities and the true basis of Korean identity.

With the deepening Sino-Sovietconflict in the 1960s, however, Kim opted
for the strategy of making a virtue of necessity by pursuing an indeterminate
line. Indeed, central to North Korea's independent foreign policy has been
Kim's extraordinary ability to manipulate his country's relations with China
and the Soviet Union in a flexible and self-serving way, taking sides if
necessary on particular issues, always attemptingto extract maximumpayoffs
in economic, technical, and military aid but never completely casting his lot
with one against the other. Whatever else he may have been, Kim II Sung was
never a puppet (pukkoe) as Southern propaganda would have it.

Paradoxically, it was the socialist split, not the socialist solidarity, in the
Communist world that energized the development of Juche ideology, the cult of
personality, and reunification strategy. It was also through his alternating

21 Dae-Sook Suh, KimII Sung: The North Korean Leader (New York:Columbia University Press,
1988), p. 160.
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feuding encounters with Soviet revisionism and Chinese dogmatism in the
1960s that Kim "was able, and to a large extent forced, to seek his Korean
identity.' '^2The DPRK reunification initiatives that had been dormant since the
Korean War were reasserted and reformulated in February 1964 in a strategy of
developing' 'revolutionary forces'' on three fronts: North Korea, South Korea,
and the world at large.

The 1970s may well be remembered as la belle epoque of Pyongyang's
engagement in the politics of competitive legitimation. A number of major
changes and trends in the international environmentjoined to intensify Park's
sense of insecurity and siege mentality and to enhance Kim's sense of
confidence that the DPRK could now enter the non-Communist world on an

equal footing. Amongthesewerethe growing trendtoward East-West detente;
the Sino-American rapprochement with its instant restructuring impact upon
Asia's geo-strategic landscape; the American defeat in and disengagement
from Indochina; President Nixon's Guam Doctrine followed by the withdrawal
of 20,000 U.S. troops and President Carter's troop withdrawal plan (later
canceled);the entry of the People's Republic of ChinaintotheUnitedNations;
and the rest of the Third World as a collective global actor calling for a New
International Economic Order (NIEO).^^

Indeed, the 1970s witnessed Pyongyang's grand entry into the family of
nations, where it had many more hits than misses in its identity-asserting and
legitimacy-seeking global diplomacy. Seoul'sseemingly insurmountable head
start in diplomatic recognition of the 1960s all but vanished in the 1970s as
Pyongyang pursued a more flexible, diversified, and omnidirectional policy.
Bymid-1976, thenumber ofcountries recognizing Seoul andPyongyang stood
respectively at 96and93. Thegreatest gainsweremadein1972-75 in theThird
World in general and in Africa in particular, as Pyongyang established
diplomatic relationswith 53 countries. In 1973, for the first time in its twenty-
five-yearhistory, the DPRKestablisheddiplomatic relationswithfive Western

22 Ibid.

23 Faced with this menacing crisis. Park Chung Hee responded with extreme contradictory
measures. Externally, Park respondedwithpanic by openingup the first roundof the North-South
dialogue for national reunification. Internally, Park proclaimed martial law and imposed the
so-called Yushin constitutional system, a legal euphemismfor institutionalizinghis dictatorial rule.
The imageSouthKoreaprojectedon theworldstagein the1970s wasoneof a crazyanddependent
national "security" state in search of allied support. The kidnaping of Kim Dae Jung and the
Koreagate scandal merely represented the desperate reactions of a garrison state in a serious
legitimacy crisis.Tellingly, KimJae-kyu, KCIA director andPark's assassin, declared inthefinal
statement at his trial: "If May 16th[Park's military coup in 1961] and Yushinwere not illegal, it
follows that the October 26th Revolution also cannot be illegal.'' That Kim Jae-kyu could logically
characterizehis killingof PresidentParkas a patrioticrevolutionaryact, andthathis fate (beforehe
was hangedon May 24, 1980) becameanothercatalyst in the unfolding politicalcrisis in South
Koreanpoliticsshowstheextentto whichPark's own legitimacy haderodedevenamong his most
ferventsupporters.Fora moredetailedanalysis,seeSamuel S. Kim, "United StatesKorean Policy
and World Order," Alternatives: A Journal of World Policy 6:3 (Winter 1980-81): 419-52.
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countries (Sweden, Finland, Norway, Denmark, and Iceland) with Australia,
Austria, and Switzerland to follow suit in 1974.24

In this frantic race for diplomatic recognition both Koreas abandoned the
HallsteinDoctrine(or the Beijingformula), thereby opening the wayfor cross-
(dual) recognition. Pyongyang's official media haveritualistically andrepeat
edly attacked the concept of "cross-recognition" as a diplomatic gimmick of
"splittists" designed to perpetuate the division of Korea. The standard and
spent party line of the DPRK denied the legitimacy of the Seoul government
because the latter lacks what Pyongyang regards as two key prerequisites for
recognition—independence andrepresentativeness: "The South Korean 'gov
ernment' is not a government with which independent states should establish
relations, for it is an out-and-out dependent government and colonial puppet
government which has no real political, economic, or military powerandcan
represent none of theKorean people. "25 Nota single country recognized both
Seoul and Pyongyang in 1962;by mid-1976, however, some 49 countries had
already done sowithout incurring diplomatic severance from Pyongyang. Inan
interview withtheeditor-in-chiefofLeMonde (Paris) onJune20,1977,KimII
Sung even expressed his willingness to normalize relations with the United
States, saying that the matter was entirely up to the United States.26 This
position remains unchanged to this date. The same applies to Japan. As it
stands. North Korea's vehement opposition tocross-recognition isnotsomuch
addressed to the non-Communist world as it is to the Communist world.

Given the UN's one-sided involvement in the politics of competitive
legitimization individed Korea, Pyongyang's denial of the competence of the
United Nations todeal with the Korean question should come as no surprise.
Yet Pyongyang, in an adaptive manner, began to recognize the normative
importance of the politics ofcollective legitimation and delegitimation and of
growing dominance ofthe Third World inthe United Nations. InMay 1973, the
DPRK managed to get itself admitted to the World Health Organization
(WHO), one of the specialized agencies of the UNsystem, as a full member
state. This entitled Pyongyang to observer status at the United Nations and
allowed NorthKorea to establish a diplomatic mission inNew York (June 29,
1973). Pyongyang's entry intothe UNpolitics of collective legitimation and
delegitimation quickly moved the ROK to adopt the German formula (i.e.,
admission of both Koreas as separate member states). Clearly, this was a
tactical shift to elicit Pyongyang's principled opposition. True to form,
Pyongyang categorically rejected thedual membership idea asaviolation ofthe

24 For a chronological list of countrieswithwhichNorth Koreahasestablishedambassadorial-level
diplomatic relations inthe period 1948-82, see Byung Chul Koh, The Foreign Policy Systems of
NorthandSouth Korea (Berkeley andLosAngeles: University ofCalifornia Press, 1984), Table 1,
p. 11.

25 Pyongyang Times, editorial, February 18, 1978, p. 1; emphasis added.
26 See Pyongyang Times, July 23, 1977, p. 1.
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three principles for reunification embodied in the North-South joint communi
que of July 4,1972, and as just another splittist scheme "designed to justify the
division of Korea by applying in divided Korea the general practice that today
all countries admitted to the UN have their existence and position interna
tionally recognized as independent states.

However, such a "principled" stand has not preventedNorth Korean from
opportunistically seeking legitimizing representation in many intemational
governmental organizations (IGOs), especially thespecialized agencies of the
UN system. The apparent contradiction is rationalized with the functionalist
argument (a rarity in Pyongyang's political grammar) that the specialized
agencies, unlike theUnited Nations proper, are indeed nonpolitical organiza
tionsdesigned to promote technical andpractical cooperation. Asof January 1,
1979, forexample, thenumber of suchIGOmemberships intheUNsystem for
Seoul and Pyongyang stood respectively at 12 and10. Legally, theproblem of
dividedKoreahasbeencomplicated bytheconflictof twoseparate states inone
and the same nation. De jure representationof the two Koreas as two separate
member states in thespecialized agencies anddefacto representation ofthetwo
Koreas as two separate observer states in the United Nations have for all
practical purposes institutionalized the ROK and DPRK as two independent
stateswithseparate but equalclaims to legitimacy in the intemational system.
This became a political and legal reality that Pyongyang could not afford to
accept in the quest for national identity via national reunification.28

Bethatas it may,theperennial UNdebate ontheKorean question cametoa
strange denouement in 1975 when the General Assembly adopted twocontra
dictory resolutions on thesame day,onepro-ROK (Resolution 3390A) andthe
other pro-DPRK (Resolution 3390B). Ignoring the pro-ROK resolution, the
DPRK pronounced thisto be "an epochal event" and"a great turning point"
in thehistoryof theUNpolitics.2^ Inaddition to thepro-DPRK resolution, the
year 1975 was marked by a number of legitimation triumphs in Pyongyang's
single-issue (and single-minded) diplomatic offensive: (1) the Joint Sino-
Korean Communique of April 26, which referred to the DPRK as "the sole
legitimate sovereign state of the Korean nation" without inclusion of the
antihegemony (anti-Soviet) clause; (2) Kim II Sung's summit diplomacy in
May-June when he visited Romania, Algeria, Mauritania, Bulgaria, and
Yugoslavia; and (3) the decision in August of the Foreign Ministers' Confer
ence of the Nonaligned Movement (NAM), held in Lima, Peru, to accept
Pyongyang's application while rejecting at thesame time Seoul's application

Pyongyang Times^ February 11,1978, p. 2.

28 Formyfurtheranalysis along thisline,see"Pyongyang, theThird World, andGlobal Politics,"
Korea & WorldAffairs 3:4 (Winter 1979): 439-462, and "Research on Korean Communism:
Promise versus Performance," World Politics 32:2 (January 1980): 281-310.

29 See "Statement of the Government of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea," in On the
Questionof Korea (Pyongyang: ForeignLanguages Publishing House, 1976), p. 310.
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for membership. Still, the best Pyongyang can do in the context of Third World
politics is to depict the Seoul government as "an out-and-out colonial and
dependent regime," which as such "cannot be a true object [subject] of
international law." For this reason, it is argued, "the Democratic People's
Republic of Korea has never recognized South Korea as a state.

In retrospect, however, the 1975 UN debate and its pro-DPRKresolution
proved to be a Pyrrhic victoryin Pyongyang's search for absolute legitimacy.
The UNdebateon theKorean question, perhaps thelastone,merely forced the
worldcommunity torecognize, dramatize, andlegitimize thereality of thetwo
govemments and states in the Korean peninsula. It is hardly surprising, then,
that Pyongyang rather abruptly dropped its UN card in the wake of this
' 'epochal event'' and brought no more pressure to bearon itsThird Worldallies
in the world organization to reopen the issue.

In the broader context of the evolution of the politics of competitive
legitimation, Pyongyang from the late 1970s on has encountered staggering
economic problems at home and serious diplomatic setbacks abroad with its
quest for absolute legitimation becoming ever more elusive and its national
identity more doubtful. A multitude of seemingly "searching" acts have
erupted, sometimes bloodily, in the course of Pyongyang's coping with the
deepening identity/legitimacy crisis. The DPRK in the late 1980s is a nation
whose sense ofnormative coherence andjudgment and whose capacity forself-
steering and self-correction have eroded. Lacking the power to achieve
reunification of dividedKorea, Pyongyang is drivenintoa comer from which
there isnoeasy escape except by demonstrating that itstill retains the negative
powerto disrapt, if notdestroy, theregional stability in Northeast Asiawhere
four of the world's five centers of power meet and intersect.

Inwhat may well bethelast decade ofhis mle,the"revolutionary forces"
are not pushing the wheel of history in the direction of Kim II Sung's
magnificent obsession. Inthe late 1960s and 1970s Juche ideology managed to
retain a balance ofnationalist and Marxist-Leninist components, a synthesis of
alien ideology and Korean reality. By 1980 Juche seems to have superseded
Marxism-Leninism in substance, as the references to Marxism virtually
disappeared in policypronouncements. In actuality, Juchecan be said to have
degenerated into a hybridmutantaccentuating the worstfeatures of Leninism-
Stalinism and traditional Korean feudalism. It has become a creed to be
worshiped and immortalized, nota normative guideto adaptive behavior. Just
as thesymbols of harmony {he) became all-pervasive inImperial China (e.g.,
era names, place names, personal names, and street names, etc.), so the
symbols of Juche have become a putatively omnipotent and omnipresent
talisman bandied around everywhere in the DPRK. With Juche everything is
possible; without it nothing can happen. The selling of Juche ideology has

Pyongyang Times, February 18,1978, p. 4; seealso ibid., February 18, 1978, p. 4.
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become a growth industry at home and an integral part of global diplomacy. In
the 1980s Juche has become the symbolic self-portrait of North Korea at the
primary stage of Kim dynastic succession. North Korea today is ' 'not so much
a nation as a religion,'' writes an American journalist, where Kim II Sung (' 'the
Great Leader" or the father), Kim Jong II ("the Dear Leader" or the son) and
the holy spirit of Juche all blend and blur into the holy trinity of national
worship.

There is nothing in Marxism, Leninism, Stalinism, and Maoism to legiti
mize such "hereditary socialism." Oddly, we find similar cases of hereditary
succession in anti-Communist Taiwan and Singapore and "democratic" India
in recent years. A succession crisis is endemic to any nondemocratic regimes,
including South Korea. North Korea's succession crisis is sui generis, de
signed, it seems, to accentuate, not to resolve, its national identity/legitimacy
crisis. The son/sun may also rise in North Korea, but he seems to lack his
father's charismatic persona, nationalistic claim to legitimacy, and
Machiavellian virtuosity to manage the ever-present twin security dilemmas of
allied entrapment and abandonment. The son, not the father, according to
South Korean and U.S. intelligence agencies, was the man behind the 1983
Rangoon bombing (in which 17 members of President Chun Doo Hwan's
delegation were killed) and the 1987 mid-air sabotage of a Korean Air jetliner
over the Andaman Sea (which claimed the lives of all 115 people aboard).
Both incidents dramatize the vicious circle of the zero-sum politics of competi
tive legitimation. Seoul's gains today (i.e., host for the 1983 Interparliamen
tary Union and the 1988 Summer Olympics) turn into Pyongyang's losses (and
rising frustration), setting the stage for intensified searching behavior, includ
ing sporadic state terrorism against South Korean targets.

The quest for performance-based legitimation through economic develop
ment and modernization is an integral part of any polity in our times, but it has
become magnified in the competition-driven politics of the two Koreas. In the
late 1950s and much of the 1960s the political economy ofNorth Korea seemed
headed toward becoming an exceptional model island of autocentric, socialist,
and self-reliant national economy in the sea of the capitalist world system. In
the late 1970s and 1980s Pyongyang's political economy began to show signs of
a confidence crisis.

The watershed Sino-American rapprochement of 1971-72 instantly rever
berated in the domestic politics of both Koreas. Both Seoul and Pyongyang
revised and promulgated new constitutions in 1972 to beefup the domestic basis
of legitimation to offset what they perceived to be a precipitous decline in allied
support. Both were panicked into holding talks at the highest level, for the first
time since the end of the Korean War, pledging themselves to the three Juche-

See Nicholas D. Kristof, ''Great Leader to Dear Leader/' New YorkTimes Magazine, August
20, 1989, p. 45.

32 See Far Eastern Economic Review, February 4, 1988, pp. 28-29.
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Styleprinciples of peaceful reunification. Apparently, it was during this first
South-North dialogue that North Koreans observed firsthand the scale and
dynamic of Seoul's export-oriented economic growth. Determined not to be
outperformed by Seoul in this economic race, Pyongyang decided in 1972 to
launch its first international shopping expedition, accumulating in a few years
(1972-75) a trade deficit of about US$1,300 million with non-Communist
countries and US$700 million with Communist countries. This was the genesis
of Pyongyang's debt trap.^^

Hit by the oil crisis, declining metal prices, drought, and bad management,
the "independent and self-reliant" economy that is claimed to remain
"unaffected by any external factorswas soon saddled with a huge foreign
debt. Unable or unwilling to pay its debts to both socialist and capitalist
creditors, Pyongyang had to request from Japanese trading firms several
reschedulings of its debt payments. By mid-1989 North Korea had defaulted on
its US$5 billion foreign debt. Yet the government spent US$8.7 billion
(according to its own accounting) for the Thirteenth World Youth Festival, held
in the capital, July 1-8, 1989, as its counterpart coming-of-age party to the
successful Seoul Olympics a year earlier. At the same time, it finds the
resources to build a 105-floor hotel rising to a height of more than SOOm and
70m taller than any other hotel in the world, marble-lined subway stations, a
180-foot-high arch of triumph modeled on the one in Paris, a six-mile-wide dam
and a causeway that separates the sea from the Taedong River, and a sport
stadium that seats 150,000 people in the capital to impress visiting foreigners
and delegations. This sense of giantism—^a "bigger is better and biggest is
best" edifice complex—is a defensive mechanism to cope with an acute
national identity crisis as a small nation surrounded by big and powerful
neighbors (China, Russia, and Japan). In the case of North Korea, such a sense
of identity crisis has been intensified by the great powers, which stand in the
way of its reunification strategy, and the other Korea, whichhas acquireda new
national identity as an economic miracle worker.

Add to this the staggering burden of military expenditures that devour 24
percent of North Korea's gross national product (GNP) of US$19.4 billion
(compared to only about 5.4 percent of South Korea's GNP of US$123 billion)
only to be outgunned in the qualitative arms race, and we get a pretty good
picture of North Korea's political economy in trouble. A top party leader in
Pyongyang is recently reported to have argued that living standards would be
ten times higher without such a high defense burden.^5 North Korea without

Koh, Foreign Policy Systems, pp. 42-43.

This was Kim II Sung's answer to a questionput by the directorof the Researchand Planning
Department of the Ministry of International Security and National Orientationof the People's
Republic of Benin on June 30, 1979. See the Pyongyang Times, August 4, 1979, p.l.
35 See DavidZweig, "Slowly,NorthKoreaBeginstoStir," AewTor/: July 15,1989,p. 25;
and idem, "A Sinologist Visits North Korea: Report of a Trip to the DPRK" (Medford, Mass:
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foreign troops on its soil or nuclear weapons is being outspent, by a ratio of 1.5
to 1, by South Korea with 43,000 American troops and extensive deployment of
nuclear weapons and annual joint military exercises.

Lacking the power to compete with the South in export-driven and import-
substituting industrialization, Pyongyang has opted to compete instead in
showmanship diplomacy. In the process the capital, not the whole country, has
turned into a showcase model of monumental buildings, museums, projects—
and contradictions.^^ How a nation treats the least advantaged provides a good
measure of its humane governance and distributive social justice. All cripples,
dwarfs, midgets, or other deformed or handicapped people are kept out of
Pyongyang—^the national' 'Potemkin village''— and away from foreign obser
vation because they do not fit the image of the healthy and happy people in a
classless socialist paradise. The towering edifice of Kim's ''social paradise"
stands on the sandy foundation of unpaid foreign loans rolling over loans and a
fatigued war-economy. All of this speaks volumes about North Korea's
identity crisis.

To a great extent, the South Korea factor has both reflected and effected
Pyongyang's growing promise/performance gap in economic development. As
in a Darwinian struggle for survival, in such a protracted race as the politics of
competitive legitimation of the two Koreas the fittest is the most adaptable.
Lacking constitutional claim to legitimacy, both Park and Chun took a
performance-based approach to legitimation, following three closely intercon
nected and synergistic strategies: (1) a state-guided export-oriented (and
import-substituting) strategy of economic development, exploiting the coun
try's geostrategic American connection to the fullest to maximize payoffs and
minimize penalties; (2) a "development first, reunification later" strategy; and
(3) a strategy of "bleeding North Korea dry" in the arms race, rejecting any
discussion on mutual reductions of military forces on both sides of the
demilitarized zone (DMZ).

The South Korean government started the 1980s ominously with the
Kwangju massacre, whose normative and political consequences are still
reverberating in the South Korean polity, but is today better poised to close the
decade with flying colors in virtually all dimensions of competitive legitima
tion. In the race for diplomatic recognition, Seoul surged ahead from an almost
dead-even position, enjoying an advantage of 128over 99 as of August 1988. At
the same time, the number of countries recognizing both Seoul and Pyongyang
increased from 49 in mid-1976 to 66 in mid-1988. In the IGO and INGO

Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts University, May 23, 1989).

36The ecological concept of "small is beautiful" has no place in the searching behavior of both
Koreas, as "big is better" has become the Korean style. In the process, both Koreas have declared
war on their human environment.

37New York Times, July 5, 1989, p. Al; July 9, 1989, IV, p.3; July 19, 1989, p. A8.
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(international nongovemmental organizations) membership race, South Korea
had an almost 2:1 advantage (42 for Seoul as against 22 for Pyongyang) and a
5:1 advantage (821 for Seoul as against 160 for Pyongyang) respectively as of
the end of 1988.In foreign trade, Seoul's annual volume in 1987 amounted to
US$88 billion as against US$4 billion for Pyongyang, an insurmountableratio
of 22:1. For the banner Olympic year of 1988, South Korea managed to achieve
an impressive 12.1 percent economic growth rate, the highest in the world's
major economies, bringing the GNP for the year to more than $156 billion and
per capita income to US$3,730. Foreign trade broke the US$100 billion
benchmark.39

Nothing succeeds like success in the politics of competitive legitimation.
To win the international bidding in 1981—^and in the wake of the Kwangju
massacre—to host the 1988 Summer Olympics in Seoul must surely have
helped boost Chun's lagging support. In January 1982, Chun launched a
massive diplomatic offensive designed to shore up the domestic and external
base of political legitimation, taking a multifaceted and multidirectional
approach. A new foreign policy, Nordpolitik, coupled with "eco
nomic diplomacy," was designed to diversify and globalize Seoul's foreign
policy—and thus to rectify its international reputation as an indebted and
dependent ThirdWorld clientregime. Aswell,itconstituted Seoul'sopening to
the socialist world in general and China in particular. By the end of the decade
Seoul was well on its way to changing its status from a debtor to a creditor
nation and from a recipient to a donor nation in foreign aid. The amount of
money the South Korean government set aside for foreign assistance pro
gressively increased from only US$10 million in the mid-1980s to US$120
millionin 1988 and is projectedto go up to US$320 million by 1992. Between
1981 and 1986, a total of 51 top foreign leaders visited Seoul. Chun himself
made globe-trotting summit diplomacy an integral part of an identity-defining
and legitimacy-seeking process, visiting the Association of Southeast Asian
Nations (ASEAN) countries in 1981, Africa in 1982, and Burma and other
Southeast Asian countries again in 1983.

During much of the 1980sthe world at large has been kinder to Seoul than to
Pyongyang. The capitalist (first)worldaccordingto KimJong II is said to be as
strong and united as ever:

It might be said that the greatest change in the capitalist world since the
second world war has been that the capitalist powers have gone over
[sic]from dog-eat-dog relations to thoseof alignment and cooperation.

38 Basedon Unionof International Association, Yearbook ofInternationalOrganizations1988189,
vol. 2, 6th ed. (Munchen, New York, London, Paris: K. G. Saur, 1988), Table 3.

39 Data based on Ahn Byung-joon, "Foreign Policies," in A Comparative Study of Southand
North Korea (Seoul: National Unification Board, 1988), pp. 243, 250; "Korea: CoverStory,"
Business Week(September 5,1988), p. 49; Han Sung-Joo "South Korea in 1988:A Revolution in
the Making," Asian Survey 29: 1 (January 1989): 36-37.
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Of course, this does not mean that no contradiction exists between the

capitalist powers, but now this is of secondary importance and align
ment is the basis of their relations. During the 40 years since the end of
the second world war there have been more than 170 wars, major and
minor, but none of them has been fought between capitalist powers
themselves; rather their military alignment has been strengthened
through military blocs.

Having redefined the international situation in this way. North Korea made
a reluctant but almost forced turn outward to the non-Communist world in 1984

by enacting its first Joint Venture Law. Modeled after China's open-door
policy and legislation, Pyongyang wishfully targeted a threefold increase in
exports for its Third Seven-Year Plan (1987-93). Although Pyongyang since
1984has pursued without much fanfare several open-door measures to encour
age foreign investment and joint ventures and to expand trade with the First
World, achievements to date are modest. Of the fifty joint ventures under way,
forty-four are with Japan-based Japanese Koreans." As it became pro
gressively obvious that the Joint VentureLaw was encouragingonly a handful
of Korean residents in Japan to invest in North Korea, Pyongyang began
to shift away from the worldwide target toward such loyal Koreans
(chock'ongnyon) in Japan as the most important potential partners in joint
ventures. Likewise, more than 90 percent of North Korea's trade with Japan in
recent years has been conducted with firms owned by Japanese-Koreans loyal
to Pyongyang.41 Pyongyang finds it difficult to escape from a catch-22bind: A
successful export strategy is not possible without massive imports of high-tech
equipment and plants, which in turn would not be possible without hard-
currency credits, which in turn wouldnot be possiblewithoutfirst payingoff its
foreign debts through a successfulexport strategyand so on in a viciouscircle.
Clearly, Japan as the world's latest dominant credit power is the most logical
source of help. Yet, in Pyongyang's world view, its old nemesis, Japan,
remains a more formidable and dangerous enemy than the United States.

The central objective of Pyongyang's foreign policy and the key to
reunification—^the withdrawal of U.S. troops from the Korean peninsula—
remains unfulfilled. Instead, thirty-six years after the end of the Korean War, a
year more than the entire period of Japanese colonial rule. North Korea finds
South Korea still under U.S. military occupation and command. Moreover,
North Korea finds itself encircled by and tripwired into the nuclearized cold

^ Kim Jong II, Let UsMarch Forward DynamicallyAlongtheRoad ofSocialismand Communism
Under the Unfurled Banner of the Anti-Imperialist Struggle: Talk to the Senior Officials of the
Central Committee of the Workers' Party of Korea, September 25, 1987 (Pyongyang: Foreign
Languages Publishing House, 1988), p. 3,

See Hy-Sang Lee, "North Korea's Closed Economy: The Hidden Opening," Asian Survey
28:12 (December 1988): 1264-79; B. C. Koh, "North Korea in 1988: The Fortieth Anniversary,"
Asian Survey 29:1 (January 1989): 41.
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war confrontation (so-called extended deterrence), contrary to the more syn
chronized rhythms of Soviet-American relations elsewhere. It claims to have
sighted more than a thousand American nuclear warheads deployed in South
Korea. Since 1976 it has watched—and reacted to in various forms including
putting its own armed forces on alert—annual joint U.S.-ROK exercises
without any letup. In fact, it is known that, in the course of the Team Spirit
exercises, the U.S. and South Korean armed forces are mastering simulated
war games including those of land invasion and nuclear strikes against the
North.

Bending its principled stand for direct Washington-Pyongyang negotia
tions (1974-84) and switching to the original U.S. position for tripartite U.S.-
ROK-DPRK talks in 1984 didn't help North Korea, however, as the United
States quickly backed away from its own proposition. Even acceding to the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty in December1985, under Soviet pressures,
seems to have made no impression on the United States, as B-52s from Guam
and fighter-bombers from air bases in Japan or Okinawa make their periodic
simulated nuclear bombing runs toward North Korea only to be countermanded
at the last minute.No matter how North Korea plays the U.S. card, the deck is
always stacked against it. As if to rub more colonial salt into the North Korean
national wound, thereemergedin the earlyReaganyears, in Pyongyang's eyes,
an unholy Tokyo-Seoul-Washington axis in Northeast Asia.

There are two silver linings in this menacing geopolitical reality. In 1984—
85, Moscow-Pyongyang relations improved noticeably, helped in part by
Pyongyang's turn to the Soviet Union as the only viable source of high-tech
weapons systems and in part by Moscow's own perception at the time of the
threat of an emerging U.S.-China-Japan military cooperation. One revealing
normative concession was Pyongyang's public expression of gratitude to the
Soviets, for the first time in many years, for the defeat of Japan and liberation of
Korea. At the same time, the adoption of America's nuclear-war fighting
posture in Korea in the early 1980s has given rise to South Korean Christian
leaders' breaking the taboo and openly criticizing the presence of American
nuclear weapons in Korea. Anti-Americanism joined hands with antimilitarism
and antinuclearism in opposition politics.

Even in the Third World, Pyongyang's principal domain for international
support by virtue of its membership and Seoul's nonmembership in the NAM,
North Korea in the 1980s suffered a series of diplomatic setbacks. To begin
with, the Third World quest for the NIEO exhausted itself by the turn of the
decade. Even some of the most vocal supporters had to pronounce it a spent
movement. With the threat from the Third World thus divided and diffused, the
Western world in general and the United States in particular have hardened
their anti-NIEO posture. Against the backdrop of the NIEO in disarray. Third

"*2 Based on accounts of former American pilots in Bruce Cumings, "Ending the Cold War in
Korea," World Policy Journal 1:4 (Summer 1984): 773.
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World countries' unilateral search for economic aid, and Seoul's economic

muscle diplomacy, North Korea suffered its first setback when it was com
pelled to refrain from placing the Korean question on the agenda of the Seventh
Foreign Ministers' Conference of the NAM, held in New Delhi, India, in
February 1981. Next year, in 1982, Pyongyang suffered another defeat when
another NAM conference voted down Pyongyang's proposal that called for,
inter alia, the withdrawal of all foreign troops from the Korean peninsula. In the
wake of the Rangoon bombing, Burma, perhaps the most nonaligned and
neutral country in the world, severed diplomatic relations with North Korea,
followed by Costa Rica, the Comoros Islands, and Western Samoa.

The hosting of numerous Juche conferences and symposia for some Third
World countries on its home turf seemed pale by comparison to Seoul's hosting
of the Interparliamentary Union (IPU) conference in 1983, the World
Bank/International Monetary Fund annual meeting in 1985, the Asian Games
in 1986, and most importantly the Summer Olympic Games in 1988. A global
search for boycotters of the Olympic Games induced only one Third World
country, Cuba, to sign on. In the end, the Seoul Olympicsattracted a record-
breaking 14,000 athletes and officials from 160countries, one more than the
total UN membership. More significantly, the critical social movements in
South Korean society, taking advantageof their accessto globalprimetimeand
heightened global scrutiny, played a pivotal role in forcing the Roh regime to
take the first major step toward democratization and opposition politics.

Socialist Paradise (Paradigm) Lost?

As it turned forty in September 1988, the DPRK seemed in the straits of a
middle-age identity crisis with few genuine friends left and little cause for
celebration. What was happening on the other side of the peninsula in 1987-88
underscored this crisis by revealing a remarkable contrast on the leader
ship/succession problem. While Kim II Sung in the North was already well on
his way to meet Marx (or his father) with the successioncrisis still unresolved,
Roh Tae Woo in the South seemed busy polishing up his image as the first freely
elected president in almost twenty years and projecting South Korea's new
national identity as both a newly industrialized country (NIC) and a newly
democratizing country (NDC). While Pyongyang was going through the
motions of celebrating the fortieth anniversary of the founding of the DPRK,
the ROK was reveling in a coming-of-age—and "Seoul is better than
Pyongyang"—^party of Olympian proportions before worldwide television
audiences. In the global shadow of South Korea's celebrations. North Korea's
international reputation seemed to have reached a nadir.

Almost from the beginning North Korea as a small, insecure state in a
divided nation standing at a crossroads of great-power rivalries has been
afflicted with a sort of protracted national identity crisis with regard to external
reference groups. Almost from the beginning the DPRK's national identity
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crisis and legitimation crisis became two sides of the same coin. The resolution
of this identity crisis through intemational legitimation has remained the
leitmotifof North Koreanforeign policyand part and parcelof Kim II Sung's
three-pronged attackon the legitimacy crisis. First, he has successfully wiped
out factionalism from within, thus removing the internal threat to the legit
imacy-seeking process. Second, he has skillfully exploited the Sino-Soviet
conflict in minimizing the dysfunctional input of external control and/or
intervention and maximizing, to a certainextent, alliedsupport. Andfinally,
he has vigorously responded to the clear and continuing threat from another
"legitimate" govemment in theSouthby inaugurating an active andimagina
tive Third World diplomacy. That he has been remarkably successfiil in this
legitimacy-seeking diplomacy in the global politics of collective legitimation
anddelegitimation through itsThirdWorld connection, at leastthrough theend
of the 1970s, cannot be gainsaid. Thus, Pyongyang's legitimacy-seeking
process has evolved in a series ofphases, fi-om a primary focus on shoring up
the domestic base of legitimation in the 1950s to a revival of nation^
reunification initiatives inthe1960s toaglobal search forabsolute legitimation
in the 1970s and 1980s.

In sum, Pyongyang has tried hard but failed in its abiding search for
absolute legitimation in the course of its engagement in global politics.
Paradoxically, themore Pyongyang succeeded ingaining relative legitimation
(i.e., legitimation of the DPRK asa separate and independent state through its
membership in intemational organizations and dual diplomatic recognition),
the more it failed in gaining absolute legitimation of the DPRK as the only
representative govemment of the Korean peninsula.

Embedded in Pyongyang's identity/legitimacy crisis in recent years has
been the widening gap between its role commitments and role capabilities.
Although Habermas' "social-scientificconceptof systemcrisis" was meant
for advanced capitalist states, it seems to be of particular relevance to North
Korea. Justasadvanced capitalism creates "new needs" itcannot satisfy—^and
cannot follow ecological imperatives ofgrowth limitation without abandoning
its defining principle—so North Korea has created national role commitments
to absolute legitimation via reunification that its existing supply of role
capabilitiescould notpossiblymeet. Withthestillunresolvedsuccessioncrisis,
the leadership seems unable or unwilling to bridge thecommitment/capability
gap. To drastically enhanceself-correcting andself-steering capabilities seems
beyond its grasp. And yet to drastically reduce and revise its overcommitment
to reunification isviewed notasa necessity forsurvival butanultimate betrayal
of raison d'etat. Juche has degeneratedfromprincipledself-reliance to a credo
of inevitability (the holy spirit), imprisoning creative imagination and con
straining adaptive behavior.
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The widening gaps between role conceptions and role capabilities on
absolute legitimation—and between promise and performance on the reunifica
tion problematique—^have cast Pyongyang's national self-identity as the bas
tion of revolutionary liberator in doubt. Such an identity crisis has accentuated
the legitimacy crisis, which in turn has intensified searching behavior. Faced
with the ever-growing menace from South Korea and the world at large in the
1980s, Pyongyang intensified its searching behavior to test the limits of the
possible and the permissible. More often than not, however, such behavior
proved to be counterproductive for Pyongyang, as it apparently strengthened
the resolve of its adversaries, embarrassed its allies, and alienated its actual or
potential friends in the Third World.

Of course, both Koreas played Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde in the now-on and
now-off reunification game. However, growing economic might has boosted
Seoul's confidence. Seoul has learned how to beat Pyongyang in its own game
through a more realistic, diversified, and *'functional" Nordpolitik on
Pyongyang's home turf (the Second and Third Worlds). That Seoul has surged
so far ahead of Pyongyang in the global politics of competitive legitimation in
the 1980scan be explained in part by the former's expansion and diversification
of its national role conceptions in response to the changing global realities and
in part by the latter's rigid confinement of its national role conceptions to the
withdrawal of American troops, the reunification of the peninsula, continued
allied (Sino-Soviet) support, and the deification of Kim II Sung and Kim Jong
II. While Seoul was marching on in the product-cycling process (from textiles
to electronics and semiconductors) of the global political economy, Pyongyang
was building more and more monuments to the Great Leader and the Dear
Leader. The swollen state and spent society gap in the North seems to widen,
further exhausting the domestic supply of political legitimation.

International reputation is an essential part of any nation's quest for
national identity. It is, as well, a fragile and precarious element. It takes years to
cultivate but only a short time to damage beyond easy repair. Outperformed in
the economic race by Seoul, encircled and threatened by U.S.-ROK joint war
exercises as well as by rising Japanese militarism, and unsupported by the
Communist world for absolute legitimation (Hungary even established diplo
matic relations with Seoul), Pyongyang is being driven into a comer where it
feels compelled to have its voice heard through an extreme, attention-capturing
behavior. To be taken seriously in Washington, Beijing, and Moscow,
Pyongyang seems compelled from time to time to demonstrate that it still
retains a negative power to disrupt the peace and stability of the Korean
peninsula. It maintains a measure of geopolitical leverage—^nuisance value—
by demonstrating its fragility, its unreliability, its unpredictability, and its
"tyranny of the weak" skills to force Chinese and Soviet allies to take a
principled stand.
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Whether this latest identity/legitimacy crisis may serve as a blessing in
disguise, as a great teacher of the reality principle, remains to be seen. As
matters stand now, there are confusing and contradictory signals. There is
growing evidence of global learning, as shown in the internal debate among
intellectuals on the role of realism versus idealism in the modernization
process.43 North Korea seems to want finally, if a bit hesitantly, to reach out
and join the world. And yet, the Juche-based "us/them" dichotomous mental
ity persists. In fact, Juche ideology thrives on a Manichaean vision of
continuing struggle between Good and Evil. The word "change" or "reform"
is yet to enter Pyongyang's political vocabulary. After all, why change the
socialist Utopia where everything is so beautiful and bountiful?

Despite the refrain that paradise will never change. North Korea is now
seeking new ways and means—indeed a new paradigm—of maximizing
external inputs (e.g., capital, investment, trade, diplomatic recognition, etc.)
while minimizing "ideological pollutants" that would threaten Juche ideol
ogy. Here then is the rub. Faced with the Grotian moment of system breakdown
or system breakthrough. North Korea, for ideologicaland practical purposes,
can neither fully embrace nor completely reject its opening to the non-
Communist world. An authoritative decision on this momentous issue is not

likely to come until the rise of another' 'Great Leader'' in the post-Kim IISung
era.

' See Zweig, ''Slowly, North Korea Begins to Stir," and his trip report.



3. The Korean Triangle: The United States
and the Two Koreas

HAN SUNG-JOO

For more than thirty-five years since the end of the Korean War, the
triangular relations among the United States, the Republic of Korea (ROK;
South Korea), and the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK; North
Korea) have remained basically unchanged. Pyongyang has insisted that the
presence of U.S. troops in the South is the basic cause of both the military
tension on the Korean peninsula and the country's continued division. While
demanding their unconditional withdrawal, Pyongyang has sought to under
mine the authority of the South Korean govemment by attempting to negotiate
directly with the United States. As allies, Washington and Seoul have closely
coordinated and cooperated in their policy toward Pyongyang. Despite occa
sional disagreements and even tension between them over how to deal with
North Korea, they have successfully fended off Pyongyang's manipulative
attempt to drive a wedge between them. For the most part, the United States has
deferred to South Korea, insisting that a meaningful talk between Washington
and Pyongyang on any issue is contingent upon significant progress in North-
South Korean dialogue.

Several factors have been responsible for the remarkable durability of the
triangular relationships described above. Notable among them are the ideologi
cal rigidity of North Korea, the South Korean fear of Pyongyang's military
adventurism, the continuing military rivalry between the United States and the
Soviet Union, and finally, the absence ofa decisive development in the regional
or global situation that calls for a drastic change of the status quo on the Korean
peninsula. The question, however, is whether and how long the present pattern
can withstand the forces of change in the global and regional international
order.

In the most conspicuous change, both major and lesser powers are moving
away from their previous policies of confrontation, adopting instead policies of

43
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accommodation and reconciliation. This is evidenced not only in the normaliz
ation of U.S.-Soviet relations, but also in the reconciliation between the Soviet
Union and the People's Republic of China and the actual and prospective
improvement of relationship between such traditional rivals as the PRC and
Taiwan and China and Vietnam. As the Soviet Union actively seeks expanded
ties with Asian countries, especially in the economic area, the prospect is
growing for better relations between the Soviet Union and such countries as
Japan, South Korea, and even Taiwan.

While there is no improvement in the Korean situation despite the rapid
change in global and regional relations, the changing environment presents a
serious policy dilemma not only to Pyongyang but also to Seoul and Washing
ton. Pyongyang's dilemma stems from its own inability, for political as well as
ideological reasons, to overcome its rigidity and intransigence; the dilemma of
the other two arises from their having to contend with an uncompromisingand
hostile adversary while accommodation and reconciliation are the order of the
day elsewhere. This chapter will examine the interests, predicaments, and
options for the three parties—^Washington, Seoul, and Pyongyang—in the
midst of the changing world and regional environments.

The State of North-South Korea Relations

The relationship between North and South Korea (one of the determinants
of U.S.-North Korea relations) refuses to be improved. Twice since 1953,
when the Korean War ended with the signing of an armistice. North and South
Koreaengaged in a seriousdialogueto improvetheirhostilerelationship,witha
third occasion yet to come. The first dialogue took place during the 1972-73
period, when North-South Korean Red Cross representatives met to discuss the
possibility of reuniting family members separated between the two areas.
Subsequently, the two sides agreed to establish a North-South Coordinating
Committee to discuss reconciliation and possibly reunification, only to see the
dialogue halted in 1973 by Pyongyang's refusal to deal with the Seoul
government. Then, between 1984 and 1985, North-South Korean talks took
place in four different areas—^Red Cross/family reunion, economic coopera
tion, political discussion between the parliamentarians, andsports. Byexamin
ing why the conciliation talks of the mid-1980s failed to produce any positive
results, we can diagnose the problems of today's North-South Korean relation
ship and predict its future.

In 1984, hopes of North-South reconciliation arose when North Korea
made, and South Korea accepted, an offer of relief supplies to aid victimsof the
flood in September of the same year. That opened the way for the economic
talks, the first between high-ranking representatives of Pyongyang and Seoul
governments since the division of the country, as well as meetings to discuss
issues related to family reunion and possible North Korean participation in the
1988 Olympics. The Red Cross talks in 1985 led to an exchangeof meetingsin
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Seoul and Pyongyang and to visits by fifty separated family members from
each side to the ' *other area.''

Pyongyang's seemingly conciliatory gestures in1984-85 were an attempt
to refurbish its international image, which had been badly tarnished by the
Rangoon bombing in 1983. Pyongyang had apparently concluded that talks
with Seoul would be anecessary step inestablishing ties with Western powers,
particularly the United States and Japan. It also saw talks with Seoul as a
necessary means of realizing its proposal for ''tripartite talks" among the
United States and North and South Korea, inasmuch as the United States was
insisting that direct inter-Korea talks precede any possible multilateral negotia
tion on the Korean issue.

North Korea also had an economic motivation for opening the various
channels of dialogue with South Korea. Recognizing that it was hopelessly
lagging behind theSouth economically, it wished to move outof its political
and diplomatic isolationand regain its ability to borrowfrom abroad and trade
with other countries—an ability thathadbeen seriously damaged by previous
debt defaults. By starting dialogue with South Korea, Pyongyang hoped to
open thepossibilities of starting or otherwise expanding economic exchanges
with non-communist countries such as the United States, Japan, and West
European countries.

The South Korean government had its own political motives to welcome
Pyongyang's willingness, short-lived as it was, to engage in talks with the
South.Forone thing,as thehostcountryfor various majorinternational events
including the Olympic Games thatwereto come, it waseagerto secure North
Korean acquiescence, if not cooperation. At the same time, Seoul considered
improvement of North-South Korean relations a necessary step toopening its
ownrelations with theSoviet Union and China, possibly leading eventually to
cross-recognition ofthetwo Koreas bythemajor powers. Seoul also hoped that
the North-South Korean dialogue and exchanges would help counter the
criticism thattheSouth Korean government was content with thestatus quo and
lacked the will and enthusiasm to unify the country.

Renewed exchanges in the mid-1980s led to nowhere as several obstacles
kept Pyongyang from seriously pursuing accommodation with South Korea.
Pyongyang continued to be the captive of its own rigid ideology and the
personality cult that President Kim II Sung had created for himself and his son.
Itwas also keenly aware ofthe adverse political consequences ofopening upits
society to the outside world, even to a limited extent, after four decades of
insulation. Inaddition, Pyongyang was notabout toreduce itsmilitary pressure
on the South. It not only maintained but continued to build up its already
formidable armedforces, particularly as it was warming uprelations with the
Soviet Union, which showed greater willingness than China to help North
Korea in its military buildup.
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ForPyongyang, dealing directly andofficially with South Korean' 'author
ities" was tantamount to accepting the "two Koreas" formula, which it had
opposed all along. At the same time, it could not give up its long-standing
priority objective of "liberating'' theSouth,which remained a primary source
ofjustification for thesacrifices it was imposing upon itspeople. Furthermore,
it did not wish to make it easy for Seoul to successfullystage the 1988Olympic
Games, where the potential participation of North Korea's allies would
enhance South Korea's prestige.

The second period of North-South Korean dialogue thus came to an end
because neither side had a genuine interest in a productive outcome from the
exercise. Pyongyang was afraid of "conferring legitimacy" on the South
Koreangovernmentand of facilitatingSouthKoreanrelationships with its own
allies, particularly the Soviet Union and China. On its part, the South Korean
government was afraid that a false sense of security might result from
superficialreconciliation withthe northernadversary, a situation thatmight in
turn lead to the weakening of the U.S. security commitment in Korea. Both
protagonists recognized the usefulness of the status quo, at least for the time
being. Neither sought to achieve a genuine improvementof relations between
them through the inter-Korea talks.

Nor was the United States eager to see the status quo in Korea upset in any
major way. While clearly wanting to prevent the outbreak of an armed conflict
on the Korean peninsula, the United States recognized that a real military threat
from North Korea and the resultant tension between the two Koreas necessi

tated and justified the existing security arrangements between it and South
Korea as well as its security posture and presence in Korea. While the United
States also wanted to improve relations with North Korea, any such efforts
were marred by Pyongyang's own intransigence, U.S. fear of undermining the
authority of the South Korean government (which showed an extreme sensi
tivity to being bypassed in any way), and genuine U.S. concern that a
premature rapprochement with Pyongyang would threaten peace and security
on the Korean peninsula. Thus, none of the three parties in the Korea triangle
had an incentive to bring about a major change in the Korean situation, at least
until the mid-1980s.

New Elements in the Triangle

In the second half of the 1980s, new domestic and international develop
ments gave the three powers policy dilemmas as well as options for changing
the triangular relationship. In the international arena, the most notable and
important development was a new super-power detente between the United
States and the Soviet Union, which resulted from Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev's new political thinking and accommodation policy. It not only led
to the signing of an intermediate nuclear forces (INF) treaty between the two
superpowersbut also caused a reassessmentof U.S. strategicrequirementsand
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plans in both Europe and Asia.' Although the United States remains yet to be
persuaded that the Soviet military might and threat are actually decreasing,
thereis a weakening of U.S. conviction thatitneedstocountertheSovietUnion
militarily throughout the globe and on all levels.2 A change in the U.S.
perception of the Soviet military threat andchallenge is certain to affect the
U.S. view concerning the strategic value to the UnitedStates of the Korean
peninsula as well as the presence of U.S. troops in Korea.

The Soviet Union isextending itsconciliatory hand not only to the United
States but also to its allies. For South Korea, which has been seeking to
establish (andin some cases expand) relationships with socialist countries, the
Soviet initiative represented a welcome opportunity to accomplish that goal.
The United States has no reason toobject toan improvement ofthe relationship
between the Soviet Union and South Korea; infact, such an improvement could
spur an improvement in U.S.-North Korea relations.

Political change within South Korea has emerged asanother major element
that could cause achange ofU.S. policy toward the two Koreas. The process of
democratizationinSouth Koreathat beganinearnest in thesummerof 1987 has
resulted in an explosive expression, albeit by a relatively small minority of
South Koreans, of hitherto suppressed negative sentiments against theUnited
States. Many Americans, including some inresponsible positions inCongress
and the administration, regard the nationalistic expressions ofKoreans, partic
ularly those of younger generations who remember neither the Korean War nor
the critical role played by the United States, asacts ofingratitude and betrayal.3
Democratization hasledKoreans, both in and outof thegovernment, to take a
more assertive attitude intheir relationship with the United States, particularly
in policy makingand implementation. Such assertion often conflictedwith the
need for closer consultation and cooperation—and sometimes annoyed U.S.
officials.

The enormous double deficit—in budget and trade—the United States has
been experiencing for several years also affects U.S. policy toward South
Korea. Intheface ofacritical need tocut(oratleast slow down theincrease of)
its defense budget, the United States has been emphasizing "burden sharing"
by its allies inAsiaas well as Europe. Butthetemptation toresortto "burden
shedding" grows as the deficit continues to present serious political and
financial burdens on the United States. Ironically, it is those countries with
which the United States has the largest trade deficit—^Japan, West Germany,

' Charles L.Heatherly and Burton Yale Pines, eds., MandateforLeadership: PolicyStrategiesfor
the 1990s (Washington, D.C., 1988).

2The Commission on Integrated Long-term Strategy, Discriminate Deterrence (Washington,
D.C., January 1988).

3See, for example, J. Bennett Johnston and Dale Bumpers, "An Overly Costly Trip Wire' in
Korea," New YorkTimes, July 21, 1989.
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and South Korea—^where the United States maintains large overseas contin
gents. These factscombined may verywell lead toa reduction ofU.S. military
forces in those countries. Many Americans are beginning to wonder whether
the United States should continue to assume the main defense role for countries
drawing large tradesurplus from the United States at a timewhenits strategic
requirement, particularly in relation to military rivalry with the Soviet Union,
seems to require reassessment.

Althoughthe changedenvironment hasnotcausedNorthKoreato initiatea
majorchange in its domesticand externalpolicies—^North Koreacontinues to
have basically the same leadership, system, rhetoric, and goals that it has
maintained for more than four decades—it does present a serious policy
dilemma to Pyongyang, which has to choose between opening up the country
and reconciling with South Korea at the risk of fomenting politicalchallenge to
the leadership and the regime on the one hand and maintaining isolation and
intransigence at the cost of further lagging behind the South in economic
growth and international standingon the other. Pyongyang's insistencethat the
''Korean question" be resolved only on its own terms presents Seoul and
Washington a policy dilemma of their own in that they have to maintaina strong
military posture while everything else points in the opposite direction. At the
same time, however, the fluidity of the situation presents all three governments
with policy options that were not available before, offering the possibility of a
major change in the triangular relationships among Washington, Seoul, and
Pyongyang even without a fundamentalchangeof personnelor policy in North
Korea.

Policy DUemmas and Options

North Korea

The most critical policy question for Pyongyang is whether to open up the
country, even partially, to the outside world at considerable political risk and
forgo its goal of driving the South Korean government out of existence. So far,
it has shown no such indication. But Pyongyang can still choose between
several alternatives on other more concrete and specific issues concerning its
relations with South Korea and the United States.

Pyongyang's existing policy consists of three key elements: a proposal for a
confederation between North and South Korea, namely, the Democratic
Confederal Republic of Koryo; a call for a tripartite conference of the two
Koreas and the United States; and a demand for the withdrawal of U.S. troops.
The confederation proposal is part of Pyongyang's united front strategy
intended to take advantage of the pluralistic nature of the South Korean polity.
As preconditions for its implementation, the proposal calls for the signing of a
peace agreement between North Korea and the United States and the with
drawal of foreign (i.e., U.S.) troops from Korea. From Pyongyang's point of
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view, it is a useful proposal, not only because of the political advantage that
monolithicNorth Koreawouldhave in the unlikelyevent that theconfederation
is actually realized, but also, and perhaps more relevantly, because of the
propaganda value it has in demonstrating Pyongyang's desire for peaceful
reunification as well as putting pressure on the United States to terminate its
military presence in Korea.

Theremoval ofU.S. troops andnuclear weapons has been a long-standing
demand of Pyongyang's eversince theendof theKorean War. Until recently,
their immediate and totalwithdrawal waspresented as thekeyprecondition for
any settlement of the Koreanquestion. In 1988, however, Pyongyang beganto
demonstrate someflexibility on this issue as it indicated willingness to accept
thepossibility of a phased withdrawal to follow othermeasures suchas a peace
agreement with the United States and a nonaggression declaration between
NorthandSouth Korea."^ It isunderstandable why theNorth Korean leadership
has beenso insistenton theU.S. troopwithdrawal. U.S. intervention prevented
the militaryconquestof theKoreanpeninsulain 1950, andthepresenceof U.S.
troops in the South kept North Korea from launching another *'war of
liberation." Pyongyang mayalso be convinced that the SouthKorean govern
ment is so dependent upon U.S. support that a substantial reduction or
withdrawal of U.S. troopsfromKoreawouldcausecollapseof the govemment
andthepolityitself. NorthKoreamayevenfeel threatened bytheU.S. military
presence in South Korea.

But even though Pyongyang may be hoping gradually to increase contacts
and exchanges with the nonsocialist world, it will be reluctant to come to terms
with South Korea. The successful conclusion of the Pyongyang international
youth festival in July 1989 must have given it confidence that contacts with the
outside world can be conducted in a controlled way while minimizing the
political risk involved. On the other hand, the freedom and democracy
movement in China, which ended with bloody suppression the month before,
must have served as a warningto the North Koreanleadersthat thepoliticalrisk
of opening up the country to the outside, particularly South Korea, remains
high. Such political risk, coupled with Pyongyang's perception of South
Korean political vulnerability, will serve asa sufficient disincentive tochange.

South Korea

Seoul's main policydilemma is how to keep its securityties with the United
States intact while actively pursuing its Nordpolitik, which is aimed at
improving relations with the socialistcountries includingthe Soviet Union and
China, and while attempting to implement the July 7,1988, declaration, aimed
at promoting exchanges with North Korea. The Seoul Olympics in 1988
provideda timely boostfor what theSouthKoreangovemmentpromotedin the

^Rodong Shinmun, September 9, 1988.
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name of the northern policy. Seoul's active approach toward the socialist
countries, which did not recognize the South Korean government, has shown
dramatic results. The Soviet Union and Eastern European nations sent large
contingents of athletes and officials toSeoul for the Olympics. Talks on trade
andothereconomic exchanges have flourished. Trade offices andnew lines of
communications have been opened with the Communist world including the
Soviet Union. Major trading companies have opened formal liaison offices in
major cities in China, the Soviet Union, and Eastern Europe. Hungary and
Poland have establishedfull diplomatic relations with SouthKorea with some
otherEast European governments being expected to follow suit.

But the extraordinary success in expanding relations with the socialist
countries has had its political cost. It made the embarrassed Pyongyangmore
hostile toward South Korea. Furthermore, together with the July 7 declara
tion,^ which called for active promotion of exchanges between North and
South and an end to competition and confrontation between them interna
tionally, South Korea's northern policy has had the undesired and perhaps
unexpected resultof unwarranted euphoria in theKorean public about Seoul-
Moscow and North-South Korean relations, fostering a false sense of security
and complacency.

The Roh Tae Woo government's new proposals, including the North-
South Korean summit meeting, a six-nation (the United States, Soviet Union,
China,Japan, andNorthandSouthKorea) consultative body,andconfidence-
building measures tended to make it a hostage to Pyongyang's willingness to
accommodate while leaving the United States bewildered about South Korean
intentions. It wasperhapsnot somuchthecontentof theseproposals as theway
in which they wereformulated and made public that made it difficult for the
United States to accept and welcome them wholeheartedly. Insufficient prior
consultation on matters that would involve the United States directly as an
ally—^and one in possession of the operational control of much of the Korean
armed forces—was cause enough for its concern and bewilderment.

Another policy dilemmafor Seoul is to what extent it shouldbe ready to
accept andwhat role it should play inthepartial withdrawal ofU.S. forces from
Korea, which increasingly seemscertain to take place during the first term of
the Bush administration. South Korea will have to accept withdrawal (or at least
reduction) as inevitable and prepare for it. Not to do so would not only leave
SouthKorea militarily vulnerable but alsobe politically foolhardy because the
reduction would most probably take place with or without the South Korean
consent. On the other hand, however, to play an active and cooperative role in
the U.S. withdrawal would facilitate and accelerate the process. It will be the
difficult task of the Seoul government to find a healthy balance between

• Korea Herald^ July 8, 1988.
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political reality and military needs in coping with the U.S. troop withdrawal
issue.

The United States

TheUnited States faces critical policy choices inthree closely related areas:
troop withdrawal, peace settlement, and opening of relations with North
Korea. Ten years after rescission of President Jimmy Carter's decision to
withdraw U.S. ground troops from Korea, the issue has emerged again in
earnest in the United States. Thekeyquestion being asked, particularly in the
Congress, seems to be whether and why the United States should maintain the
currentlevelof troops—43,000—in Korea.^ Congress is requesting theadmin
istration toconduct a comprehensive study ofthedesirability andfeasibility of
troop reduction.7 Meanwhile, the Bush administration also seems to be
disposed to consider at least some troop reduction in Korea.

The renewal in the United States of active discussion on the troop with
drawal issue is taking place against the backdrop of improved U.S.-Soviet
relations, mounting budget constraints, andtheneed to restructure thedeploy
ment of U.S. forces abroad, particularly in Asia and the Pacific. A set of
secondary objectives may consist of pressing the allies to increase their share of
the defenseburden, addressing whatappears to be rampant expression of anti-
Americanism in NorthKorea, andreciprocating to theSoviet Union'splanto
reduce its own troops in Asiaandresponding to its call for at leasta symbolic
troop reductionin Korea. In implementing its troopreduction plan, the United
States has to secure the cooperation (at least the acquiescence) of the South
Korean government. Another difficult task is to convince North Korea that the
initial reduction is nota prelude to further immediate withdrawals. Aslong as
the United States carries out its withdrawal plan unilaterally, Pyongyang will
have no incentive to engage in productive dialogue and peaceful exchanges
with South Korea.

Reduction of U.S. forces in Korea should also be preceded, or at least
accompanied, by changes in the U.S.-ROK bilateral command arrangements
as well as in the armistice structurethat has led Pyongyang to claim that it can
and must bypass Seoul to discuss peace and security issues directly with the
United States. In this lattertask, onecanbesure thatPyongyang will make any
change in the armistice structure difficult. Thepresent armistice arrangements
inwhich theRepublic ofKorea isnota direct party provide Pyongyang with an
excellent opportunity todenigrate theSeoul government asamere puppetofthe
United States. Hence, Pyongyang would have little incentive to change the
status quo.

^ Johnston and Bumpers, " 'Trip Wire' in Korea."

^ Senator Sam Nunn's proposed amendment calling forconsultations with the Seoul government
about thepossibility of reducing theU.S. armed forces inKorea passed theSenate on August 2,
1989. Korea Herald^ August 3, 1989.
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During thepastthirty-six years since theendof theKorean War, theUnited
States has had virtually no official dealings with North Korea. Pyongyang's
highly negative attitude toward theUnited States and Seoul's strong objections
to anybilateral relationship have beenprimarily responsible for theabsence of
meaningful contactsor exchanges between theUnitedStatesandNorthKorea.
In recentyears, however, Pyongyang hasbeenmaking gestures—^half-hearted
and intermittent as they may be—indicatingits willingnessto open a relation
ship with the United States. South Korea, in the meantime, has dropped, as
least officially and on the surface, its objections to such a relationship. In the
July 7, 1988,declaration, for example. President Roh proposed "cooperating
with North Korea in improving its relations with countries friendly to South
Korea, including the United States and Japan.

Indeed, in recent months, both official and unofficial contacts between the
United States and North Korea have been increasing. An official channel for
exchange of views has been established; direct talks betweenthem tookplace in
Beijing in late 1988and early 1989,the first since the KoreanWar.^In allowing,
indeed pursuing, increased contacts with North Korea, the UnitedStates would
be trying to correct the extreme imbalance that exists between South Korea's
exchanges with China and the Soviet Union on the one hand and the United
States' own with North Korea on the other. The United States can seek to help
end North Korean isolation and increase its exposure to the outside world.
Increased exchanges with North Korea may also contribute to making the South
Korean dissidents less critical of the United States on the unification issue.

However, the down side of a rapid expansion of relationship between the
United States and North Korea would be that North Korea will have no

incentive left at all to improve its relations with South Korea. It would thus be
important for the United States to emphasize that progress in North-South
Korean talks is an essential condition for the improvement of U.S.-North
Korean relations and that any troop reduction from South Korea would require
reciprocal peace measures by North Korea including confidence-building
measures and arms reduction.

Concluding Remarks

Despite the enormous changes that are taking place in intemational,
regional, and domestic arenas, the shape and nature of the Korean triangle-
among the United States, North Korea, and South Korea—^remains basically
unchanged. Underneath the surface, however, various forces, both domestic
and intemational, are at work to reshape the triangular relations. Pyongyang
has been most resistant to the changes in and around the Korean peninsula. As a
result of the changing environment, however, all three parties in the triangle

8 Korea Herald, July 8, 1988.

^ Far Eastern Economic Review, February 9, 1989, pp. 18-19.
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face new dilemmas and challenges in their respective policies. The actions and
inactions of one party feed on the others' policy difficulties.

Although a shift in North Korean policy and attitude is the key to breaking
the Korean stalemate, it is between Seoul and Washington that policy coordina
tion and cooperation are possible. At the same time, all the major issues
discussed above—U.S. troop reduction, arms control, restructuring of the
Korean armistice, the unification question, Seoul's northern policy, domestic
politics, and the like—are closely interrelated. All this points to the need for
comprehensive thinking and analysis as well as close policy consultation and
coordination between the two allies. Only by such actions can the United States
and South Korea harness the forces of change to bring about peace and security
on the Korean peninsula.



4. The U.S. Role in Northeast Asia

ALLEN S. WHITING

An old American folk saying argues, it ain't broke, don't fix it." An
equally established aphorism cries out, "Time for a change!" These two
statements exemplify the debate between the conservative and liberal approach
to foreign policy. The debate is endemic and often polemical, being ritualized
into national presidential election campaigns. The contradictory themes char
acterize alternative modes of analysis that evaluate the status quo compared
with the speculative projection of what change might entail. With each new
administration in Washington, these modes presumably underlie policy
reviews automatically undertaken to assess the present course and to examine
alternatives. But whereas bureaucracy tends to prefer the continuation of what
exists, our task is to test the status quo for flaws and to estimate what costs or
benefits may lie in modification of American policy in Northeast Asia.

To take the conservative approach first, the folk saying holds that if things
are not going wrong, do not try to change them. Advocates of continuity can
credibly apply this formula to the U.S. role in Northeast Asia as it has evolved
in recent years. Compared with 1969 when Washington struggled to extricate
itself from the Vietnam War and 1979 when President Jimmy Carter faced the
shock of Soviet troops moving into Afghanistan, 1989 offered good reason for
the Bush administration to stick with the status quo, at least for the early 1990s.

A brief review of past trouble spots and potential sources of tension is
reassuring in this regard. The Korean peninsula remains free of war and any
serious threat thereof as it has for more than thirty-five years. In South Korea, it
is true, radical student violence exploits a range of discontent, including anti-
Americanism and antigovemment sentiment remaining from previous regimes'
brutality and corruption. Worker demands for higher wages and unions have
threatened to widen the pattern of violence. But the general trend since 1987 is
predominantly positive so far as liberalization and democratic processes are
concerned, enhancing the prospects for social stability and national security.

55
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In North Korea, a steady drumfire of polemical attacks against Seoul makes
a mockery of Pyongyang's proclaimed desire for serious talks and peaceful
unification. However, no terrorist activity disrupted the 1988 Olympics, nor
have any alarm bells rung along the demilitarized zone for several years.
Meanwhile, invitations to foreign investment have opened the door a crack to
normal intercourse with the outside world.

The Japanese-American relationship continues to bump along the rocky
road of trade disputes, but the security alliance exhibits no special difficulty.
Wrangling over the joint FX fighter project included standard bargaining
postures with some concern over mutual trust. Yet its final resolution marks
another step in the evolving cooperation already manifest in joint maneuvers
and greater burden sharing. Public opinion polls in Japan show no serious
opposition to Japanese-American security ties and reveal continued hostility to
the Soviet Union as the least liked major power. ^

Soviet-American relations in Northeast Asia attract far less attention than

elsewhere, the region being neither a major point of contention nor a promising
arena of cooperation.^ But within this limited framework modest signs of
improvement exist. For example, the Bering Sea serves as a "friendship
bridge" over which small delegations cross in either direction under prior
arrangement, occasional defectors notwithstanding.^ As with Soviet assistance
in cleaning up the Valdez oil spill, this is more symbolic than substantive.
Nevertheless, it signals an auspicious atmospheric change at no cost to U.S.
policy.

More broadly, the stability of American commitments won high-level
affirmation when President George Bush took the occasion of Emperor
Hirohito's funeral to make brief visits to the People's Republic of China and the
Republic of Korea. His itinerary was hurried and in Beijing became encum
bered with the issue of human rights prompted by the invitation for Fang Lizhi
to attend President Bush's banquet. But whereas past precedent routinely

• In January 1988 only 12.5 percent saw the Japan-U.S. Security Treaty as "useless" as against
68.8 percent who rated it favorably. Prime Minister's Office, Public Opinion Survey on Self-
Defense Force and Defense Problems (Tokyo, June 1988), p. 7. In a later survey 84.5 percent said
they "do not feel friendly" toward the Soviet Union and 70.1 percent said relations were "not
good," as compared with 72.2 percent who "feel friendly" toward the United States and 68.9
percent who saw relations as good for the most part. Prime Minister's Office, Public Opinion
Survey on Diplomacy (Tokyo, March 1988), pp. 8-9.

2 For a systematic exploration by Soviet and American scholars of this problem see International
Strategic Institute (Stanford University) and Institute of Far Eastern Studies (Academy of Sciences,
USSR), On Strengthening Security and Developing Cooperation in the Korean Peninsula
(Stanford, Calif.: Center for International Security and Arms Control, September 1988);also idem.
Peace, Security, and Cooperation in the Asian-Pacific Region (Stanford, Calif.: Center for
Intemational Security and Arms Control, January 1989).

3 Two young men slipped away during the signing of an agreement between authorities of Alaska
and the Magadan region of Siberia, facilitating unrestricted travel for Eskimos. New York Times,
April 26, 1989, p. II.
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dispatched the vice-president to state funerals abroad, as the president's first
overseas journey after the inauguration this trip demonstrated the priority
accorded Pacific affairs.

Yet despite this positive record the familiar American cry, "Time for a
change!" also wins attention.^ Some advocate it as a response to changes in
Sovietposture, ifnotinSovietpolicy; others argueitmustaccommodate a shift
from strategic toeconomic concerns manifest throughout the world, including
Northeast Asia.^ Thecase forchange isequally long asthat for thestatus quo
but can be quickly summarized.

Foremost, of course. General Secretary Mikhail Gorbachev's Vladivostok
address of July 26, 1986, followed by his Merdeka interview in 1987 and his
Krasnoyarsk speechin 1988, setoutan agenda of newproposals togetherwitha
muting ofolddiatribes concerning theAsia-Pacific region.^Successive trips to
the various capitals by Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze and Deputy
Foreign Minister Igor Rogachev pursued themes advanced by Gorbachev.
Skeptics dismiss this as merely "smile diplomacy" that seeks to gain much
whilegiving little.^Others term it "a newchallenge," claiming that Moscow
has stolen the initiative from Washington and calling for an imaginative
response.

Whatever its ultimate intent, the Gorbachev imprint meets the standard
criterion of "not justwords,butdeeds.'' Although acceptance ofthethalweg or
main channel boundary demarcation withChinahad beenprivatelycommuni
cated earlier, its public enunciation at Vladivostok was implemented by
detailed boundary surveys and announced agreement along most of the
disputed Amur-Ussuri riverine frontier.^ The pledged withdrawal of most
Soviet troops from the Mongolian People's Republic and the drawdown of
Soviet forces opposite China, announcedunilaterally, gave additionalconces
sions to Beijing. The complete removal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan in
February1989 endedthenine-year invasion, another Chinese demand. Finally,
Hanoi's agreement to vacate Cambodia by the end of September 1989 can be

Conservative sponsorship of this theme can be found in Michael E. Vlahos, America in the
Postwar East Asian Balance (Washington, D.C.: The Heritage Foundation, 1989), address by
director of theCenter for theStudy of Foreign Affairs, Foreign Service Institute, Department of
State, November 4, 1988.

5 Foraconcise butcomprehensive survey of "a historic change ... inthe Asian Pacific region,"
see John W. Lewis, "Defining the Strategic Context in Asia," in Peace, Security, pp. 1-15.
^ Forthemost complete and sophisticated elaboration ofGorbachev's proposals, seearticles by
MikhailL. Titarenko,AleksandrS. Yakoviev, AleksandrS.Krasylnikov, Vladimir S. Miasnikov,
Gozhakhmet S. Sadvakasov, Dmitri V. Petrov, Yuri I. Ognev, and AlexeiNikonov, ibid.

Harry Gelman, "Gorbachev'sPolicies in EastAsiaAfterTwo Years," Journal of Northeast
Asian Studies 7:1 (Spring 1988): 46-54, summarized negative aspects thatoutweighed positive
aspectsas of the timeof writing.A similarbut moreoptimistic viewisofferedby HiroshiKimura,
"Gorbachev's Agenda for Asia," Pacific Review 1:3(1988): 215-26.

®The majorexception in the east concerned BearIsland or Heixiazi opposite Khabarovsk.
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presumed tobeat least inparta result ofSoviet policy, ifnotbydirect pressure
then indirectly signaled through Sino-Soviet discussions of the Indochina
situation in mid-1988.

Cumulatively, these actions removed the celebrated ''three obstacles" to
normalizationreiteratedby Beijingover the pastdecade, therebypermittingthe
Sino-Soviet summit in May 1989. It wouldbe wrongto explainthem solelyas a
function of that relationship. Just as the removal of SS-20 missiles from Asia
came as part of the Soviet-American intermediate nuclear forces (INF)
agreement, so toodo most, if notall, of these compromises emerge in a wider
context, including Soviet domestic priorities. Nevertheless, for Asian audi
ences they provide more than a token of credibility in Gorbachev's avowed
"new thinking."

Less dramatic changes have marked the Soviet posture toward Japan
without, however, any policy change to date.^ In addition to improved contact
througha competentspecialistonJapan as ambassador, Moscowhas expressed
a willingnessto add the disputedsouthernKurilesor' 'northern islands'' to the
agenda for discourse. Hints of compromise on the long-standing issue have
been dropped by Soviet specialists albeit without committing the Kremlin to
any particularformula. Meanwhile thedecentralization ofeconomic controls
to facilitate local decisions in the Soviet Far East, the granting of liberal terms
to joint venturesin the region, anddiscussion of specialeconomic zoneson the
Pacific littoral all combine to offer Japanese trade and investment a more
promising administrative environment than previously existed.

Wholly separate from Soviet moves, other developments prompt calls for
change in U.S. policy. Rising nationalism in South Korea, carried to an
extreme by radical student anti-Americanism,challenges the status quo of joint
military command.^̂ Trade disputesfurther exacerbaterelations, with Ameri
can nationalism threatening backlash effects on troop commitments. Seoul's
growing trade with Beijing and Moscow together with the path-breaking
establishment of diplomatic relations with Budapest undermine the professed
anti-Communist basis of the alliance as does Soviet-American detente. This in

turn strengthens the small but growing student view that sees Americantroops
as obstructing Korean unity rather than deterring an attack from the North.

9 Peggy L. Falkenheim, "Evolving Regional Ties in Northeast Asia: Japan, the U.S. and the
USSR," Asian Survey 28:12 (December 1988): 1229-44; Susan L. Clark, "Japan's Role in
Gorbachev's Agenda," Pacific Review 1:3(1988): 276-89.

I heard "possible demilitarization of two islands" raised by a Soviet specialist during an
informal exchange in Moscow, May 1986;similar referencesare reported in other Japanese and
American conversations from time to time.

'' Korea at the Crossroads: Implications for American Policy (New York: Council on Foreign
Relations, The Asia Society, 1987); South Korea and the United States (Racine: Wingspread,
1988).

'2 Edward A. Olsen, "Security Implications of Economic and Political Nationalism in the United
States and South Korea," Journal ofNortheast Asian Studies I'A (Winter 1988): 40-51.
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Finally, advocates of a revised American role inNortheast Asia point to
balance of trade having superseded balance ofpower as thecentral concern of
countries as dissimilar as China and the UnitedStates. Moscow's desire to enter
the Pacific Economic Cooperation Commission (PECC), China's application
to join the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), and Tokyo's
expansion of economic aid in hope of offsetting criticism of its economic
hegemony—especially in Southeast Asia—all purportedly testify to "a new
era" replacing the Cold War.

Thesebriefsummaries suffice to demonstrate thata good casecanbe made
for eithercontinuity or change. The burden of proof, however, rests with the
latterbecause the past and present role of the UnitedStatesin Northeast Asia is
too enmeshed with allied and parallel interests to be altered unilaterally.
Careful consultation and insome cases prolonged negotiation will be necessary
for change to be made in a responsible manner respectful of other national
interests. Moreover, the most substantive Soviet moves did not come until
1988-89, four years after theVladivostok speech. Given this perspective, we
shall first examine Asian reactions toassess the impact ofSoviet policy todate.
Then we will hypothesize theconsequences for an unchanged American role
shouldMoscow's professedand presumed goalsbe realized in the nearfuture.
Morespecifically, wewillproject thelikely changes inthebalance of influence
as well as thebalance of power in Northeast Asia, assuming thatinat least the
near future the Soviet-American competitionthere remainszero-sumwithone
side'sgain being theotherside's loss. Thisprocedure canprovide a better basis
for choosing between continuity and change. Finally, we will consider what
merit may lieinchanging theU.S. role independent ofSoviet policy, within the
separate shift of emphasis from military to economic matters.

Vladivostok Plus Four

In a dramatic display of glasnost, Sovietspecialistson Asian affairs held a
roundtable discussion in1988 onwhy the Vladivostok proposals had enjoyed so
little success. While Foreign Ministry spokesmen advanced a more positive
position, academic institute analysts spoke frankly of disappointing Asian
responses or the total lack thereof. Mikhail Nosov from the Institute of the USA
and Canada lamented, "I wonder why the realization of Soviet proposals
regarding the APR isn't making adequate progress. ... We know well what
hastobedonebutweapparently don't know quite well howitshould bedone.''
Professor Henry Trofimenko from the same institute joined with Professor
Alexander Chicherov from the Institute of Oriental Studies in blaming the
failure to recognize that basic differences between Europe and Asia precluded
simply transferring concepts from one region to the other. Harsh criticism of
past policy toward Japan came from Chicherov's colleague at the institute.

'3 "TheVladivostok Initiatives: Two Years On,"InternationalAffairs, August 1988, pp. 144-56.
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Constantine Sarkisov. Calling for "a revision of our stereotypes regarding
Japan," hesaid, "We have missed the moment when the Japanese moved into
second place in the world, having outpaced us in economic potential. Our
attitude to the Japanese-U.S. military-political alliance is essentially obso
lete . . . morally outdated. It isoutofkeepingwithtoday'spolitical realities."

Turning to economic problems, Valery Zaitsev from theInstitute ofWorld
Economics and International Relations declared, "The state of Soviet-Japa
nese economic relations is disquieting. They have been in crisis ever since the
second half of the seventies. Negative trends are on the rise." His fellow
discussants unanimously criticized Moscow's failure to take the necessary
steps to upgrade the infrastructure in the Siberian Far East and to radically
revise its economic base for participation in the burgeoningPacific Basin trade.
Asoneparticipantput it, *'The moreweputoffdecision, theharderit willbe to
makeup for lost time, becausedeveloping dynamically nextdoorareJapanand
China."

The most significant achievement of the Vladivostok speech and its
implementation manifested itself two years later in the first Sino-Soviet
summit since the dissonant Krushchev-Mao meeting of October 1959. During
the decades following that meeting dissonance deteriorated into border clashes
as polemics escalated into mutual accusations of threatened aggression. By
1979 Deng Xiaoping was able to preempt a Carter-Brezhnev summit by
visiting Washingtonand calling for a united front of the North AtlanticTreaty
Organization (NATO), Japan, the UnitedStates, and China "against the polar
bear."

In light of this dismal record, summitry in Beijingis no meanachievement.
Yet as we have already noted, the Soviet concessionson China's three demands
for "normalization of relations" cannot be attributed exclusively to Moscow's
Asian policy. Nor does Gorbachev alone deservecredit for alteringthe Soviet
stance toward China, the initial turn in that direction having begun under
Leonid Brezhnev in 1981-82. By December 1984 the warm embrace that
Chen Yun gave to Deputy Foreign Minister Ivan Arkhipov, head of the Soviet
assistanceprogramin the 1950s,signaledto audiencesin Chinaand abroadthat
detente was well under way. But not until Moscow proved willing to discuss
Hanoi's occupation of Cambodia and win agreement to the Vietnamese
withdrawal was Beijing willing to host Gorbachev.

In short, by giving in to China, in 1989the Soviet Unionwas finally able to
catch up with the United States as of 1972, when the first American president
arrived in the People's Republic. But as President Bush's preemptive visit to
Beijing demonstrated, Gorbachev's reception in theGreatHallof thePeople in
itself did not reduce the American role in China's economic modernization. To

Chi Su, "Sino-Soviet Relations of the 1980s: From Confrontation to Conciliation," in Samuel
S. Kim, ed., China and the World, 2d ed. (Boulder, Colo: Westview, 1989), pp. 109-28, traces
overall development.
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whatever extent that role lessens in the near future will be the result ofAmerican

reaction to the brutal suppression of the student democracy movement.
This applies in particular to the military aspects of China's relations with

the two superpowers. An American naval visit to Shanghai immediately after
Gorbachev's departure signaled continuity in an area of relations still beyond
Soviet reach. True, protesting the use of force in Tiananmen Square, President
Bush suspended implementation of various agreements to upgrade Chinese
fighter capability with an avionics package, the transfer of antisubmarine
warfare technology for Chinese destroyers, and the improvementof Chinese
radar capability. These would serve to strengthen the American role in
modernizing the People's Liberation Army. Presumably, theagreements will
be reactivated once stability returns to China and the political issue fades in
Washington. In addition,joint intelligence cooperation, including the monitor
ing of Soviet missile activity from American-supplied facilities in Xinjiang,
quietly ensures Washington's place in Beijing's perception of its strategic
priorities.

It is too soon to say what impact Sino-American tensions will have on
Chinese assessments of superpower relations. During 1988-89 the strategic
trianglefaded from prominence in Chineseanalyses of international relations.
Its prior prominence was replaced by economic power blocs defined on the
basis of gross national product (GNP) and foreign trade instead of interconti
nental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) and second-strike capability. In this Chinese
perspective theEuropean Community (EC),NorthAmerica, andJapanplusthe
"four little tigers" (Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, and South Korea)
constitute the fulcrum points of present and prospective world politics. By
comparison, the Soviet Union and its socialist bloc partners barely rate
inclusion.

Thus the late Huan Xiang, the foremost public exponent of foreign policy
analysisand directorof the Centreof International Studiesof theStateCouncil,
remarked,' Tn a certain sense one can really say that the arms race and military
securityare being replacedby economic competition andeconomic securityas
the most important matters."*^ He forecast that "thanks to the relaxation in
U.S.-Soviet relations, the world is going to experience relative relaxation for
ten to fifteen years."

This transfer of emphasis from military to economic matters shades
Moscow's importance for Beijing in favor of Japan, the UnitedStates, and the
EC, all of whom greatly surpass the Soviet Union's share of Chinese foreign

'5 Steven 1. Levine, "Sino-American Relations: Renormalization and Beyond," in Kim, China

and the World, pp. 89-108.

Huan Xiang, "Approach Correctly the New Changesin the International Situation," foreword
to Basic Political and Economic Problems in the Contemporary World, in Renmin ribao, January
5,1989, in ForeignBroadcastInformationService,DailyReport—China (hereafterFBIS,China),
January 10, 1989, pp. 2-4.
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trade. Despite the impressive annual percentage increases in this Sino-Soviet
exchange, it remains comparatively minuscule, being basically balanced
through barter. In 1988, it comprised 2.4 percent ofChina's total foreign trade
as against nearly 20 percent for Japan and 12.7percentfor the UnitedStates.
Qualitatively, it lacks the technological component available from the other
sources despite the limitations imposed by the Coordinating Committee for
Multilateral Export Controls (COCOM).

Intheheatof Sino-American exchanges immediately aftertheTiananmen
massacre, Beijing boasted of being able to visit Moscow for loans while
Washingtonpledged to seek "postponement" of WorldBankconsideration of
loans to China. Neither posture had any immediate effect. Moscow's public
position remained unclear, and its private capacity to compete in lending is
slight. Farfrom being "postponed," inthe1989 fiscal year World Bank loans
to China jumped 24 percent to reach $2.12 billion, some contracts being
concluded in lateMay. Given inflation andthepressure toreduce investment,
Beijing is unlikely to seekmuch foreign financing in thenearfuture. Butwhen
it does,Moscow willnotbe ableor willing to meetthe need in viewof itsown
problems. Reciprocally from Gorbachev's standpoint, China cannot meet the
need of Far East Siberia for capital and technology, without which the
staggering investment in the Baikal-Amur Mainline (BAM) cannot be justi
fied, much less recovered.'®

In this regard, Japan ranked high in Gorbachev's verbal esteem at
Vladivostok and may have held an equally high position in his hope for capital
and trade to generate growth in the SovietFar East. If so, there is little to show
four years later. Tokyo has stood firm inits insistence that Soviet occupation of
the southernmostKurile Islands is illegal and that the Soviets must withdraw
before a peace treaty can be signed. Implicit in this posture is the linkage of
politics and economics, barring any encouragement forJapanese entrepreneurs
to develop thenatural gasandother resources that abound inadjacent Siberia.

But more than politics inhibits Japanese involvement inSiberian develop
ment. Fundamental Soviet economic obstacles and the lack of Japanese need
combine to defeat Moscow's proposals for large-scale, long-term projects in
this inhospitable environment.20 BAM isnot yet fully operational, despite the
celebrated 1984 joining ofrails begun from its opposite ends. Little supporting

" Lu Tzu-chien, "Observing Sino-Soviet Relations on the Eve ofthe Summit," in Hong Kong
Kuang Chiao Ching, April 16, 1989, pp. 12-16, inFBIS, China, April 21, 1989, pp. 6-10.

FBIS, China, May 31,1989, p. 3;Xinhua (Beijing) in English, May 31,1989.
" Kimura, "Gorbachev's Agenda," summarizes evidenceof Soviet dissatisfaction with BAM
pp. 222-23.

20 Allen S. Whiting, Siberian Development andEastAsia: Threat or Promise? (Stanford, Calif.;
Stanford University Press, 1981).
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infrastructure exists to overcome the problems of climate, housing, transporta
tion, and foodstuffs.21 The high start-up costs of mineral extraction and
processing compare unfavorably with alternative sources elsewhere. In addi
tion, Japan's economy is moving from machine products to information
processing, reducing the need not only for raw materials but also for energy.
Meanwhile, the Soviet decentralization of administration requires more time
andexperience before local officials cancope with thesophisticated demands
of Japanese entrepreneurs, whether in joint ventures or in more traditional
modes of economic intercourse.22

Again, even more thanfor China, theU.S. role in Japan so far outweighs
that of the Soviet Union as to leave little room for comparison. Interdependence
is an overusedtermfor manyinternational relationships butcompletely fits the
military and economic ties that bind Tokyo and Washington. Each remains
essential to the other's vital needs. Without access to 135 bases and facilities on
Okinawa and the four main islands, American military power in Northeast Asia
and the western Pacific would be severely constrained.23 Without American
defense commitments, Japanesemilitary expenditures would imposea heavy
burden on a budget that is already under pressure. Without the American
market, Japanese industry would enjoy little growth. Without the Japanese
purchase of U.S. government notes, theAmerican debt could notbe financed.

Inextricably woven into Japanese perceptions of an undesirable Soviet
presence are recurring military intrusions into adjacent air and sea lanes.24
Given theproximity ofVladivostok andthenarrowness ofstraits through which
ships and planes must pass to reach the western Pacific, such intrusions are
difficult to avoid, especially since the PacificFleet comprises more than one-
fourth the entire Soviet navy. In some instances, such as an overflight of
Okinawa that was subsequently claimed to be pilot error, they appear to be
deliberate. But the images quickly transmitted by television and newspaper
have a negative impact on ''smile diplomacy." Professor Dimitri Petrov from
the Institute of the Far East put it succinctly: "We must proceed more
vigorously ineffacing the 'enemy image'which hastaken fairly deeprootinthe
thinking of the Japanese. "25

In sum, Moscow's hopes for better relations with Tokyo have yet to be
realized because of the political impasse over the Kurile Islands and the

2' Leslie Dienes, Soviet Asia: Economic Development and National Policy Choices (Boulder,
Colo.: Westview, 1987).

22 Falkenheim, "Evolving Regional Ties," pp. 1240-41.

23 James R. Vande Velde, "Japan's Nuclear Umbrella: U.S. Extended Nuclear Deterrence for
Japan," Journal ofNortheastAsianStudies 7:4 (Winter 1988): 16-39.
24 MasashiNishihara,"Prospects for Japan's DefenseStrength andIntemational Security Role,"
in James Morley, ed.. Security Interdependence in theAsia-Pacific Region (Lexington, Mass.:
D.C. Heath, 1986), pp. 65-92.

25 "Vladivostok Initiatives: Two Years On."
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economic obstacles to Siberian development. Its chances of competing with
Washington, much less displacing it, are even more remote, Japanese-Ameri
can trade disputes notwithstanding.

So far as the Korean peninsula is concerned, developments there have
shown modest improvement from Moscow's vantage point but can hardly be
credited solely toSoviet initiatives. Seoul's interest in Siberian development
has focused on possible labor contracts for timberextraction and investment
opportunities.26 This won attention in 1988. But far more active interaction
with China resulted in an estimated US$2.5 billion trade that year. In any event
Moscow stands second to Beijing in priority.

This brief surveyof NortheastAsian reactions to the Vladivostok address
during the intervening four years does not present any compelling reason for
changingtheAmerican role in theregionbecause of Sovietinitiatives. It leaves
open, however, the possibility offurther initiatives enjoying greater success, a
possibility that might be prevented by adifferent U.S. policy. Setting aside the
likelihood of suchan eventuality for the moment, what "worst case" conse
quences might ensue if Washington were topersist in its present role?

Soviet Success: What If?

Sufficient speculation has centered on the context and consequence ofthe
Sino-Sovietsummit topermit a fairlyconfident assessment of themostthatcan
be expected in its aftermath.27 Such confidence might seem misplaced, given
the failure ofanalysts to anticipate the split between Moscow and Beijing in the
1960s orthe degree ofrapprochement inthe 1980s. However, partofthis failure
lay in the idiosyncratic role ofindividual leaders. Mao Zedong clearly forced
the pace and extent of differences with Moscow beyond that which his
colleagues, Liu Shaoqi and Zhou Enlai, would have advocated. For his part,
Khrushchev reciprocated impulsively by withdrawing all Soviet advisers and
aid, virtually buming the bridge toBeijing. Gorbachev's personal contribution
torapprochement is less certain, butthemajor steps outlined above came after
his ascendancy and seem toreflect his individual style aswell ashis substantive
redefinition of policy priorities. Certainly, he went further faster to meet
China's three demands than did his predecessors.

We cannot totally exclude the prospect of unique leadership imprint on
future Sino-Soviet relations. Deng Xiaoping isnearing his final day in politics,
if not in life. Gorbachev's political futureremains in doubt. But the coalitions

Iwas first queried about this possibility by foreign ministry officials in 1981. See also Roy Kim,
"Gorbachev and the Korean Peninsula," Third World Quarterly, July 1988, pp. 1267-99.
27 For articles anticipating the impactofSino-Sovietdetente inAsia, see PacificReview 1:3 (1988):
290-319. Subsequently, Sino-SovietRelationsAfterthe Summit, prepared forthe subcommittee on
East Asian and Pacific Affairs ofthe Committee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate, by the
Congressional Research Service, Library of Congress, February 1990 (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1990).
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that each has brought into power to support his policies would indicate that
future priorities and foreign policy options will be close to current ones.

In the area of national security, neither Moscow nor Beijing will place its
military defense in the hands of the neighboring regime. The bitterness,
bloodshed apart, of the decade 1969-79 is too recent in memory for either side
to take that step in the next decade. This does not preclude Soviet sales of
equipment, particularly transportation and communication, that might
strengthen the PLA in logistics and infrastructure. But China's goal of the
indigenous production of weapons and spare parts will minimize dependence
on foreign suppliers to the maximum extent possible. Moreover, among the
suppliers seen as necessary, the Soviet Union will rank last because of both
technological and political unreliability.

Chinese reassurances to foreign visitors that summitry will not lead to
alliance is more than political rhetoric. The record of betrayal in past alliances,
both real and perceived, cautions against a future one. May 4,1989, marked the
seventieth anniversary of the celebrated May Fourth Movement of 1919,
triggered by Beijing University students protesting the Paris Peace Conference
where the World War I Allies awarded German concessions in China to Japan.
In the World War II Yalta Conference the United States and Great Britain

secretly awarded concessions in Mongolia and Manchuria to the Soviet Union,
only informing Chiang Kai-shek later. The third alliance, this time with a
socialist comrade, fared no better: Mao suspected Khrushchev of striking a deal
with Eisenhower in 1959 over Taiwan and watched Moscow move from

neutrality to support of New Delhi in the border dispute of 1959-62. In short,
China's military tilt toward the West may ease off somewhat in the coming
years, but it will not move all the way over toward the Soviet Union.

Sino-Soviet economic interaction, on the other hand, should continue to

grow, although not at the rate ofrecent years. In addition to the border regions
increasing local trade, the refurbishing ofplant equipment acquired in the 1950s
will enlarge Moscow's role in modernization. The compatibility of replace
ment machinery and parts makes this a faster and cheaper approach than the
wholesale substitution of European, Japanese, or American equipment. Quan
titatively, however, Moscow will not rival these latter sources of technology
imports and markets for industrial exports. Qualitatively, the Soviet Union will
remain in a wholly uncompetitive position as it seeks its own modernization
from the capitalist economies.

Even the maximum possible expansion of Sino-Soviet trade should not
cause concern, because it presumably will further Washington's express goal
of a "strong and stable China." Such trade will not require large loans or the

28 For a concise summary, see FBIS, China, June 6,1989, p. 7; Beijing CEI Database in English,
June 5, 1989. For a balanced account of the problems as well as the prospects in border trade, see
Wang Heijun and Yang Zaili, *'A Thaw in Heilongjiang—a Roundup of Sino-Soviet Border Trade
in Heilongjiang Province," Renmin ribao, June 1, 1989, p. 5, in ibid., pp. 5-6.
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expenditure of scarce foreign exchange, remaining primarily balanced and
essentially barter. It will strengthen interior areas remote from the burgeoning
coastal trade where special economic zones, experience, and access to sea
routes threaten to produce a grossly imbalanced development. Such imbal-
anced development, in turn, raises the risk of regional dissatisfaction with
Beijing's policies, adding possible political unrest to economic dislocation.
Thus trade across the 4,500-mile frontier and through Mongolia will benefit
China's development without jeopardizing its tilt toward the West, much less
increasing its dependence on Moscow.

Last and least likelyamong the contingencies that mightresultfroma fully
operative Sino-Soviet entente would be cooperation in external activities
directed against the United States or its friends and allies in Asia. Concern
abroad understandably arose in the mid-1980s when Moscow suddenly
increasedits military assistanceto Pyongyangwith the supplyof MIG-23sand
SAM-3s, receiving in return access to North Korean ports and overflight
reconnaissance.29 Further transfers of Soviet equipment would strengthen the
potential threat to South Korea.

However, several points are relevant in this regard. First, the transfer of
fighter planes to the North occurred in the context of anticipated American
shipmentsof F-16s to the South. Thus it furtheredan armsrace alreadyunder
way. At present and for the near future, there appears to be a mutual Soviet-
Americaninterest in loweringtensionsto reducemilitaryexpenditures and also
to avoid conflict that involves the two powers. If so, some understanding on
future deployments to the twoKoreas can forestall a unilateral Sovietbuildup
of the North. Second, even should that buildup resume, there is ample
opportunity to match it in the South as has been done to date. Moreover, the
present buildup of forces in the South aims at parity, calculated without the
Americanunits and without a nuclear inventory, which the North must plan
against. Yet standard military assumptions posit offensive operations as
requiring overwhelming strength against a prepared defense in the absence of
stunning surprise or uniquely destructive weaponry. Neither of these last two
conditions is likely to obtain for the North. Thus for Pyongyang to attack
Seoul, a far greater disparity is needed than will be available in the foreseeable
future, even allowing for a deliberate Soviet arming of the North.

As a final point, so long as the Americancommitmentremainscredibleby
treaty, by the presence of American armed units in South Korea, and by the
demonstration of response capability through joint maneuvers, the likelihood
of Moscow encouragingPyongyangto attack is virtually nil. In fact, so long as
Moscow remains committed by treaty to defend the North, we can count on its
refusing to support an attack. We cannot foresee the impact Kim II Sung's

29James Cotton, '*Sino-Soviet Relations and Korea," Pacific Review 1:3 (1988): 296-305.
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demise will have on decision making in the North.The Rangoon bombing of
South Korean officials and the blowing up of the Korean air passenger plane
caution against assumptions of reasonable, much less rational, behavior by the
North. Kim Jong II is virtually unknown outside the Communist world,
although a Chinese expert who claims close acquaintance insists the designated
son-successor is no cause for concern.But it is far more risky a venture to
expose North Korea to another devastating defeat by American air, sea, and
ground power than to launch terrorist teams against South Korean targets. On
balance, prudence argues for strong defensive preparations in the South, but
probability estimates reassure against "worst case" alarm over the North's
future course of action, especially as a function of Soviet policy. Even less
likely is a joint Sino-Soviet effort in support of an attempted forcible takeover
by the North. Beijing's willingness to commit itself to armed action on the
peninsula in this context lacks all plausibility.

Another area of remote but not inconceivable Soviet success concerns

Japan. Should Gorbachev manage to make as dramatic a reversal of extant
military interests here as he has elsewhere, he might be able to arrive at some
compromise on the southern Kurile.Islands that would meet Japanese political
demands and satisfy Soviet security considerations. Under these circumstances
a peace treaty would finally emerge. Assuming that Siberian development
problems eased appreciably and that global prices and sourcesof raw materials
made investment there attractive, a modest level of interdependence might
develop between the two economies. This radical transformation of a minimal
relationship that has obtained for more than three decades would realize one of
Moscow's furthest hopes.

Were all these conditions to obtain, what consequences might follow with
respect to Japan's military and political orientation? Two extreme alternatives
are conceivable. A nationalistic surge for total independence from the United
States whereby Tokyo took full responsibility for its own defense could launch
a major remilitarization program that, within a few years, would make Japan a
major military power in the Pacific Basin. At the opposite end of the spectrum,
a neutralist surge for disengagement from the military power game could
prompt Tokyo to terminate the treaty with Washington on the calculation that
no genuine threat existed and economic hegemony was sufficient for national
security. Minuscule movements advocating either of these extremes have
existed in embryonic forms for some time, but neither alternative appears even
remotely compatible with the social and political ethos that has prevailed over
the past two decades. Given the glacial pace of political change in Japan, no
such consequence would follow immediately upon conclusion of a peace treaty

30 Tadashi Kuranari, "The Asian Situation and Japan's Response: With an Emphasis on the
Korean Peninsula," Journal of Northeast Asian Studies 7:4 (Winter 1988): pp. 68-75. Korea
received special attention from Mr. Kuranari when he was the Japanese foreign minister.

3' Personal interview.
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betweenMoscow and Tokyo, therebyallowingfor an adjustmentof American
policy in due course.

It is truethatthe1950 Sino-Soviet treaty ofalliance explicitly named Japan
as the threatagainst whichit wascommitted andthatevenwhen the treaty was
no longerfunctioning thetwoCommunist capitals separately inveighed against
a revival of Japanese militarism. However, this revival, should it occur in
accelerated form, is nota likely basis for united action in thefuture. Beijing's
acceptance of a power balance in East Asia rests on a viable Japanese-
American alliance which requires some contribution on Tokyo's part beyond
the mere provision of bases. Chinese analysts are ambivalent on how much this
contribution should be without becoming an independent threat in its own
regard but basically agree on the level of forces extant in 1988-89 as not
worrisome. Soviet polemics against an alleged Beijing-Tokyo-Washington
military entente faded with the prospects of Sino-Soviet detente, targeting
instead analleged Seoul-Tokyo-Washington alliance. Butthisalleged concern
willnotbe shared by Beijing andin itselfis insufficient to cause anyuntoward
Soviet action.

Thus neither alone nor in collusion with Beijing does Moscow pose any
plausible threat toAmerica's allies inNortheast Asia under scenarios thatgrant
the most favorable results to the present "smile diplomacy." Neither an
assessment of whathastranspired todatesincethe1986 Vladivostok speech nor
projecting "worst case'' future consequences ofgreaterSoviet success presents
a compellingcase for change in the U.S. role in the region.

Any Advantage in Change?

While change maynotbenecessary, itmay,nevertheless, offeradvantages
over the status quo taken on its ownterms without reference to Soviet policy.
Initiatives invite attack from defenders of existing policy as disruptive and
problematic. They also require careful implementation, the hazards of which
cannot always be anticipated in advance, least of all by outside academics.
Therefore, proposalsfor changedeservefar morestudyandelaborationthan is
possiblehere. Mindfulof thesecaveats, the following suggestions are offered
for consideration and criticism.

Mediationis bothdifficultand sometimes dangerous yet sometimes is well
worth the effort. Washington successfully brought Seoul and Tokyo into
normalized relations during the 1960s. It might well move in this direction
again, addressing the territorial differences in adjacent waters that might be
resolved withAmerican assistance.^2 Suchanapproach mightnotonlyremove

32 For detailed examination of this very complicated issue see Choon-ho Park, East Asia and the
Lawof the Sea, 2d ed. (Seoul: SeoulNational University Press, 1985), chapts. 1, 5, and 10;also
Ying-jeou Ma, Legal Problems of Seabed Boundary Delimitation in the East China Sea
(Baltimore, Md.: Occasional Papers/Reprints Series in Contemporary Asian Studies, 1984),
chapts. 1 and 2.
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a minor yet nettlesome problemin Korean-Japanese relations but also test the
possibility of a larger forum on conflicting claims to off-shore underwater
resources involving China as well.^^

At first glance such a proposal might qualify for our openingremark,' 'If it
ain't broke, don't fix it." Overlapping claims in the Yellow and East China
seas, as well as the South China Sea, are relatively dormant except for
intermittent Sino-Vietnamese clashes over the Spratley Islands.china and
Japan have shelved their disputeover the SenkakuIslandsor Diaoyutaias they
are known in both Beijing and Taipei. Even during the peak of acrimonious
exchanges in 1987 the issue never arose.^5 All these conflicting claims are
likely to remain dormant so long as no majoroil discoveriesprompt them to be
asserted by force. Once such discoveries occur, however, it will be too late to
attempt mediation. In the meantime, this calm permits consideration of
mediation before a change in context makes it impossible. To reword the
cliche, oil may create troubled waters.

Leaving these issues to be settled bilaterally invites their exploitation by
genuinely assertive nationalists or by opportunistic domestic opposition move
ments. In either case international tensions will rise as the public articulation of
positions complicate, if they do not prevent, compromise. An interesting
example of the resulting impasse arose in 1978 during Deng Xiaoping's
triumphal tour of Japan to celebrate the Sino-Japanese Treaty of Peace and
Friendship. Only a few months before more than one hundred Chinese fishing
boats had circled the Senkaku Islands with signs proclaiming them to belong to
China, a demonstration that received widespread media publicity in Japan.
Asked at a press conference about the islands, Deng refused to discuss the
issue, saying that perhaps the next generation could handle it better; he was
unwilling or unable to give on the issue, despite the salubrious state of Sino-
Japanese relations.

Whatever Deng's motivation, his words apply to the present leadership in
China, if not in Japan. At the moment and for at least the next year,
Washington's relations with Beijing preclude any exploration of this problem.
The cumulative anger over American positions on Tibet, human rights, and the
use of force in Tiananmen Square will take time to reduce. For its part, Tokyo
feels caught between domestic and American pressure on trade and cannot
confront another issue demanding compromise. Washington-Seoul relations
are somewhat better but not so good as to invite mediation on a nationalistic

For China and the East China sea disputes, see Park, Law ofthe Sea, chapts. 9 and 10;Ma, Legal
Problems, chapts. 3-6.

For the South China Sea, see Marwyn S. Samuels, Contest for the South China Sea (New
Brunswick, N.J.: Transaction Books, 1980); also Park, Law of the Sea, chapts. 7-10.

33 Allen S. Whiting, China EyesJapan (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of Califomia Press,
1989).
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issueinvolving Japan. In sum, noneof thecontending parties invite American
interference in their off-shore disputes.

On the otherhand, thecomplex legalandpolitical questions involved in all
of thesedisputes require extremely detailed studybeforethe United States(or
any othercountry) tackles the roleof mediator. Only after such a study can a
decision be madeas to therelative meritsof thecontending claimsandformulas
devised that may win mutual acceptance. During this time one or another
problem currently burdening relations may fade. Alternatively, the need for
off-shore oil, theexploration andexploitation of which is largely dependent on
American firms and technology, may make contenders more amenable to
mediation.

Ideally, of course, a Pacific Basin forum that could address all the
outstanding off-shore controversies, including the South China Sea, would
workout a multilateral approach thatcouldensure the peaceful exploration of
underwaterresources to the mutualgain of the competing claimants. There is
ample precedent elsewhere to draw upon. But in addition to the lack of
leadership, such an effort requires greaterevidence of likelycompromise than
exists now, most notably between Vietnam and China. No such obstacle exists
in Northeast Asia, however.

Just as economics have replaced military factors as a prime point of
concern, so too within economics the problem of energy has become critical.
Although the great expectations entertained for off-shore oil in the late 1970s
have not been realized, they could become reality in the future. Sustained and
systematic exploration in the East China Sea has been inhibited by existing
controversies whose resolution might open the door to discoveries otherwise
indefinitely deferred. China's occasional display of force in the area under
scores official admonitions from Washington cautioning American firms to
avoiddisputed areas. Thus someformof international agreement is necessary
to free exploration of the area. Otherwise some enterprising company may
moveon its own and, should it be successful, raise the stakes for ownership
beyond compromise.

The political climate is seldom "right" for compromising national claims
of territorial sovereignty, particularly when strategic or material interests are
involved. Obviouslythe climate is least propitiouswhen leadershipsuccession
is under way or recently achieved. This argues against any expectation of
success with China until the post-Deng situation has stabilized. In the mean
time, however, an initial effort at resolving Korean-Japanese differences could
set an example and develop formulas that might be applied more broadly.

American experience and equipment offer advantages that can be shared in
return for cooperative compromise. A common interest in lessening depen
dency on Middle East sources unites all three countries in this first experiment
at mediation. The gradualdepletionof reserveselsewherewill eventuallyplace
a premium on new discoveries. China's energy needs will compound if
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modernization proceeds, and its vast reservesof coal pose nearly unsurmount-
able problems of pollution. These considerationscan make ocean resources a
focal pointof economic andpolitical conflict if theirexploitation is notagreed
upon in advance.

An American State Department official addressed this question more
generally:

It is often assumed that the Soviet threat is the glue preserving U.S.
leadership and influence in East Asia. But leadership status and
transitory influence are no longer the issues. Economiccooperationis
the issue. A continuing decline in the Soviet threat in Asia enhances,
does not diminish, U.S. leverage. Traditional tensions and rivalries
between East Asian states will surface. American mediation may be
morehighly valuedin twentyyears than it ever was in daysof ColdWar
crisis.

Compared with so signal an alteration of role, other proposals pale by
comparison but nonetheless deserve attention. President Carter's proposed
unilateral withdrawal of American forces from South Korea proved so disas
trous in 1977 that he was forced to postpone it in 1979, and President Reagan
renounced it in 1981. Some modification of the American presence there
without, however, eliminating the basic American role and responsibility
remains a possibility. Indeed, SenatorCarl Levin, subcommittee chairman of
the U.S. Senate Armed Services Committee, has already proposed a phased
reduction of U.S. troops there to take place over five years, leaving behind
air and intelligence units together with a brigade to protect positioned
equipment.

The pace and nature of force reduction must, of course, be carefully
discussed in advance with South Korean officials. Consultation in Japan would
also be required, albeit to a much lesser degree, together with advance
explanations in Beijing and Moscow.

Whether such reduction would reduce anti-American agitation or not, its
justification should rest on the greatly improved South Korean self-defense
capabilityacquired in the past decadeand bolsteredby the remainingAmerican
units, particularly air. Annual exercises would continue to demonstrate the
quick responsecapabilityof allAmericanforces in theregion. Reaffirmation of
the treaty commitment would underscore Washington's resolve. Under these
circumstances, the size of the American military presence is less important as a
deterrent than is the credibility of an overwhelming military response to North
Korean aggression.

36 Vlahos, East Asian Balance.

37 A thoughtfulSouth Korean responseis "Proposal for Reductionof the U.S. Forces in Korea,"
Chosun Ilbo editorial, June 4, 1989, p. 2, in FBIS, Daily Report—East Asia, June 5, 1989.
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The U.S. role inEast Asia can beincrementally changed bythe sheer force
of circumstances beyond Washington's control. It also can be changed by
domestic policies adopted in the United States without regard for the conse
quences abroad. Budget cuts that impact on military capabilities carry this
threat. Finally, unilateral action by independent governments can change the
American role. The Iranian revolution that ousted the shah dramatically proved
this point.

But to the extent that change can be planned with care and implemented
with caution, itaddresses theperpetual truth ofnothing being permanent inlife,
including international relations. Despite this observation being a truism, its
rejection by bureaucracies content with continuity often blocks preventive
diplomacy and delays decisions until forced by crisis. Decision making in a
crisis can becorrect butcostly, compared with advanced measures that prevent
thecrisis from arising. In thisregard, theU.S. roleinEast Asia"ain'tbroke,"
but perhaps it can be changed for the better.



5. Coexistence, Revolution, and
the Dialogue for Unification

CHONG-SIK LEE

The kaleidoscopic turn ofevents on the Korean peninsula between 1988and
1989 again demonstrated the complexity of the relationship between North and
South Korea. President and General Secretary Kim II Sung of North Korea
made a historic statement on January 1,1988, that North and South Korea must
recognize each other's existence. He elaborated the idea further on September
8 when he said, "In order to realize unification ... we mmi follow the
principle of coexistence and adopt the method of leaving the two systems as
they are and uniting them [under a confederation], neither side swallowing nor
overwhelming the other" ^ (emphasis added).

These were revolutionary statements for Kim II Sung for, since the end of
the Korean War in 1953, he had steadfastly denounced the application of the
principle of peaceful coexistence on the Korean peninsula. He stated in
November 1954 that

the idea that Korea could be separated into Northern and Southern parts
and that the parts should coexist is very dangerous; it is a view
obstructing our efforts for unification. Those holding this view would
relegate the responsibility of revolution in South Korea to the South
Korean people and relieve the people in North Korea of the respon
sibility of liberating South Korea. This is nothing more than a justifica
tion of the division of the Fatherland and for perpetuation of the
division. 2

This chapter first appeared as an article in Asian Survey 29:11 (November 1989): 1033-42.
Reprinted by permission.

' Tong-il Shinbo [Unification News] (Pyongyang), September 17,1988.

2 "On Our Party's Policies for the Future Development of Agricultural Management," November
3,1954, in Kim Il-sdng Son-jip (Selected works of Kim IISung), vol. 4 (Pyongyang, 1960), p. 189.
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It had takenthepresidentthirty-fouryearsto alterhisposition,buthe did in
fact make the change.

President Roh Tae Wooof SouthKoreaalso tooka giant step forward on
July 7,1988, when he announced his intention to accommodate North Korea as
a part of the nationalcommunityrather thanas an adversaryand saidthatSouth
Korea would assist North Korea in its effort to improve relations with the
United States and Japan. This was in stark contrast to South Korea's past
insistence that North Korea should be kept isolated. On August 15 Roh
expressed his wish to meet with the North Korean leader, saying that he was
willingto go to Pyongyang or anyotherplaceNorthKoreadesignates todiscuss
all matters related to North-South relations. Again, on October 18 at the UN
General Assembly, he called for direct talks on all matters, including an
agreement on nonaggression, militaryreduction, andthemeans for tumingthe
truce agreement into a "peace system."

These encouraging statements were accentuated in 1989 by dramatic
developments that led the world to believe that North and South Korea were
improving their relations. In January, for example, a Choson Ilbo (Korea
Daily) reporter startled the South Korean citizenry by filing reports from
Pyongyang. South Koreanreporters had neverbeforebeenpermittedacrossthe
truce line unless they were accompanying official delegations. The most
dramatic news, however, was Chung Chu-young's visit to North Korea in the
samemonth. North Koreanotonlyinvitedtheheadof theHyundai conglomer
ate in the capitalist South but concluded an agreement with him for joint
development of Kumgang Mountain'sresortfacilities. SouthKorea's Ministry
of Industry and Commerce also announced on January 19 that joint venture
projects were under negotiation. Many believedthat peaceand unificationwere
at hand.

The' 'peace process,'' however, haltedabruptlyon February 8 whenNorth
Korea announced that the Team Spirit exercisesheld by SouthKoreanand U.S.
forces mustbe terminatedbeforeanyprogresscouldbe made. If theeuphoriaof
January began to diminish in February, it took a nose dive in March when the
South Korean government reacted harshly against Reverend Mun (Moon) Ik-
hwan's unauthorized visit to Pyongyang. Not only did the government decide
to arrest and prosecute Mun for the violation of laws upon his return home, it
began to reassess its policies toward the North. Since then, Pyongyang and
Seoul have exchanged familiar denunciations against each other.

How do we explain the positive movements up to January 1989and then the
sudden chill in relations? What do these events portend for the future? The core
of the problem remains the same as before in that two incompatible political
systems confront each other across a truce line. They have not been able to
reduce their level of hostilities, let along reach a compromise. But a new
dimension had been added in 1988 because of the sudden political change in
South Korea. The replacement of the authoritarian regime under President
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Chun Doo Hwan by a more pluralistic *'Sixth Republic" under Roh Tae Woo
made inter-Korean relations more complicated in both South and North Korea.
The new situation presented both states with new opportunities and challenges.
What we have seen between 1988 and 1989, in my opinion, is the beginning of
the process of adjustment between a monolithic or unitary political system in
the North and a new pluralistic system in the South.

The New Development in South Korea

What was new in South Korea was not only that the authoritarian structure
of the previous years had been dismantled, but the presidential election of
December 1987 ushered in President Roh Tae Woo, who won only a minority of
votes cast. Moreover, in the National Assembly election that followed in April,
Roh's party won only 25.5 percent of the votes. It goes without saying that
more voters were against his govemment than for it. Clearly the Roh regime
had a weak political base and could emerge as the ruling force only because the
opposition was hopelessly splintered. While the military could yet play a role in
civilian politics, and their choice among the incumbent leaders (or those active
in politics at the time) would clearly be the former general, Roh Tae Woo,
politicization of the military would only have a negative impact on Roh's
political stature. Flagrant use of the Armed Forces Security Command (Po-an
saryongbu) during the Chun regime had intensified public aversion to the
military's role in politics.

The situation was compounded by a widespread paralysis of authority that
set in as a corollary to the dismantling of the authoritarian regime. The rapid
economic development since the mid-1960s had wrought social and value
changes that diminished traditional respect for authority. A series of broken
promises by power holders and large-scale scandals involving President Chun's
family served to reduce respect for politicians. Even such institutions and
groups as churches, the press, and the intellectuals were no longer held in high
esteem because they had been mobilized by the military in power.

The situation was aggravated by the intensifying revisionist intellectual
movements that have gained in popularity among university students since the
mid-1980s. Many students challenged the established versions of Korean
history including that of the founding of the North and South Korean regimes,
North-South relations, and U.S.-South Korean relations. A minority, indeed,
came to accept the North Korean version of history, which argues that the
Democratic People's Republic in the North is the only legitimate govemment
representing the entire Korean people and that it was American imperialism and
its creature, the South Korean regime (the Republic of Korea), that prevented
unification. When a paralysis of authority set in and the integrity of every
element in the society that had even the remotest connection with the estab
lished order in South Korea came under suspicion, the discourse among the
students came to be one-sided. Even those not accepting the revisionist
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arguments remained confused and suspicious. It was this atmosphere of
skepticism and doubt that garnered support for the call for people-to-people
talks with North Korea. Those who rejected theintegrity and legitimacy of the
Roh regimecould not entrust the unification talks to the government.

Thusthe Rohregime began withadversities created bysocioeconomic and
political developments thatpreceded theemergence of theregime. Roh's close
personal and political ties with his predecessor, Chun Doo Hwan, also did not
help. There were public clamors for the punishment of Chun and those
responsible for thebloodbath atKwangju inMay 1980, butRoh was unwilling
or unable to vigorously prosecute the matter. Given his weak political base.
PresidentRoh faced the problem of building a societal andpolitical consensus
within South Korea, particularly on the explosive unification issue. Yet
political rivalriesmade it difficultfor a consensus to emerge. Furthermore, no
dialogue was possible with the chaeya seryok (the forces out in the field) who
rejected the integrity of the established order.

Roh's July 7 Initiative

President Roh's July7,1988, statement alluded toabove wasin response to
the situation. It was, in part, an attempt to induce North Korea to moderate its
ideological stance and open its doors wider to the Western world. Roh also
needed to take a more positive step toward theNorth because of theimpending
Olympics. There were genuine fears that North Korea would disrupt the
Olympic Games by terrorist activities anda beliefthatsubstantive progress in
North-South Korean relations would have a sanguine effect on an event of
epochal significance for South Korea. There was also no doubt that President
Roh would reap a significant gain in South Korean politics if North Korea
responded favorably to his initiative. It would notonlystrengthen hisposition
vis-a-vis other politicians but would also muffle the ideologically motivated
radical elements clamoringfor the downfallof his regime.

NorthKoreahadbeensuffering frommajorinternal andexternal problems,
and many had argued that it shouldbe offered opportunities to open its door.
Pyongyang's inability to repay its international debts incurred during theearly
1970s caused a major embarrassment and left North Korea's economy and
trade in the doldrums. The steady increase in trade and other forms of contact
between South Korea and North Korea's traditional allies, China and the Soviet
Union, accentuated the declining position of North Korea in the international
arena. Hungary's rapprochement with South Korea, leading to the establish
ment of diplomatic ties in September 1988, only aggravated the situation.

South Korea, in the meantime, had attained a phenomenally high rate of
growth since the 1970s, leaving the North far behind. Seoul, the South Korean
capital, was also preparing to host the international Olympics in September,
which was to bring athletes from all over the world including most of the
Communist nations. Given the contrast, many had argued that it would be
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foolhardy to push the adversary into a comer. It would be beneficial for both
North and South Korea if South Korea took the initiative. Improved ties
between North and South would not only reduce tension on the Korean
peninsula but would make it easier for North Korea to normalize its relations
with South Korea's allies, Japan and the United States, and that would have a
positive effect on North Korea's economy.

North Korea's Reaction

The situation in South Korea and Roh's statement presented North Korea
with a clear choice. It could expand on the principle of coexistence that
President Kim had enunciated and use the weaknesses in the Roh regime to
negotiate forfavorable terms, oritcould continue topromote therevolutionary
causeit hadbeenadvancing. Thefirstaltemative would have improved North
Korea's image in Japan and the Westem countries and materially helped its
economy but, at the same time, would have bolstered the Roh regime and
demoralized the "revolutionary elements" in the South.

Given President Kim II Sung's commitment to revolution, it was not
surprising thatNorth Korea chose thesecond road, at least for thetime being.
Kim's dedication to revolution needs no elaboration here. A glance at the
constitution of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) will
convince anyone in doubtthatrevolution according to theprinciple of chuck'e
(self-reliance) is the president's unflinching goal.^ His perception of the
developments in South Korea and hisattitude toward thenew leadership there
were derived from his revolutionary outlook.

President Kimclearly articulated his attitude toward the Roh regime in a
series of speeches.On January 1,1988, hesaidthat"even ifa newgovernment
comes in, fascist military dictatorship will continue, and we cannot have any
hope.'"^On September 8 of thesameyearhe said, "Today, theSouthKorean
authorities, under Americanimperialist protection, put on the maskof democ
racy and have been cunningly maneuvering to deceive the people. But by
suppressing through bloodshed, thejust struggle of the young people and the
students, they have exposed their fascist identity. The remedy for the
situation was obvious. He said, "The South Korean people must smash the
enemies' suppression and scheming maneuvers, unite solidly into one, and
forcefully carry out the struggle, thereby bringing to an end the American

3Article 3 of the constitution says that "the Democratic People's Republic of Korea is a
revolutionary state, which had inherited the brilliant traditions formed during the glorious
revolutionary struggle against the imperialist aggressorsand is for the liberationof the homeland
andfor the freedom and well-being of the people." Article 4 says "the DPRK is guided in its
activity by the chuch'e idea of the Workers' Party of Korea, a creative application of
Marxism-Leninism to the conditionsof our country."

Shinnyonsa (New Year address), January 1, 1988.

^ Tong-il Shinto, September 17, 1988.
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imperialists' colonial rule in South Korea and fulfilling their glorious duty to
expedite the unification of the fatherland. This is a language familiar to all
who have followed President Kim II Sung's utterances for four decades. The
sentence also sums up much of his revolutionary aim.

The president's attitude toward the Roh regime has not changed in 1989.On
July 1, on the occasion of the opening ceremony of the 13th World Youth
Festival, he said.

It is a truism that the old forces will become more cunning and vicious
as they approach their doom. This is a historical lesson that the people
must never forget. Today, the reactionary forces against history
continue their aggression and interference hiding behind the mask of
[peace] and [cooperation] while being ready to throw away their masks
and take the road of naked aggression and interference as soon as
opportunity arises. . . . The youth and studentsof our generationwho
are strong in the sense of justice and looking toward a new world must
never ignore today's grave reality. The youth and students must become
the fighters in the struggle against reactionaries and become the
forerunners of the age in the holy task of building the new world.^

It was only natural, therefore, for North Korea to scoff at President Roh's
July 7,1988, statement. North Korea's Committee for Peaceful Unification of
the Fatherland issued a statement on July 11, saying that it was nothing but the
continuation of the old formula for "two Koreas." The statement further

claimed that Roh obviously could not accept a peace treaty between the DPRK
and the United States, nor could he accept the proposal for a declaration of
nonagression, nor could he remove the national principle for anticommunism
(pan-kong kukshi). "How could the unificationof the country be discussed,"
the committee asked, "while leaving the U.S. forces in Korea, which has the
commanding authority on military forces (kunsa fongsukwon) and all other
powers?" The North Korean view was that the declaration started with
"stages" for "splitist two Koreas," and ended with "cross-recognition."
There was nothing new—therefore, it was not worth considering.®

President Kim II Sung indicated on September 8,1988, that he was willing
to meet with President Roh as the latter had proposed on August 15, but only if
Roh was willing to "establish the confederation government or the Peaceful
Unification Committee that is aimed at the establishment of the confedera

tion." However, Kim had grave doubts as to whether President Roh had the
power to make such an agreement or establish the conditions necessary for the

6 Ibid.

7 Ibid., July 3, 1989.

®Choguk P'yonghwa T'ong-il WiwonhoeSogiguk T'ongbo [Bulletinof the Secretariat, Father
land Peaceful Unification Committee], no. 66, August 1988, pp. 1-7.
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unification because Roh was nothing more than an American lackey. Accord
ing to the North Korean leader: "But if [he] does not have the power (kwon
nung) to confer on and resolve these fundamental problems on his own and
wishes to discuss ways to perpetually divide the nation into 'two Koreas/ there
is no need for anyone to come to see us."^

Given this perception, it was impossiblefor PresidentKimto negotiatewith
the Roh regime. Even if that regime was not fascist, he could not deal with it
alone because it did not have the people's support. He stated on the occasion of
the visit of General Secretary Milos Jakes of the Czechoslovakian Communist
Party on May 27, 1988, that "the problem of unification, which concerns the
fate of the entire nation (minjok), cannot be resolved satisfactorily if it is
negotiated by certain political parties or the authorities alone. What's more, it
would be an act of ignoring the will of the South Korean people if [we]
negotiated the unification problem with the South Korean authorities who are
not supported by the people.

PresidentKim II Sung evidentlyfeels that time is on his side withrespectto
the revolutionin SouthKorea. He statedon January 1,1989, that the strugglein
South Korea for the unification of the fatherland is now changing into that of the
majority; it is expanding into a mass movement encompassing various classes
and sectors (kakkekakch'ung); and it is moving from the stage of discussion or
debate into actual struggle.•^It was only naturalfor North Koreato encourage
and promote revolutionary movement in the South and reject the current
leadership as a negotiating partner. The North Korean leader was resigned to
coexistence with the South but was not ready to renouncerevolutionarygoals,
particularly when the ' 'revolutionary'' forces appeared to be in the ascendance
in the South. The visit by South Korean NationalAssemblyman Suh Kyong-
won in August 1988 could not help but reinforce the president's optimism.

The events that triggeredeuphoriain SouthKoreaandelsewhereinJanuary
1989 were compatible with President Kim II Sung's perception and aims in that
SouthKoreanreporters' presenceinNorth Koreacouldonlyenhancetheimage
that North Korea was ready to open its doors to the SouthKoreanpeople. By
inviting Chung Chu-young, North Korea also demonstrated its willingness to
work with all South Korean elements not hostile to North Korea, even if they
were chieftains of South Korean capitalism. North Korea would obtain
economic gains but suffer no political loss if the South Koreanswere willingto
engage in joint venture activities under the existing political framework. North
Korea would not even reject the governmentunder PresidentRoh as long as it
was recognized and admitted that the govemment did not represent the entire
people.

^ Tong-il Shinbo, September 17, 1988.

'0 Ibid., June 4, 1988.

" Shinnyonsa (New Year's address), January 1, 1989, pp. 8-9.
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It was for these reasons that President Kim II Sung proposed the Joint
Conference of political parties, social organizations, and leading personalities
of North and South Korea in 1988 and the North-South Political Consultative

Conference (Nambuk chongch'i hyopsang hoe-i) in 1989. He wanted to talk to
the representatives of all the South Korean people. In proposing the conference
in 1989, Kim invited three South Korean notables—Cardinal Kim Su-hwan,
Reverend Mun Ik-hwan, and former presidential candidate Paek Ki-wan—
along with the heads of four political parties in South Korea. President Roh Tae
Woo, it should be noted, was invited in his capacity as the head of his political
party. This was a position the Rohregime could not acceptbecause it denied the
legitimacy of the government installed under South Korea's constitution. This
was also why the Roh regime reacted harshly against Reverend Mun, who
chose to visit North Korea in response to President Kim's invitation.

Tasks for the Future

The events between 1988 and 1989helped to identify some of the old as well
as new problems for a North-South Korean dialogue. It may be useful here to
recapitulate some of them. The unauthorized North Korean visits of National
Assemblyman Suh and Reverend Mun epitomized the problems a pluralistic
South Korea will face in negotiating with a hostile and monolithic North Korea.
The situation is a new one for South Korea. In the past, authoritarian rulers in
South Korea had left no doubt that North Korea was the unmitigated enemy and
that no one in South Korea would be allowed to establish any form of contact
with individuals from the North. The language of the National Security Law
was clear—it was against the law for South Korean citizens to contact North
Korean personnel.

The dismantling of the authoritarian regime, the sudden change in the
international climate, and President Roh's declaration of intent to accommo
date North Korea as a part of the' 'national community'' created an ambivalent
attitude among the South Korean population vis-a-vis North Korea. Some
elements in the society also raised doubts as to whether the government should
serve as the sole channel in negotiation with the northern regime, particularly
in view of its weak political base.

It should be noted here that South Korea may continue to be governed by a
minority-supported regime for some time to come unless a major change occurs
in its political configuration. This will be the case even if political parties other
than President Roh's Democratic Justice Party ascend to power. This is why
both North and South Korean leaders must give serious consideration to the
problems inherent in a pluralistic system in South Korea.

For South Korea, the first need is to stabilize the pluralistic system. It then
needs to build a consensus with respect to North-South Korean relations. The
unification issue should be totally removed from partisan politics, and mini
mally, those parties that support the present constitutional framework should
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establish a mechanism thatcoalesces national opinion ona regular basisso that
theviews expressed bythegovernment canbeseen as representing thewishes
of themajority. These aredifficult butessential tasks if substantial progress is
to be made toward unification.

As for NorthKorea, there is a need to clarify the meaning of coexistence
that Kim II Sung supports. The president had indicated on a number of
occasions that the two systems onthe Korean peninsula should beleftasthey
were when the confederation was established, but he also urged the South
Korean people to overthrow theexisting system inSouth Korea. It is obvious,
however, that revolution and coexistence are not compatible even if one
assumes that the revolutionary movements with South Korea areself-engen
dered. The South Korean government could not be expected to engage in
serious discourse aslong asthe other side isbent ondestroying the negotiating
partner.

The relationship between "coexistence" and "confederation" also needs
to be reexamined. There can be many forms of coexistence other than
confederation. It is encouraging, in this connection, that President Kim
presented the Peaceful Unification Committee as a preliminary step toward
confederation in his speech of September 8, 1988. Although the president did
not elaborate on the idea, any proposal for an intermediary mechanism was
certainly a move inthe right direction because South Korea has been insisting
on reviving the North-South Coordination Committee. There is obviously a
possibility for compromise. Butthechances ofestablishing such a committee
areslimunless theconstitutional structure anditsoperation inSouth Korea are
left to the South Korean people themselves.

President Kim II Sung inNorth Korea will also need tomodify hisattitude
toward the South Korean leaders if the present stalemate is to be broken. As of
January 1989, according to the president, what was involved was "not a
confrontation of North andSouth regions or thatof ideologies andsystems [but
rather] a confrontation between thedirection (roson) for unificationand that for
splitting [the fatherland], between peace and war, and between patriotism and
betrayal of the nation. "'2 Noprogress can be made as long as President Kim
regards all those notinclined tofollow hispolicy lineas' 'splitists"andtraitors
intent on waging war.

Thus, much work lies ahead for both North and South Korea if the
relationship is to improve andunification bebrought about. Butoneshould not
minimize the importance of changes that have occurred during the past few
years. These changes may not bring about unification immediately, but they
were essential steps toward that goal. They give us more reasons to be
optimistic.

12 Ibid., p. 13.



6. Conflict Resolution in North-South Korea

Relations: A Retrospect and Prospect

JOO-HONG NAM

For more than three decades since the end of the Korean War, Korea has
beenoneof the mostheavily armed operational theaters in thecurrent strategic
map of the world. Because of the volatile nature of the balance offorce between
the opposed Koreas (Republic of Korea [ROK; South Korea]; Democratic
People's Republic of Korea [DPRK]; North Korea]), the threat of war and the
danger of nuclear escalation have existed on the Korean scene for some time.
Moreover, theinherent uncertainty ofpowercalculations intheevolving nature
of entangling alliances—U.S.-South Korean alliance versus a Sino-Soviet-
North Korean alignment—creates misperceptions and even mutual fears of
surprise attack by the "other" Korea.

Yet no major powers of the region are in position, either unilaterally or
collectively,to imposea solutionor bringaboutstructural changein theKorean
conflict. The leadership of the two Koreas is ill-preparedto accommodateone
another's terms for national unification. Each has defined unification to mean,
in effect, the dissolution and subsequent incorporation of the other party's
political system into its own.

"Negotiated Settlement" on
the Korean Peninsula

The main problem of both Koreas' political strategy for "negotiated
settlement" of the unification issue lies in the way each wants to tackle it. The
North emphasizes "independent" solution of the unification problem by the
Korean people, the South, "peaceful" solution. The North has persistently
maintained thatunification mustbeobtained "by all means" including theuse
of military means without external interference. Hence the U.S. forces in
South Korea must be removed as a prerequisite for intra-Korean settlement.
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Against this extreme, the South has held that peace must be maintained' *at
any cost'' even if that cost might be the prolonging of national division. ^While
Pyongyang regards the unification issue as a matter to be solved immediately,
Seoul sees it as a matter to be pursued through the peaceful process of mutual
accommodation.

Such asymmetrical attitudes persist despite some radical changes in the
strategic environment since the mid-1980s. The new detente between the Soviet
Union and the United States and the rapprochement between the Soviet Union
and China should, in theory, provide sufficient incentives for North Korea to
moderate its militant policy vis-a-vis the South. Moreover, South Korea's
active pursuit of what it calls Nordpolitik ("northern diplomacy") toward
China and the Soviet Union and the latter's favorable policy responses to it
could serve to tell the Pyongyang leadership that the door is opened to
improved, more beneficial relations with Seoul, Washington, and Tokyo. In
other words, the "indirect approach" to South Korea by North Korea's two
principal allies should pressure Pyongyang's aging leadership to adopt "new
strategic thinking" in its policy behavior vis-a-vis the South.

But it would seem that all these developments have only reinforced North
Korea's perception of vulnerability to external manipulation. Since neither
U.S.-Soviet detente nor Sino-Soviet rapprochement gave priority to the
resolution of the Korean problem. North Korea may regard itself as a victim
rather than a beneficiary of great-power politics. Pyongyang's deliberate
indifference to Soviet reforms and China's internal developments suggests that
it will continue to hold to the stated objectives and principles on chuch'e
ideology, an ideology of totalitarian control and self-isolation. For North
Korea, South Korea's improved relations with Moscow and Beijing obscure
what it sees as its "lonely" struggle for national unification. North Korea
might even see the Soviet Union and China as tacit allies of the United States in
perpetuating the Korean division.

Presently competition outweighs cooperation in intra-Korean relations.
Despite Seoul's unilateral declaration of an "open door" policy on July 7,
1988, Pyongyang has been unwilling to reciprocate on any terms that could
integrate their activities for national unification. It instead sought ways to
manipulate the revolution of rising expectations within South Korean society
since the declaration. While avoiding official contacts with the authorities in
Seoul, Pyongyang has tried to capitalize upon anti-American feelings among
the liberal elements in South Korean society and drive a wedge in the U.S.
Korean security relationship. The eruption of heated debates on the unification

' Joo-Hong Nam, America's Commitment to South Korea (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1986), p. 132.
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issue across the broad spectrum of South Korean society provided an oppor
tunity for North Korea to cultivate pro-Pyongyang and anti-American voices
with the R0K.2

North Korea's *'Great Leader," Kim II Sung, seems confident that he
could use such internal debates to stimulate political change in the South,
without the need of direct intervention or subversion. Kim believes that rapid
democratization in the South would work to his advantage because it would
create psychological pressures on the Seoul regime to' 'talk'' with the North by
increasing the domestic political importance of the unification issue. For him,
the revolutionary movement by some radical pro-Pyongyang students in the
South is a hopeful symbol of progress toward national unification.

North Korea must confront, however, the reality of a South in which pro-
North forces are extremely unpopular and thus weak and where prospects for
early political changes favorable to the North remain as remote as ever. The
strong anti-Communist tradition of the South and its relatively stable politico-
social forces make a North-induced unification movement difficult to achieve.

For most South Koreans, what is required to bring about national unification is
not so much change in the structure of conflict (which is impossible in the short
run anyway) but certain conditions to "moderate" the conflict. And they
believe that the onus of moderating the conflict lies more on the North than on
the South because it is Kim II Sung's age-old dream of "national liberation"
that remains a chief psychological barrier to North-South dialogue.

It can be argued that the viability of accommodation between the divided
Koreas depends, above all, on North Korea's willingness to recognize the state
of coexistence as a given reality. In other words, the pursuit of Korean
reunification requires peaceful coexistence as a precondition. As long as North
Korea is not prepared to recognize the South's right to exist or the legitimacy of
its authority, there will be no viablebasis for accommodation. Pyongyangmust
be persuaded that such a basis cannot be provided unless it stops its futile
attempt to cultivate pro-Pyongyang and antigovemment elements in the South.
The Pyongyang regime must also realize that to regard the coexistence of the
two political entities as de facto is not to perpetuate the national division.
Rather, it is to distinguish between the emotional and nationalistic zeal for
reunification and the "reality" of the rigid politico-ideological cleavage
dividing the two.

It is clear at this stage that the North's conceptof a' 'Confederal Republicof
Koryo" envisages an eventual dissolution of the South's current anti-Commu
nist system. Despite its changing emphasis on and flexible interpretation of
confederal arrangements,^ Pyongyang's opposition to the South's idea of a

2 This has been evident in a recently revealed espionage scandal with the ROK's National
Assembly that involved one opposition member of the Assembly and several other politicians.

3 See, for instance, Selig A. Harrison, "Changing North Korean Attitudes Toward the Unification
of Korea,' *a paper prepared for the Seventeenth International Conference of the Korean Institute of
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"national partnership" for cooperation implies that Pyongyang thinks of a
confederation as an entity forming a single national identity rather than one
formed from two separate states in one nation. For instance, North Korea has
never been able to agree on the idea of a two-Korea framework on the post-
World War II German model. For the North, setting the framework of
unification on that model means nothing but a perpetuation of the division. The
Pyongyang regime cannot tolerate such an indirect approach to national
unification since its legitimacy has been based in large part on Kim II Sung's
alleged revolutionary credentials for national unification. Kim has skillfully
used the unification ideal as politico-psychological reinforcement to justify his
totalitarian control of half the peninsula. Kim II Sung could not, indeed,
abandon this direct approach to unification without seriously undermining his
image.

Such domestic dimensions of the unification issue tend to make

Pyongyang's attitudes toward the South uncompromising. Pyongyang fears
that the ultimate aim of Seoul's unification policy is to "open" the North
Korean society to outside influence through various contacts with the South.
Pyongyang saw the South's July 7 declaration as a ploy to force a fundamental
change in its foreign policy objectives and domestic politics, an inducement for
a North Korean version ofperestroika and glasnost. But Kim II Sung could not
pursue any active domestic reforms at this stage without endangering his
leadership. The more intra-Korean dialogue for national unification leads to
measures to open the North to outside influences including contacts and
communications that reach the broad spectrum of the North Korean society,
therefore, the more likely the northern leadership is to become uncompromis
ing in its dealings with the South.

The Military Solution

North Korea regards the conflict system as (1) war between two contrary
social systems—socialist and capitalist, (2) civil war within South Korea
between the popular proletariat or masses and the ruling bourgeoisie or
reactionaries, and (3) war against U.S. imperialism for freedom and indepen
dence. Hence, the rivalry with the South is by nature irreconcilable. This
assumption has led to the grotesquely inflated belief of the superiority of the
North's politico-social system over the South's. North Korea has built a
fantasy of its superiority over the ROK on its chuch'e (self-reliance) ideology.
All its citizens and professional soldiers are required to hold beliefs and to
behave in ways that conform to the stated objectives and principles of chuch'e.
Therefore, there can be no conflicts among the goals of its domestic policy,
military policy, and foreign policy as long as chuch'e ideology dictates national
priorities.

International Studies, Seoul, July 6-8, 1988.
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It must be noted that North Korea uses military policy as a source of
national political cohesion by setting aside other national priorities. Its rather
unusual propensity for worst-case planning in defense policy has made it
sacrifice heavily to acquire relatively superior military capability and posture
vis-a-vis the South. By emphatically upholding the seriousness of a threat from
the U.S.-ROK alliance, Kim II Sung has been able to rally domestic forces
behind his carefully cultivated mystique as the nationalistic leader who can
"save" the country by "liberating" the South. Therefore, in North Korea
other domestic priorities do not serve as a constraint in the formulation of
defense policy. Nor is it clear to what extent the changing forces of interna
tional politics serve as a constraint on its formulation of security strategy, as
mentioned earlier.

That North Korea's defense policy vis-a-vis the South is in equilibrium is
reflected in its military strategy and posture. Since the announcement of its war
readiness in April 1970, North Korea has kept an overwhelmingly offensive
posture by putting its forces on hair-trigger alert along the front line. The
operational readiness of North Korean forces is such that North Korea is now
capable of moving forces without being detected by even the most sophisticated
U.S. military intelligence equipment. In addition, the North has numerous
advantages over the South in military infrastructure such as its war-oriented
economy, dispersion of industrial activity for military purpose, and hardened
military and civilian facilities. The North still possesses some cumulative
advantage long after the South's military expenditures surpassed the DPRK's.

In short, while a defensive mentality has shaped the whole course of South
Korea's recent political and military history. North Korea's defense policy and
military strategy have shown inherently offensive features, a strong tendency
to preempt, despite the South's perceived threat not being immediate and
visible. For instance, Pyongyang has frequently repeated its right to absorb the
South should an appropriate opportunity for "liberation" arise.^ The military
believes that their soldiers need to be politically motivated to fight a war of
national liberation; hence, they place their faith in obedience to the party and
the Great Leader Kim himself. Chuck*e is indeed the fighting ethos of the North
Korean soldier.

Such militant attitudes militate against arms control negotiation with the
South. Although the North has proposed various arms control measures, past
experiences show that the Pyongyang regime uses the arms control issue as a
propaganda ploy rather than a practical approach for reducing tension. Arms
control is a subject with a strong moral and emotional appeal for the people in
the divided country; neither Korea can ignore it except at some cost in domestic
opinion and international prestige. The leaders in Pyongyang know well that

Pyongyang has repeated its threat that "war is inevitable if they find no viable alternative sooner
or later." Quoted in Hankuk Ilbo (Hankuk Daily), July 7, 1990.
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arms control negotiation provides good propaganda value for the side initiating
it.

North Korea, for instance, has capitalized upon the idea of a nuclear-free
zone in Korea for its anti-American propaganda campaign. In 1986, North
Korea hosted the first of a series of Pyongyang-sponsored intemational
conferences on the subject. By revealing continuing sensitivity to the U.S.
nuclear presence in the South, the North hopes to rally domestic and intema
tional support for its demand for total U.S. withdrawal from Korean affairs.
For this reason, the North Korean propaganda machine labeled the annual
U.S.-ROK Team Spirit military exercise (which, by nature, is a defensive field
exercise) as a "nuclear war exercise."^

There are, of course, sufficient economic reasons for the North Korean
leadership to reduce rising military expenditures and use the money to meet
other more serious domestic demands. A decade ofeconomic difficulties seems

to have made the North Korean leadership doubt the present military policy.
Some observers even believe that Pyongyang's economic imperatives now
appear to dictate the choice of "guns or butter'' in setting its national priorities.
And time is not on Pyongyang's side: it cannot hope to keep up with the South's
enormous economic power and concomitantly rising production of armament.
The weapon gap is likely to widen with the passage of time if current trends
continue.

As yet, however, there is no clear evidence to suggest that the North is
prepared to undergo a fundamental change in its basically offensive strategy
vis-a-vis the South. In general, arms control between enemy states is possible
only when a perception ofsecurity interdependence exists. As the conclusion of
the Intermediate Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty has clearly demonstrated, arms
control can work only when it meets the requirements of mutual deterrence.
The INF agreement was designed to strengthen deterrence at a minimum level
of theater nuclear forces by creating a state of mutual vulnerability. If North
Korea is really interested in some measure of arms control, therefore, it must
first recognize a common interest in reshaping the current no war, no peace
state of antagonistic military relationship with the South. Given the uniqueness
of unrestrained competition between the opposed Koreas, the effort to shift
from confrontation to negotiation requires, above all, a stable deterrent
environment—a balance of power between the U.S.-ROK alliance on the one
hand and a North Korea-Soviet Union-China alignment on the other. In short,
meaningful arms control negotiation between the two cannot precede the effort
first to maintain the respective military status quo. Past records show that in the
absence of a consensus to maintain the military status quo. North Korea is
prone to base its negotiation strategy on military power. For example, the

' Nodong Shinmun, March 17, 1981.
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North, realizing the South's relative military weakness, demanded the with
drawal ofU. S. forces in the South as a precondition for negotiation. While such
a demand might seem to facilitate the solution of the military deadlock by
'independent" Korean efforts, there is no guarantee that unification on these
terms would be achieved in a "peaceful" manner. Any attempt abruptly to
change the fragile military situation in the absence of mutual trust and
cooperation would only create uncertainty and confusion. As far as U.S. forces
stationed in Korea are concerned, their future depends largely on the state of
military balance between the hostile Koreas. The withdrawal of part or all of
the U.S. forces in the South cannot be considered a precondition of arms
control negotiation as long as North Korea's threatening superior military
posture vis-a-vis the South remains unchanged. Any precipitate U.S. with
drawal would actually make intra-Korean settlement more difficult to achieve
since it would certainly increase South Korea's fear of surprise attack from the
North.

With the United States keeping a trip-wire posture on the Korean front.
North Korea could not have confidence in achieving the specific objectives that
theoretical analysis of a surprise attack might suggest to be possible, such as the
seizure of Seoul in the initial stage of a war. It is most likely that any North
Korean decision to go to war would be made under great pressures both from
within and without the Pyongyang leadership and in the face of severe
perceived retaliation by the United States. The leadership in the North knows
the U.S. military commitment to the South is vital for the survival of the latter,
and to that extent, the North is "deterred" by the U.S. military presence in the
South.

The Balance of Power System on
the Korean Peninsula

Since the United States holds a key position in the balance-of-power system
in the Korean conflict at the moment. North Korea believes that there will be a
psychological panic in the South if the U.S. governmentdecides to decouple, as
the Carter administration once attempted in the late 1970s, its military
commitment to the ROK from its political commitment to collective security.
This belief explains why the Pyongyang leadership has placed so much
emphasis on the withdrawal of U.S. forces for an "ultimate solution" of the
Korean problem. It must be noted in this context that in a tactical move to
inspire political debates within the United States over the future of U.S. forces
in Korea, North Korea conceded in July 1988 that American withdrawal was
contingent upon North-South force reductions. This was seemingly a major
shift in its previous position. Pyongyang suggested that "the North and South
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shall make a phased and drastic reduction of their armed forces and simul
taneously take measures to withdraw stage by stage foreign forces and nuclear
weapons present in the area of the Korean peninsula."^

The North Korean intent goes beyond the immediate propaganda value of
such a statement. From the North's perspective, the very prospect of complete
American withdrawal would create the conditions of insecurity in the South
necessary to force the southern leadership to adopt a more compromising
posture vis-a-vis the North. The North Korean leadership appears to believe
that even if Seoul does not soften its anti-Communist approach, a complete
U.S. withdrawal from the South would erode the government's support.As
seen in Pyongyang, therefore, time is on its side politico-psychologically,
especially since its more reasonableproposalof a phasedU.S. withdrawalfrom
the South appears to have succeeded in stimulating political debates for an
earlier withdrawal within the U.S. Congress. Moreover, the United States now
seems to be prepared to moderate its closed door policy to North Korea in an
effort to facilitate North-South dialogue.

To be sure, any significant development of North-South relations and/or
U.S.-North Korea relations would depend above all on North Korea's willing
ness to circumscribe its independent and rather unpredictable approaches to the
resolution of conflict. In other words, the onus of overcoming a deeply rooted
sense of mutual distrust lies more on North Korea than on South. The

underlying reason for this is that the North has always showed signs of dual
behavior and recklessness in dealing with the South. Evaluating North Korean
intention is indeed complicated by the fact that Kim II Sung has given signs of
unusual behavior and of a strong tendency to take risks even if he cannot
entirely control the results (e.g., the axe murder of two U.S. officers in
Panmunjom in August1986,whichbroughtthe two sidesalmostto thevergeof
war). Information on North Korea is less available and far less accurate than on
South Korea.

Most of all, there has been a remarkable degree of coincidence over the
years between North Korea's peace gestures and its stepped-up military
preparations. To take a few examples, the beginningof North-South dialogue
in 1971coincided with North Korea's acceleration of its military buildup and its
decision to dig underground infiltration tunnels into the South's front-line
defense positions.^In October1983,Pyongyang's proposalof peace talkscame
a day after its terrorbombingof a SouthKoreandelegation in Rangoon, which
killed nine ministers and injured several. In 1985, talks on economic and

^ This was quoted in "Joint Declaration of Nonaggression Between Northand South(Draft)," in
General Association of Korean Residents in Japan, DPRK's Consistent Efforts for Nuclear-Free
Korean Peninsula and Detente (Tokyo, July 1988), p. 12.

'' Harrison, "Changing North Korean Attitudes," p. 15.

®Nam, America's Commitment, p. 138.
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cultural exchange with the South accompanied the movement of North Korean
forces into a particularly threatening posture.

Therefore, it is uncertain at this stage how much rationality should be
accorded to North Korea's seemingly flexible attitude on the issue of U.S.
withdrawal from Korea. A sign of decline in the military sense of decisiveness
on the part of the northern leadership in dealing with the South has yet to be
seen. It can be said that the condition of insecurity or the uncertainty of each
aboutthe other's basicintentions andfuture actions works strongly against any
viable intra-Korea communication. Thefateofeachdepends on itsresponse to
what the other does. There exists, in that sense, a security interdependence
between the opposed Koreas.

As yet, however, it is too early to expect that such a security interdepen
dencewould leadthe Koreas eventually to integrate theiractivities to improve
their mutual security. Their interdependence could lead them either to strive for
dominance by competitive risktaking or to contrive ways for regulating intra-
Korean relations by competitive risk avoiding. In either case, it would seem
that theycan neitherdestroythestructure of theirpresentantagonistic relations
nor change it drastically.Theyseemdestined to continueto probeeachother's
weakness and skirmishes in a testof wills, as theyhave done in the past.

The dilemma for North Korea is that while it is unwilling to resolve
differences completely and establish new patterns of behavior vis-a-vis the
South on a basis similar to the latter's July 7 declaration, it has to demonstrate
its own version of a politically desirable and militarily feasible state of
coexistence. It can be argued that the North cannot escape such a policy
dilemma unless it is prepared to "open" its tightly controlled, war-oriented
society and accept outside influences so that the military status quo can be
maintained at the lowestpossible levelof competition compatible withdeter
rence stability. They can do thatby pursuing "comprehensive political agree
ment" or "declaration of basic principles" on antagonistic cooperation with
the South. But this time such principles must encompass, unlike the July 4,
1972, declaration, all forms of politico-military cooperation including the
establishment of a "hot line" and a credible system of arms control measures
and contacts and communications that reach the broad spectrum of the North
Korean society.

These measures canbe followed by theconclusion ofa nonaggression pact
between the twosides andof separate peace treaties among thebelligerents of
the Korean War—China and the ROK, the United States and North Korea.
Such effortscanbefurther buttressed bythe recognition of thetwo Koreas by
the four major powers and by joint United Nations membership for the two
states. Unless there is such a step-by-step process, the effort to stabilize the
static status quomay, indeed, lead thecompeting Koreas tostrive foraposition
of strength in intra-Korean dialogue by focusing more on each other's
vulnerability.
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On the broader plane, the resolution of the Korean conflict also requires a
balance-of-power consensus among the major players involved in the region.
Clearly, the viability of peace in Korea is contingent on the stability of the
current system, symbolized by existing security arrangements between the
United States and the Republic of Korea. And the U.S.-ROK security alliance
is justified as long as North Korea remains allied with the Soviet Union and
China. This is, indeed, the paradox of Korea's warlike, interim peace. The
United States will continue to remain a strong Pacific power, maintaining the
existing alliance with South Korea; the development of a new superpower
detente in the wake of a thaw in the Sino-Soviet rivalry will further complicate
the status quo in Korea; and finally, changing Sino-American-Japanese
relationships remain an ambiguous factor in future power politics in and around
the Korean peninsula.



7. North Korea and the Socialist World

DONALD S. ZAGORIA

The reform movement sweeping the People's Republic of China (PRC) and
the Soviet Union, the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe, and the
improving relations between the socialist world and the Republic of Korea
(ROK; South Korea) have left the Democratic People's Republic of Korea
(DPRK; North Korea) in a state of virtual isolation as one of the last remaining
vestiges of Stalinism in the modem world. These developments raise the
question of whether Pyongyang can indefinitely continue to resist the reform
wave gathering strength in other Leninist systems.

Here, I want first to consider Pyongyang's growing isolation from its allies
and friends in Moscow, Beijing, Eastern Europe, and Asia, most of whom are
establishing closer relations with South Korea despite North Korea's vigorous
objections. Second, I will examine the impact of the reform movement in the
Communist world on North Korea. Finally, I will assess North Korea's current
predicament and its various policy options.

Pyongyang's Growing Isolation

Perhaps the most notable trend on the Korean peninsula during the past two
years has been the successof SouthYj:n:Q?CsNordpolitik—^the effort to establish
diplomatic and quasi-diplomatic relations with Moscow, Beijing, Eastem
Europe, and the socialist countries of Asia, thereby isolating Pyongyang from
most of its allies and former allies. One of the most striking successes for this
policy has been the rapid rapprochement in relations between the Republic of
Korea and the Soviet Union. The surprise meeting in San Francisco on June 4,
1990, between South Korean President Roh Tae Woo and Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev represents a sea change in Soviet policy toward South Korea after
half a century of hostility. The USSR has recently established diplomatic
relations with the ROK, and Soviet trade with South Korea has risen sharply
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during the past few years from virtually nothing to some US$600 million in
1989.

Meanwhile, following the collapse of the Communist regimes in Eastern
Europe, all of Moscow's former European satellites, with the single exception
of Albania, have opened full diplomatic relations with South Korea. After
Hungary recognized Seoul in 1989, Poland, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia,
Romania, and Bulgaria followed suit in 1990. And President Roh Tae Woo
made his first state visit to Eastern Europe last November when he visited
Hungary.

In Asia, too, the Communist states are also beginning to come to terms with
South Korea. Mongolia, after resisting heavy pressure from Pyongyang,
became in March 1990 the first Asian Leninist state to recognize Seoul. The
Indochina states may soon follow. Two South Korean diplomats visited
Vietnam in April, and South Korea is poised to participate vigorously in
Western plans to extend economic assistance to Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia
once the fighting in Cambodia ends and there is a political settlement.

Although China has not yet made a political opening to South Korea, the
PRC is carrying on a booming trade with the ROK which totaled some US$3.2
billion in 1989. This trade far surpasses China's trade with North Korea.
Moreover, China is moving rapidly to increase the numberof joint ventures
withSouthKorean enterprises on theChinese mainland. Arecentstatement by
Chinese Foreign Minister Qian Qichen also indicates that Beijing is leaving
open the possibility ofestablishing diplomatic relations with Seoul at some time
in the future. Qian went out of his way to remark that Korea's division is
fundamentally different from China's Taiwan case, an argument that goes
against North Korea's official line and leaves Beijing with considerable
diplomatic flexibility.^

The growing rapprochement between the socialist world and South Korea is
motivated largely by the economic crisis in the Leninist states and the
recognition by most of them that they must integrate their economies into the
global economy or face continued economic and social stagnation. Because of
its geographic proximity, its abundance of consumer goods, its relatively high
level of technological sophistication, and its construction teams. South Korea is
in a particularly strong position to help the Soviet Union, China, and the Asian
Leninist states to modernize.

This economically motivated rapprochement between the socialist world
and South Korea represents a substantial setback for North Korea's dictator,
Kim II Sung. For the past several decades since the end of the Korean War,
which Kim initiated, Kim has sought to isolate, delegitimize, and subvert the
South Korean government so that he could reunify Korea on his own terms. At
times, the North Koreandictatorhas resortedto crudeterrorism, mostrecently

' See Far Eastern Economic Review, June 28, 1990, p. 50.
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in 1987when his agents blew up a South Korean airliner in an effort to sabotage
the Seoul Olympics. Even more recently, South Korean authorities have
discovered another invasion tunnel evidently built illegally by the North.
Pyongyang has also sought to exercise crude pressure on Seoul by spending
more than 20 percent of its gross national product (GNP) on defense and
massinga huge army along the demilitarized zone (DMZ) withineasy striking
distance of South Korea's capital in Seoul. And Pyongyang has incessantly
campaigned to remove American forces from South Korea and to tarnish the
Seoul government's image by condemning it as an ''American puppet."

For much of the postwar period, Kim's allies in Moscow and Beijing were
willing to support North Korea's erratic policies towardSouthKorea, despite
the obvious risks and dangers, because of their strategic competition with each
other and with the West. Neither Moscow nor Beijing was willing to risk
"losing" Pyongyang either to the other or to the West. But now that the Cold
War is winding down and Moscow and Beijing have ended their long years of
estrangement, the strategicimportanceof North Koreais diminishing whilethe
economic importance of South Korea is growing. Also, it is becomingclear in
both Moscow and Beijing that Kim IISung has little leverage on either of them.
He is heavily dependent on the Soviet Union for oil, trade, credits, subsidies,
and modem weapons and on both the Soviet Union and China for large amounts
of aid that help maintain his troubled economy.

In sum, Pyongyang can no longer play off Moscow against Beijing to block
Soviet and Chinese overtures to South Korea. In the future, the political and
economic ties between Moscow and Seoul and between Beijing and Seoul are
likely to grow. Thus, North Korea's strategyof isolatingand subvertingSouth
Korea is increasingly devoid of substance. It is North Korea itself that now
stands in danger of isolation.

The Impact of Reform in the
Communist World on the DPRK

In addition to the dangers of growing isolation from its own allies, Kim II
Sung has to be concemed about the economic and political liberalization
penetrating North Korea's tight Stalinist system. In 1990, Kim abmptly
recalled thousands of students and technicians under training in Eastern Europe
and the Soviet Union. And some five hundred North Korean students studying
in China were called home for "surveillance" following the prodemocracy
demonstrations in China in the summer of 1989. Indeed, according to one
Soviet specialist on North Korea, virtually all the North Korean students
trained in the Soviet Union, Eastem Europe, and China during the past decade
or so constitute a reformist element within the North Korean political system.

Evidence of North Korean concern about ideological contamination is also
reflected in the intensifying North Korean campaign against "the ideological
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andcultural infiltration ofimperialism."2North Korean media areaccusing the
United States of "craftily maneuvering" toundermine the socialist system by
preaching bourgeois pluralism.

Even more suggestive ofPyongyang's fears that theglobal trend away from
"socialism" may be having an impact on theNorth Korean party is a recent
"theoretical" articleby Kim's sonandheir-apparent, Kim Jong II, anarticle
that has been given considerable prominencewithin the North KoreanCommu
nist Party elite. On July 15, 1986, Jong D gave a talk entitled "On Some
Problems Arising in Juche Ideological Education" to officials of the North
Korean Central Committee. This talkconsisted of three parts, thefirst twoof
which were released in North Korea and abroad inJuly 1987. The third part,
however, was not made public even within North Korea until January 1989.
This third partstresses the superiority ofsocialism and warns against' 'people''
who "hold illusions about capitalism" because of "temporary difficulties"
arising in the construction of socialism.3 Such statements—^and the extraordin
ary reluctance to make them public—suggeststhat the North Korean dictator is
verymuch concemed about theexistence ofreformist elements within thevery
highest ranks of the party.

North Korea's Economic Performance

Added to North Korea's fears about isolation and ideological contamina
tion are concerns about economic performance. North Korean media have
implicitly testified to the shortage of consumer goods in the country by
emphasizing the need to develop light industry. Early in 1989, Kim II Sung
designated thatyearas ' 'the yearof lightindustry"; a variety of articles in the
party theoretical journal Kulloja stressed that increased investment in light
industry was essential toincreasing thevolume and variety ofconsumer goods.
In June 1989 a Central Committee plenum announced a three-year plan to
mobilize thepeople to develop lightindustry andpledged' 'to effecta decisive
turn" in living standards in ' 'twoor three years.' Theplenum singled outfor
special attention consumer goods suchas textiles, processed foods, footwear,
and"articlesofdaily use," which, according toNorth Korean usage, includes
everything from kitchen utensils and writing pads to television sets and
refrigerators.

This extraordinary emphasis on consumer goods and light industry has
been reserved in the past for the heavy industrysectorandseemsto be intended

^See, forexample,' 'Pyongyang Seeks toShield Country from Bloc System Changes," inForeign
Broadcast Information Service(FBIS), Trends, September 27, 1989, pp. 24-26.
' See Hajime Izumi, "North Korea and the Changes in Eastern Europe," Japan Review of
International Affairs (Tokyo), Spring-Summer 1990,p. 94.

" See "PyongyangPlenum Focuses on LightIndustry, Consumer Goods," inFBIS,Trends, June
21, 1989, pp. 38-39.
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to reassure the populace that the government is making an all-out effort to raise
living standards.

To improve light industry, the North Koreans will almost certainly be
forced to import foreign technology of the kind that is generally available in
Japan, South Korea, and the West, but not in the socialistworld. Writingin the
February 1989issue of Kulloja, Yi Kil-tu, vice-chairman of the Light Industry
Committee, argued that the existing facilities in the light industry sector could
not be fully utilized without "modem" equipment—^and he added that the
equipment that cannot be manufactured in the North should be acquired
abroad. Minister of Foreign Trade Kim Tal-hyon echoed this sentiment in the
same issue of Kulloja, saying that the "timely importation" of equipment is
essential to North Korea's economic constmction.^ Indeed, these two articles
both strongly emphasized the importance of foreign trade to North Korea—
implicitly admitting that the country cannot thrive if it remains isolated
intemationally.

Pyongyang's Options

Let me turn now to examine Pyongyang's options in a rapidly changing
world. Throughout the postwar period. North Korea's dictator, Kim II Sung,
has unswervingly pursued several fundamental goals:

• preserving and consolidating the rigid, totalitarian, and heavily mil
itarized system he created

• maintaining North Korea's independence under the principle of chuck'e
or self-reliance which has, in practice, meant virtual isolation from the
world economy and from the technological and information revolution
now sweeping the industrial world

• weakening the U.S.-ROK alliance and forcing the United States out of
Korea

• delegitimizing the South Korean government either through terrorist
tactics or, as in the recent past, by seeking to exploit popular resentment
against the Roh Tae Woo government by inviting South Korean dissidents
to Pyongyang

• reunifying North Korea on North Korean terms
It is increasingly doubtful whether North Korea can achieve any of these

goals in the new strategic environment that is now emerging. Pyongyang's first
objective—^keeping intact its totalitarian system—will be difficult for several
reasons. First, the history of both the USSR and China demonstrates how
difficult it is to maintain such a system after the death of the founding leader.
Kim II Sung is now 78 years old, and there will likely be substantial pressures
for significant change after his death. Second, the reform wave sweeping
through the rest of the socialist world is sooner or later bound to infect the North

5 Ibid.
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Korean party and army, as well as the civilian population. It has already
infected the students and technicians sent abroad for training. In the modem
world of mass communications, it is no longer possible to keep any country
isolated.

Third, North Korea's Stalinist system is clearly at a competitive disadvan
tage with South Korea, and the gap between the two systems is almost certain to
grow in the years ahead. The South already has a per capita gross national
product (GNP) about five times that of the North, and by the tum of the century
Seoul will emerge as a middle power with a GNP of between US$200 and $400
billion. By continuing to spend modest amounts of a rapidly growing GNP on
defense, and by exploiting its impressive electronics industry. South Korea is
likely to achieve military superiority over the DPRK sometime in the
mid-1990s.

The South is also winning the diplomatic competition. More and more
countries, including North Korea's own allies, are moving toward closer
relations with Seoul.

In short, it is evident that Stalinist systems of the North Korean variety are
increasingly obsolete in the modem world. They are falling further and further
behind the market economies in almost every measure of socioeconomic,
technological and political progress. Post-Kim North Korean leaders will find
it difficult to continue on this Stalinist path because it virtually guarantees that
North Korea will fall even further behind in the competition with South Korea
and that it will eventually face a social explosion at home.

North Korea's second goal, maintaining its independence, is, of course,
shared by most countries. But this goal has been pursued by Kim IISung in such
an extremely nationalistic and autarkic manner that it has resulted in North
Korea's isolation from the modem world. Throughout the entire world,
including the Communist world, there is now growing awareness that trade,
investment, and other economic relations with the dynamic market economies
is an essential precondition to modemization.

North Korea's third objective, weakening U.S.-ROK security ties and
forcing the United States out of Korea, is no longer shared by Moscow and
Beijing. While both the USSR and China pay lip service to this goal, both
recognize it is not a realistic objective in the foreseeable future. Moreover, both
Moscow and Beijing fear that a weakened U.S. deterrent in South Korea might
invite North Korean adventurism. And neither Moscow nor Beijing wants to
see a new Korean war at a time when both seek stable relations with the United

States and a calm intemational environment.

North Korea's fourth major objective, delegitimizing the ROK govem-
ment, is now completely in conflict with the major trends. Both Moscow and
Beijing as well as many Asian socialist states are moving toward de facto and
even de jure recognition of Seoul.
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Finally, North Korea's fifth goal—^reunifying Korea on its own terms—is
no longer possible without a major war.

What, then, are Pyongyang's options in the years ahead? Is seems likely
that, so long as Kim II Sung lives, there will be no substantivechanges in North
Korea's policy. But there are two possible variants for North Korean policy
even while Kim IISung is alive. The first option is to continueto defy pressure
from Moscow and Beijing to resume the dialogue with South Korea that North
Korea broke off in 1989. The second option is to resume the dialogue. Recent
developments—including a meeting between North and South Korean prime
ministers in October 1990—suggest that Kim has now chosen the second
option. So far, however, these developments have not moved forward much
improvement in North-South relations.

So long as Kim II Sung lives, it is unlikely that the North-South dialogue
will progress very far. Kim may increase economic contacts with South Korea
and Japan, but he will have a strong incentive to maintain restrictions on any
such contacts.

Kim will also seek to hold the line on two developments that would trouble
Pyongyang the most, namely: (1) UN membership for both North and South
Korea or for South Korea alone or (2) cross-recognition of North and South
Korea by Japan, the United States, China, and the Soviet Union.

To hold the line against such developments, Kim is counting on Beijing.
The Chinese have recently stated their opposition to granting UN membership
to South Korea alone and revealed that the Chinese government would veto
such a proposal if it came before the UN Security Council.^ And China has
consistently expressed its opposition to the cross-recognition of the two
Koreas.

Thus, even if the Soviet Union should shift to support UN membership for
South Korea, admission will not come to pass as long as China is opposed. And
even if Moscow extends formal diplomatic relations to Seoul, Beijing may not
follow suit. Thus, as Izumi argues, so long as China holds the line, Pyongyang
can probably manage to tolerate shifts in the Soviet position.

Once Kim II Sung dies, however, a succession struggle will almost
certainly break out in Pyongyang, and it is by no means certain that Kim's son
and heir, Kim Jong II, will triumph. On the contrary, it is more likely that
Kim's son will be ousted or that there will be an armed struggle for power
between elements in the army and police loyal to the son and those opposed to
him. A scenario comparable to the one that developed in Romania in the last
days ofCeau§escu, when the Romanian army battled the security forces loyal to
the dictator, may well occur in Pyongyang.

^ Korean Central News Agency, November 18, 1989, cited in Izumi, **North Korea and the
Changes in Eastern Europe."

Izumi, "North Korea and the Changes in Eastern Europe."



8, Chuch^e versus Economic

Interdependence: The Impact of Socialist
Economic Reforms on North Korea

OH KWAN-CHI

Even though its own economy is reportedly in difficulty, North Korea
seems unimpressed by the economic reforms of other socialist countries, as
plainly demonstrated by the new slogan being bruited about, "Stick to our
ways." With regard to the economy, the country appears to be holding fast to
its chuckle thinking—an economic objective and strategy to develop a self-
supporting economy—despite success stories told by reform-minded leaders in
China and other socialist countries. What prevents North Korea from adopting
similar reforms? How would it appraise the merits and demerits of economic
reforms if it should introduce such reforms into its own economy? What costs
will be incurred if it does not? What are North Korea's calculations on future

economic reforms?

These are the questions investigated in this paper. I first discuss North
Korea's assessment of socialist economic reforms, then review changes in
North Korean economic policy. Next, I analyze the economic cost of chuch'e
and, finally, explore the impact that North Korean economic reforms would
have on inter-Korean relations.

North Korea's Assessment of

Socialist Economic Reforms

North Korea has shown its apprehensions about the economic reforms
introduced in other socialist countries, particularly China. The Chinese have
dissolved the people's communes, decentralized industrial management,
allowed private business (under some limited conditions), established special
economic zones with capitalistic legal systems and managerial practices, and
invited foreign capital from capitalist countries. These reforms have led to a
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situation in which mammonism has replaced ideology, capitalist values have
infiltrated Chinese society, and rampant inflation threatens economic stability.

To better understand how North Korea feels about socialist economic

reforms, and China's in particular, it is necessary to review the economic
development model that North Korea has ardently been following: the Stalinist
industrialization model of the 1930s. In abstract terms the Stalinist model is a

simple two-sector development model, consisting of agriculture and industry,
as outlined by W. A. Lewis and others. ^ In such an economy, low levels of
economic development are generally associated with the agricultural sector's
dominant role, as measured in terms of product shares, factor shares, popula
tion distribution, and the like. In the course of development, agriculture
contributes to the process by supplying labor and capital resources to the rest of
the economy. In such a model, agriculture performs the following supportive
functions:

• Provides manpower for industry
• Supplies foodstuffs or wage goods for the expanding nonagricultural

sector and raw materials for industry
• Provides agricultural products for export to earn foreign exchange to pay

for the importation of machinery and equipment
• Assists capital accumulation in the industrial sector by transferring

savings from the rural to the industrial sector
In addition, some other features of the model are as follows:
• Priority in resource allocation is given to heavy industry, which provides

capital goods.
• Light industry is allowed to produce only limited quantities of 'iuxu-

ries," which are "rationed" by their scarcity.
• Industrial workers are paid subsistence wages.
• Grain and other agricultural products are procured by the state at state-

fixed prices.
• The private consumption level is kept as low as possible.
• The Communist Party dictatorship prevails in every facet of life.
To understand how North Korea assesses socialist economic reforms, we

need to understand how much they differ from the economic development
model that North Korea has been following.

Despite the retreat from collectivization in other socialist countries, for
example, the North Korean regime appearsconvinced that agriculturalproduc
tivity can be improved and the transfer of savings from the rural to the industrial
sector facilitated by even further centralization rather than the decentralization
that sways the other socialist countries these days. The North Korean regime's
thinking on agriculture was succinctly laid down in the Third Seven-Year Plan
(TSYP):

' W. A. Lewis, The Theory ofEconomicGrowth (London:George Allen& Unwin, 1955);Everett
Hagen, The Economics ofDevelopment (Homewood, 111.: Irwin, 1975).
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The basic tasks of the agricultural sector during the Third Seven-Year
Plan period, as already presented in "Theses Concerning Our Agri
cultural Management," are to transform it into an industry through
technological revolution and into an all-people's ownership from a
cooperative one.^

Thus, the dissolution of people's communes runs counter to the North
Korean effort to push forward the transformation of the present collective
farms into state farms.^ North Korean farmers who know of China's and the

Soviet Union's privatization may begin to question the regime's agricultural
policy. This is particularly so if the farmers have observed the dramatic
improvement in the standard of living of the Korean residents in Manchuria
since the semiprivatization of agriculture there. It seems evident that such
realization exists and has produced some discontent: since the early 1980s, the
North Korean regime has discouraged visits to Manchuria."^

Nevertheless, word of workers' rising income and improving standard of
living since economic reforms began in China filters in. Special economic
zones, permission for small private business, aggressive import of foreign
capital, and the installationof a material incentivesscheme in the agricultural
sector all have contributed to such improvement. How then can the North
Korean regime explain its shunning of similar reforms andjustify its adherence
to a chuch'e policy that has not produced anythingcomparable? How can the
regime persuade its people, after three decades of hardship, to forgo improve
ment of their standard of living any longer, when they see that China has
surpassed them within the last five years or less?

It is understandable why Kim II Sung is opposed to opening the economy
and decentralizing economic management in a way such as pursued by China:
such reforms would create rising expectations that the regime could not meet.
There would be an increasing demand for consumer goods, a demand that can
be met only by an ever expanding light industry. And a rapidly growing light
industry would be possible only if scarce resources were allocated to that sector
at the expense of heavy industry. Such an arrangement would be in direct
conflict with North Korea's strategies for economic development as repre
sented by the Stalinist industrialization drive model.

The improvement in the standard of living in China, aptly demonstrated by
greater consumption of consumer goods, apparently dismayed the North
Korean regime, which paid more attention to the development of light industry
in the Third Seven-Year Plan:

2 National Unification Board, North Korean Supreme People's Assembly Record, vol. 4 (Seoul:
National Unification Board, 1988), p. 820.

3 Ibid.; and Kim II Sung's keynote address, in Rodong Shinmun, December 31, 1986.

Huh Dong-Chan, The Living Conditions of North Korean People (an informal discussion of
North Korea) (Seoul: Korean Institute for Defense Analyses, April 1989.)
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We should drastically increase output of consumer goods during the
first three or four years of the plan by revolutionizing the light
industry . . . therapidlyrisingdemandsday by day shouldbemetby an
epoch-making record in the output of the household furnishings such as
furniture, daily necessities such as school supplies and cultural articles,
and television sets, refrigerators, sewing machines, bicycles, cameras,
electronic watches, phonographs, recorder and other consumer dura
bles . . . furthermore, to increase the production of consumer goods a
greater number of daily-necessity-producingbranches, workshops and
production units in all sectors, factories and enterprises should be
formed; the number of cottage industries and subsidiary work units
should be increased in cities, workers' residential quarters and farm
villages; August-3-people's-consumer-goods production campaign
should also be exalted.^

North Korea's apparent concern with the improvement of the standard of
living was also exhibited by its designating 1989 as ''the year of light
industry.'' Althoughthedesignationwasprobablymeantaspropagandafor the
foreigners visiting the Pyongyang World Festival of Youth and Students, it has
implications for domestic affairs as well: North Korea is not the only nation to
try to soothe its people's mute discontent with consumer goods.

The most worrisome consequence of socialist economic reforms to North
Korea, however, appears to be the concomitant awakening of a democratic
consciousness and its accompanying political dissent, as vividly demonstrated
in China by the Beijing demonstrations in May and June 1989. It would be
foolish to believe that introducing economic decentralization and a capitalist
economic management system could be done independent of any political
impact. The North Korean leadership knows better; it expressed its deep
concern over the ideological impact of such economic reforms in its Third
Seven-Year Plan:

To hold fast purity of socialism and communism, and to advance
revolution we should firmly be armed with Chuch'e thought. ... At
the same time we should closely watch out for the infiltration of
capitalism and revisionism and struggle against any possible maneuver
ing trying to encroach upon our socialist system. ... If the economy
were managed only through a technology imperative and material
incentives this would certainly further organization-parochialism and
egoism, check promotion of superiority of socialism, and bring forth a
serious retreat in economic development.^

^ National Unification Board, Assembly Record, p. 823.

6 Ibid., pp. 835-37.
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Although Kim II Sung was reported to have said that he unconditionally
agreed with and supported China's economic reforms, we should not be so
blind as to interpret the statement too literally. His antipathy toward Chinese-
style economic reforms was revealed when he visited China in 1987. Although
Deng Xiaoping suggested that Kim visit Shenzhen, one of China's special
economic zones, Kim did not go.'^ And his main worry about the ideological
consequences ofeconomic reforms materialized in the Beijing demonstrations.

Thus we can say that North Korea appears ambivalent about socialist
economic reforms: on the one hand, it seems to recognize their benefits in
lessening economic woes—^as evidenced by its introduction of a joint venture
law. On the other hand. North Korea has been worrying about the inevitable
ideological confusion that the reforms will bring forth because it fears that this
ideological confusion and economic disorder can be developed into political
forces that can easily undermine the very foundation of the regime.

Changes in Economic Policy

Because of its commitment to a self-supporting economy. North Korea has
made only slight changes in its economic policy since the early 1980s. The only
policy change that can be considered opening the economy was the introduction
of the joint venture law in 1984 and related laws thereafter. Even though these
laws, patterned after similar Chinese laws, were apparently introduced to
encourage foreigners' investment and the transfer of technologies, the real
purpose was to induce investments by Korean residents in Japan.

North Korea began to negotiate with potential foreign investors for joint
ventures at the beginning of 1984, even before the enactment of the joint
venture law. Results, however, have been disappointing: by the end of 1988,
only twenty-three projects were in operation, seventeen of them with Korean
residents in Japan.

A decade before the joint venture law, North Korea adopted a new
budgeting system for local administration and delegated authority for the
production and supply of daily necessities to local authority. This measure
should not, however, be interpreted as a move toward generalized decentraliza
tion. As already pointed out. North Korea has been trying to meet demands for
daily necessities without interrupting its industrialization drive by utilizing
daily-necessity-producing branches, workshops, and production units, and
these measures to increase the output of light industry can better be managed by
local administration.

Nor can the independent accounting system that North Korea emphasized
in its Third Seven-Year Plan be taken as a move toward industrial decentraliza

tion either. For an independent accounting system to be meaningful, firms must
be able to decide the output mix as well as the input mix, to purchase input

' Chosun Ilbo, May 25, 1987.
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requirements at competitive prices, and to sell products in a competitive
market. In North Korea, however, both input and output targets are assigned in
terms of physical units, and prices are arbitrarily set by the central authority.
The real intent of this system is to reduce the cost of production. This will be
possible because the central authority cannot control the production processes
of which managers of a firm can make efficient use. By setting output targets
and controlling input materials, the central authority can use the independent
accounting system to force managers to improve their production processes.
Savings in raw materials, intermediate goods, consumables, or labor-time will
be reflected in the cost accounting of the bank with which a firm maintains its
account. The central authority can thus easily obtain valuable information
about how firms are managed by the independent accounting system.

Foreign trade figures often indicate a country's degree of openness. In the
case of North Korea, such figures provide an indirect indicator of economic
reforms. In the Third Seven-Year Plan North Korea emphasized the impor
tance of foreign trade in economic development. Accordingly, it targeted
foreign trade growth rate at an unrealistically high 18percent per year.

In 1988 North Korea's exports amounted to $1.99 billion, a 19.1 percent
increase over the previous year; imports were estimated at $3.16 billion,® an
impressive 32.2 percent increase. Trade volume, which has been increasing
ever since 1984, was $5.15 billion in 1988,an increaseof 26.8 percent over the
previous year. The foreign trade figures, well over the TSYP's targets, is
impressive. North Korea's foreign trade has, however, shown unfavorable
balance of trade over the last two decades. AlthoughNorth Korea appears to be
trying to increase foreign trade, such a policy with its resulting performance
can hardly be interpreted as a move toward economic reforms.

In summary. North Korea has introducedno policy or institutionalchanges
that indicate any economic reforms. The changes discussed here appear to be
nothing more than a complement to centralized economic management.

Economic Costs of Chuckle

The chuch*e economy of North Korea can be characterized by the follow
ing set of policies:

• Minimal dependence upon foreign capital and technologies
• Imports kept to the minimal level and limited to those machinery and

industrial inputs that cannot be produced domestically
• Exports considered as a means to pay for imports, not as a strategy for

economic development
• Priority in resource allocation for military requirements over all the other

sectors

®National Unification Board, Current Survey of South and North Korean Economy (Seoul:
National Unification Board, 1989).
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• Private consumption kept to a minimum
The cost of chucWe in the economy can be measured in terms of the gross

national product (GNP) growth rate lost because of these economic policies. To
measure the economic growth potential of North Korea, a small macro-
economic model was developed.^

The model comprises ten equations: production function, private consump
tion, government consumption, military expenditure, export, import, inven
tory investment, fixed investment, capital stock change, and GNP definition.
In the Cobb-Douglas production function, import is treated as a separate factor
to reflect the noncompetitive nature of imports in North Korea. Private
consumption is assumed to be a function of per capita income, govemment
consumption a function of GNP. Military expenditureis a policy variableand is
assumed to be fraction of the GNP, whereas the fraction varies with time.
Export is also treated as a policy variable to simplify its specification and to
reflect the fact that export could be targeted within limits. Imports are
constrained only by foreign exchange availability. Inventory investment is
assumed to be linearly related to output, and fixed investment is treated as a
residual that augments the capital stock of the following period. The GNP is a
sum of gross domestic product and net factor income earned abroad.

The cost of the chuch'e economy is the difference in economic performance
between that economy and a hypothetical reformed economy. The hypothetical
reformed economy considered here introduces a set of reform measures,
including the following:

• Introduction of a market system
• Privatization of industries and agriculture
• Integration of the national economy with the world economy
• Reduction of military expenditures
• Economic cooperation with South Korea
By transforming its economy into a market system through privatization

and integrating it with the world economy. North Korea can exploit economies
of scale in industries with comparative advantage and bring about efficiency in
resource allocation. Furthermore, privatization will provide incentives for
workers to strive for technological innovation. These reform measures, if
pursued seriously, will attenuate the ideological conflict with the South, and,
consequently, lead to reconciliation—which will be followed not only by
reduced military tension but also by reduced military expenditures.

Once the tension is relieved, the mutually beneficial trade and economic
cooperation with the South can easily be started: South Korea can provide not
only capital and technologies but also the management know-how prerequisite
to successful operation of export industries. The North can also develop a
tourist industry to bring in badly needed hard currency. Most of all. South

^ See Appendix A.
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Korea can provide rapidly expanding markets for many of North Korea's major
export products—cement, coal, steel, medicinal herbs, fishery products, and
tourists, among others.

These reform measures will undoubtedly help promote export growth,
which is assumed to be 10 percent per annum, up 20 percent from the actual
performance for the past five years. Improved relations with the South and the
Western countries should attract foreign capital. It is not inconceivable to
imagine South Korean economic assistance of the magnitude of $5-$10 billion
in this scenario. Consequently, the North could increase external borrowing,
which is projected here to rise to $800 million per annum for the latter half of
1990s.

It is not easy to guess how much military expenditures can be reduced once
tension is relieved. Since North Korea has, however, been advocatingthat the
armed forces be reduced to one-thirdof present strength, it is not too unrealistic
to conjecture that the ratio of the defense budget to GNP could be halved over a
five-year period. Thus, the defense expenditure shareof GNP is projected to
decline to 10 percent by 1996 in the scenario for the hypothetical reformed
economy. Basic parameters and the two corresponding scenarios are laid out in
Tables A and B of Appendix B. The two scenarios differ mainly in the
magnitude of external borrowing, net factor income earned abroad, net
transfer, the ratio of military expenditure to GNP, and the rate of export
growth. In the hypotheticalscenario, the ratioof militaryexpendituretoGNPis
assumed to fall from 23.5 percent to 10.0 percent by the year 2000. The rate of
export growth, the sizes of external borrowing, net factor income, and net
transfer are assumed to increase with the opening of the economy.

That the chuch'e economy is costly is shown in Table 1. There we see that
the average annual growth rate of the GNP under the chuch'e scenario is 3.0
percent, while the growth rate projected under the economic reforms is 7.2
percent. Thus, chuch'e "costs" North Korea 4.2 percent in annual average
GNP growth. If the true cost of the chuch'e economy is even close to this
estimate. North Korea is paying an exorbitant price for its self-imposed self-
reliance.
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Table 1

Cost of Chuch'e Economy

Chuch 'e Reforms
Year GNP Growth rate GNP Growth rate

(U.S.$ millions) (percent) (U.S.S millions) (percent)
1989 17,186 3.2 22,479 10.2
1990 17,764 3.4 24,496 9.0

1991 18,328 3.2 26,676 8.9
1992 18,901 3.1 28,936 8.5
1993 19,492 3.1 31,247 8.0
1994 20,076 3.0 33,575 7.4
1995 20,679 3.0 35,923 7.0

1996 21,299 3.0 38,289 6.6
1997 21,917 2.9 40,707 6.3
1998 22,553 2.9 43,183 6.1
1999 23,184 2.8 45,719 5.9
2000 23,833 2.8 48,319 5.7

1989--2000 3.0 7.2

Conclusion

Regardless of the extent of economic reforms in other socialist countries,
North Korea is not yet ready for them to be introduced. This is not because it
would not appreciate the economic benefits ofthe reforms but because it has not
prepared to accommodatetheir impacton every comer of itssociety, whichhas
been virtually closed to the outside world. Unless the North Korean regime
undertakes an extensive reorientation of its people before it opens up the
society and introduces economic reforms in any way similar to the ongoing
reforms in other socialist nations, the country shallcertainly face the samekind
of political unrest that we have lately seen in other socialist countries. It is this
political impact of the economic reforms that has the regime most worried.
Consequently, the regime appears to have been willing to sacrifice economic
growth to preserve political integrity.

If North Korea introduces marketsystemswithappropriate privatization of
means ofproduction andtriesto integrate itseconomy withtheworld economy,
it will certainly experience economic problems during the transitional period:
inflation, rising unemployment, andforeign trade deficits among others. Toget
through these transitional economic difficulties, the country would need
massive extemal assistance, including materials, hard currency, and policy
advice. South Koreaand Japan seemto be the only countries that are willing
and able to provide this extemal assistance—if the North relinquishes its
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national goal to communize the peninsula and accepts peaceful coexistence. In
this sense, economic reforms in North Korea will have a fundamental impact
on inter-Korea relations.

North Korea is a tightly controlled and regimented society with no parallel
outside the Soviet Union under Stalin's rule. Because Kim II Sung can claim
legitimacy and mobilize the people for an industrializationdrive and military
armament only by making national reunification the supreme national goal, it
will be almost impossible for him to reconcile his dictatorship with the eased
tensions associated with economic reform. We may have to wait until Kim II
Sung passes away to see North Korea reorient its economic policy toward
openness of society and economic decentralization.
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Appendix A: Macroeconomic Model
of the North Korean Economy

1. Production function

Q^ =A.Kt.L.M,

2. Private consumption
n ^-1.481+0.5171nY= CjR^- e t

3. Government consumption

Gj =^gGNP^
4. Military expenditure

D =/3 GNP
t t

5. Export

E, =Eo(l+gE)^
6. Import

M^ =E^+F+NFI^+TRj

7. Inventory investment

INV^=/3^-Qt
8. Fixed investment

IFj =GNPj-(Cj+ Dj+ G^+ E^+ INV- M^)
9. Capital stock change

10. Definition of GNP

GNPj =Q^+NFIj

KEY:

Qt = gross domestic product of the time period t
K = capital stock

L = labor

M = imports

C = private consumption

GR = grain output
Y = per capita GNP

GNP = gross national product

D = military expenditure
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E = exports

FB = external borrowing
NFI = net factor income earned abroad

TR = net transfer from abroad

INV = inventory investment
IF = fixed investment

A = constant

= capital elasticity of output
a = labor elasticity of output

rj = import elasticity of output
= ratio of government consumption to GNP
= ratio of military expenditure to GNP
= rate of export growth

= ratio of inventory investment to GNP
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Appendix B: North Korea under Chuch'e
and Reforms

Table A

Basic Parameters: Chuch'e and Reforms

Parameter Chuch 'e Reforms

Ratio of inventory investment to GNP 0.05 0.05

Rate of export growth (percent) 8.5 10.0

Rate of population growth (percent) 2.23 2.23

Average capital coefficient 4.5 4.5

Labor elasticity of output 0.55 0.65

Capital elasticity of output 0.40 0.30

Import elasticity of output 0.05 0.05

Table B

Two Scenarios: Chuch'e and Reforms

Chuch 'e Reforms

Year d NFI EB TR d NFI" eb'' TR'^

1987 0.235 100.0 200.0 50.0 0.235 100.0 570.0 50.0

1988 0.235 100.0 200.0 50.0 0.235 100.0 700.0 50.0

1989 0.235 100.0 200.0 50.0 0.235 100.0 700.0 50.0

1990 0.235 100.0 200.0 50.0 0.215 150.0 300.0 100.0

1991 0.235 100.0 200.0 50.0 0.195 150.0 500.0 100.0

1992 0.235 100.0 200.0 50.0 0.175 200.0 600.0 100.0

1993 0.235 100.0 200.0 50.0 0.155 250.0 700.0 100.0

1994 0.235 100.0 200.0 50.0 0.135 300.0 700.0 100.0

1995 0.235 100.0 200.0 50.0 0.115 300.0 800.0 100.0

1996 0.235 100.0 200.0 50.0 0.100 300.0 800.0 100.0

1997 0.235 100.0 200.0 50.0 0.100 300.0 800.0 100.0

1998 0.235 100.0 200.0 50.0 0.100 300.0 800.0 100.0

1999 0.235 100.0 200.0 50.0 0.100 300.0 800.0 100.0

2000 0.235 100.0 200.0 50.0 0.100 300.0 800.0 100.0

NOTES: d = ratio of defense expenditure to GNP
NFI = net factor income earned abroad (million dollars)

EB = external borrowing (million dollars)
TR= net transfer (million dollars)

^ If North Korea allows its workers to work for South Korean construction
companies abroad, their remittances would amount to a greater portion of
NFI.

^ If exportgrows at the rate of 10 percent per year. North Korea can manage
external borrowing of this magnitude.

^ This includes development grants from international institutions.



9. North Korea's Relations

with Eastern Europe

HA YONG-CHOOL

What is Eastern Europe to North Korea in ideological, political, economic,
military, and diplomatic terms? How have different patterns in North Korean-
East European relations evolved? What are the major determinants of the
relations? Finally, what are the prospects for future relations?

In this chapter, I will analyze these questions on both macro and micro
levels. Viewing Eastern Europe as a whole, I will examine the importance,
problems, and contradictions of Eastern Europe in North Korean foreign policy
(macro analysis). In this macroanalysis, a conceptual framework for different
bases of regime affinity will be used. Microanalysis will deal with the
characteristics of bilateral relations between North Korea and specific Eastern
European countries.

In terms of time periods covered, the chapter focuses on the dynamic and
interesting developments of the 1970s and 1980s. In terms of data, speeches and
communiques resulting from high-level exchanges (ministerial and above, but
mainly state heads) will be thematically analyzed.

Eastern Europe and North Korea

Eastern Europe is important to North Korea in ideological, diplomatic,
economic, and military respects. Ideologically, Eastern Europe is the symbol
of the socialist international community, which shares the common goal of
realizing socialism and communism. Bound together by class and beliefs, this
community attaches great importance to internationalism, transcending nation
alism. Since these countries share the same goal, the domestic and international
policies of any one of them, and the implications and ramifications of those
policies, are directly relevant to the entire community.

Ideology determines the nature of the political, economic, and social order
of a country; and sharing the same ideological goal with another country (or
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countries) often provides a basis for the legitimacy of a regime. Eastern Europe
and North Korea, bom under Soviet influences in the post-World War II era,
share similar revolutionary profiles in that (except for Yugoslavia) they did not
have their own revolutions but had Communist systems imposed on them.
Thus, North Korean-Eastem European relations have been greatly affected by
their relations with the Soviet Union.

The question of how socialist intemational relations should differ from
bourgeois intemational relations has been theoretically and practically a very
important but difficult one. The key aspect of the question has been how to
reconcile nationalism with internationalism. In reality, however, the prestigeof
the Russian revolution as the first socialist revolution and Lenin's charisma

resulted in the imposition of the so-called twenty-one conditions on the
constituent members of the Comintem in Lenin's time. (Lenin's position,
however, was that the Russian experience should serve as a model rather than a
means of conducting Russian state policies.)

Under Stalin, the ambiguity in proletarian intemationalism was cleared in
such a way as to support Soviet interests. Stalin defined an intemationalist as
' 'one who is ready to defend the USSR without reservation, without wavering,
unconditionally, for the USSR is the base of the world revolutionary move
ment, and this revolutionary movement cannot be defended and promoted
unless the USSR is defended."^ Thus, under Stalin, Soviet domestic and
foreign policies were imposed on other socialist countries. Under such circum
stances there was no room for autonomy for small socialist countries under
Soviet tutelage; instead there were vertical relations between the Soviet Union
and the rest of the socialist countries. North Korean-Eastem European rela
tions thus did not have their own dimension from 1945 to 1953.

Stalin's death meant the end of imposed unity. As seen in the 1953revolt in
East Germany and the 1956 uprising in Hungary, the artificial unity between
Soviet and Eastem European interests ended. Furthermore, the emergence of
China as an independent socialist power made a revision of proletarian
intemationalism inevitable.

Soviet leader Nikita Khmshchev made efforts to reconcile the unity of the
socialist world with the viability of its respective members. The focus of a new
stage of socialist intemationalism shifted from support for Soviet interests to
defense of the socialist camp. Further diversity and variety in building
socialism were recognized:

It is quite probable that the forms of transition to socialism will become
more and more varied; moreover, achieving these forms need not be
associated with civil war under all circumstances. . . . In the European

' Joseph Stalin, *The Intemational Situation and the Defence of the USSR," quoted in Margo
Light, The Soviet Theory ofInternational Relations (Brighton, Sussex: Wheatsheaf, 1988).
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people's democracies . . . things went without civil war. ... In all
forms of leadership of the working class, headed by its vanguard.

The socialist countries base their relationson the principlesof complete
equality, respect for territorial integrity and state independence and
sovereignty, and noninterference in one another's affairs. . . .
Fraternal mutual aid is an integral part of these relations. The principle
of socialist internationalism finds effective expression in this aid.^

Thus, each party was supposed to come up with a harmonious combination
of national and international interests. Party-to-party relations were to be based
on proletarian internationalism, state-to-state relations on the norms of interna
tional law. Despite this doctrinal change, however, the inherent contradiction
between Soviet interests and those of other socialist countries was resolved in

favor of Soviet interests.

In terms of conducting business among socialist countries, Khrushchev
began to rely more on multilateral organizations, such as the Warsaw Treaty
Organization (WTO) and the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (COM
ECON). In economicareas, deviation fromthe Sovietmodeland the principle
of socialist division of labor was adopted to take into account varying national
resources and domestic demand.

Khrushchev's radical criticism of Stalin and his redefinition of a desirable

world order as peaceful coexistence gave rise to differences in ideological
formulations between the Soviet Union and North Korea. As Sino-Soviet
disputes developed, the North Koreans sided with the Chinese in ideological
orientations. At the same time, as Eastem Europe underwent various post-
Stalin political, economic, and foreign policy changes. North Korean attitudes
to Eastem Europe became more differentiatedin terms of ideological affinity.
The North Korea version of self-reliance, chuch'e, which essentially is the
combination of Stalinism and nationalism with a strong anti-U.S. posture, was
not compatible with the majororientations in Eastem Europeof deemphasison
Stalinism and peaceful coexistence with the West.

Under the Leonid Brezhnev regime, the post-Stalin version of socialist
intemationalism was further restricted after the Soviet invasion of Czechoslo
vakia in 1968. The Brezhnev doctrine stipulated that the intemational interests
of the socialist commonwealth take precedence over the individual national
interestsof the membersof the socialistcommonwealth. It was proclaimedthat
socialist states had both the right and the duty to come to the defense of
socialism whenever and wherever it was threatened. This doctrine further

limited the flexibility of East European countries in determining their own
ideological courses. In terms of domestic order, the Soviet version of devel
oped socialismwas imposedon East European countries. Thus the ideological

2 "Declaration of the Conference of Representatives of Communist and Workers' Practice of
Socialist Countries," Moscow, November 22, 1957.
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creativity and originality of Eastern Europe was sterilized. On the other hand,
Kim II Sung's North Korean regime began to proclaim the originality of
chuch*e,despite its hybrid version of Marxism-Leninism. In the East European
countries, Kim's extreme xenophobia and personality cult were viewed as
anachronistic. Nevertheless, up to the end of the 1970s, the North Koreans
were able to insulate themselves from ideological disputes over revisionism and
dogmatism, largely because of the stagnation in ideological formulation in the
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe and the Sino-Soviet disputes.

Changes in the Soviet Union under the slogan of perestroika and their
impact on Eastern Europe are and will be posing serious ideologicalchallenges
for North Korea. Perestroika and novae myshlenie (new thinking) can be
understood as radical redefinitions of socialism in ideological, political,
economic, and foreign policy terms.^

In terms of ideology, perestroika is critical of the past view that assumes a
harmonious relationship between the forces of production and the relations of
production. Now it is admitted thatconflictsof interestbetweenindividualsand
state or society, between enterprises and state exist. However, recognizing
conflict of interest does not mean subscribing to a class-struggle view of the
world. The goal of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) is not in
realizing communism in the near future. The current stage of socialist develop
ment is correcting distorted socialism.

In political terms, perestroika is nothing more than the recognitionthat the
omniscient role of the party is over. Political reforms are being launched in the
forms of debureaucratization, decentralization, and increased political partici
pation. Political rules of the game are more institutionalized and thus more
predictable.

In terms of economic reform, perestroika attempts to restore economic
laws distorted under the highly centralized planned economic system, recog
nizing the role of commodity relations and the role of the market. Along with
this, distorted incentive and distribution systems are being corrected to stimu
late individual initiative in economic behavior.

The gist of changes in foreign policy doctrine is the shift from a class-
struggle view of the world to the principle of universal interests, which
emphasizes commonality, interdependency, and mutual cooperation. Accord
ing to "new thinking," peaceful coexistence is not simply a different way of
destroying capitalism. It acknowledges common problems facing humanity in
general, such as nuclear threat and environmental issues."^

Significant changes are also visible in the Soviet approach to socialist
international relations. Diversity within the Communist movement and in the
immediate tasks facing various socialist countries is recognized even if it

^ Light, Soviet Theory, p. 194.

^ Gorbachev's UN speech, December 8, 1988.
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sometimes causes different views. But although noting this diversity, Gor
bachev proposed several principles governing socialist international relations:
complete equality in relations without any conditions, responsibility of each
national Communist Party to its state affairs, common concern for the cause of
socialism, mutual respect for and cautious attitudes toward the experiments and
achievements of other parties, strict observation of the principle of peaceful
coexistence. He also admitted there is no single correct model for socialism to
be emulated by all socialist countries.^

Reverberations of perestroika have been strongly felt all over Eastern
Europe. As we are seeing now, coalition government is inevitable between
Solidarity and the Polish Communist Party in Poland. In Hungary, further
marketization is occurring along with political reforms. Though uneven in its
development, changes are being made in the other East European countries as
well.

That such changes are occurring along with similar changes in China and
normalization in Sino-Soviet relations is posing a serious ideological challenge
to North Korea and putting Kim II Sung's chuch'e to a serious test. It is
especially serious when the position of North Korea vis-a-vis South Korea is
weakening in economic and political terms. As reforms evolve in Eastern
Europe, North Korea may be able to maintain its own version of socialism only
for a short time, relying on the short-term negative examples that inevitably
will appear in the process of reform. Further, a fundamental difference in world
view has emerged between Eastern Europe and North Korea. The latter
maintains a two-camp view of the world; the former has given it up. All in all,
the changes resulting from perestroika in Eastern Europe, unlike past changes,
may cause ideological isolation of North Korea.

Ideology is closely related to the diplomatic aspects of the relations between
Eastern Europe and North Korea. Until Stalin's death. North Korean relations
with Eastern Europe were no different from Soviet-North Korean relations.
Diplomatically, Eastern Europe was very important. East European countries,
following the Soviets, recognized North Korea and established diplomatic
relations between 1948 and 1949 (except Yugoslavia). They supported North
Korea during the Korean War.

As North Korea got involved in taking advantage of Sino-Soviet disputes
during the 1960s and the 1970s, Pyongyang adopted foreign policies that
deviated from those of the Soviet Union. In the Sino-Indian border conflicts in

the late 1950s and early 1960s, North Korea supported the Chinese position.
Pyongyang also expressed deep disappointment and frustration over the Cuban
fiasco in 1962. In 1964, North Korea organized the Asian Economic Seminar,
where Soviet aid to fraternal countries was severely criticized. Although North
Korea endorsed the Soviet invasion ofCzechoslovakia in 1968, it took a neutral

^ Gorbachev, Perestroika, chapt. 4.
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position on the Sino-Soviet border clashes in 1969. In 1970, North Korea
supported Prince Norodom Sihanouk's Cambodian government in exile, while
the Soviet Union recognized the Lon Nol government. Pyongyang publicly
denounced the Soviet-backed Vietnamese invasion of Kampuchea in 1979.^
North Korea has also deviated from the Soviet Union by not acting-for
example, not joining COMECON and WTO.

Such deviation constrained North Korean relations with Eastern Europe.
As detentebetweenthe UnitedStatesand the SovietUnionevolvedin theearly
1970s, however. North Korea launchedan extensive diplomatic campaign to
seek support for its unification formula, namely, the withdrawal of U.S. forces
from the peninsula, conclusionof a peace treaty, tripartite talks amongNorth
and South Korea and the United States, and Kim's proposal for confederation
(Democratic Confederal Republic of Koryo). The North Koreans were suc
cessful in this attempt only to the extent that the Soviets would support. This
meant, for example, that they could not get support for the tripartite formula
until Gorbachev came to power. What is important, however, is that even
during the detente of the 1970s, the East European socialist countries did not
embark on diplomatic initiatives with South Korea. EasternEurope was North
Korea's diplomatic turf.

The situation has changed dramatically since Gorbachev's new initiatives
in foreign policies. Interested in becoming an Asian power, the Soviets have
reevaluated the importance of South Korea, though mostly in economic terms.
Further, South Korea's image was greatly improved by the Seoul Olympics
along with political changes in a more democratic direction. These factors also
facilitated changingEast Europeanviewsof SouthKorea. Changesin relations
were epitomized by the establishment of trade offices with Poland and
Yugoslavia, and South Korea and the Soviet Union established trade offices
with consular functions. Obviously, North Korea can no longer take the
unswerving support of the East European socialist counties for granted,
especially in relation to South Korea.

Eastern Europe also is important for North Korean diplomacy in that it
plays a mediating role in dealing with the Westas well as servingas a listening
post for reading Moscow's mood. More important, in the early 1970sNorth
Korea joined the nonaligned movement through Yugoslavia's support. North
Korea's involvement in the nonaligned movement, started primarily to pursue
its diplomatic campaign against South Korea, may decline as the returns
diminish.

Economically, the socialistbloc wascrucial to North Korea in two respects.
Socialist countries provided large amounts of aid for post-Korean War recon
struction.^ It has been estimated that about US$1.7 billion was given to North

^ Ralph N. Clough, "The Soviet Union and the two Koreas," in Donald S. Zagoria, ed., Soviet
Policy in East Asia (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1982), pp. 175-201.

^ Kim Youn-Soo, "The Foreign Trade of North Korea with European CMEA Countries," mimeo;
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Korea during the decade 1950-60. East European countries contributed about
26 percent of the total aid. And because North Korea opted for autarkic
economic policies and thus does not have much access to Western markets,
socialist countries are its most important markets. Until the 1970s, about 90
percent of North Korean trade was with the socialist countries. From the 1970s
to the 1980s, the portion ranged from 60 percent to 80 percent. The East
European portion ranged from 19percent in the early period to 20 percent in
recent times. Overall the trade structure is not in North Korea's favor. The

country mostly exports primary products and imports industrial goods.
It is clear that North Korean economic interests in Eastern Europe are

considerable; but as North Korea expands its market, the relative weight of
Eastern Europe has been dwindling. As East European countries accelerate
theireconomicreformsand thusbecome moreWestern oriented, the prospects
for more economic interactions do not look promisingunless North Korea also
makes some economic changes. Another important point for North Korea is
that given the progress in Soviet-South Korean economic relations and
complementarity in economic needs, increasing economic interactions
between Eastern Europe and South Korea will be developing.

Bilateral Relations

Bilateralrelationsdependon the affinity betweenNorth Koreaandrespec
tive East Europeancountries.Regime affinity refers to the degree to whichthe
various countries share attitudes about various problems. Positive affiinity
refers not only to actual support by specific policies but also to sharing
perspectives on ideology and world view.^Likewise, negativeaffiinity does not
mean the existence of actual conflicts; it simply reflects different orientations
for such reasons as different revolutionary records, different geopolitical
situations, and differences in elite profiles.

There are largely four bases for regime affinity among socialist countries:
leadership and elite profiles, party relations, the nature of the socioeconomic
order, and international views. If regimes are much alike in all these four areas,
one can say they have a high degree of positive affinity. Conversely, if they
differ significantly, they have a high negative affinity. Variations between
these extremes are possible.

In the socialistworld, giventhecentralization of power,whois inchargeof
the topleadership is an important factor. Personality, education, revolutionary
credentials, age, and policy orientation are important in determining the level
and quality of contacts between the leaders as well as between the countries.

on thespecific percentage figures, seeYong-Gil Chung, "Bukhaneu daiDonggu Jungchaek,"in
Byung-Chun Min, ed., BukhaneuDaeoe Gwangye (Seoul: Daewangsa, 1987), pp. 124-139.

®On the conceptof affinity, see KenJowitt, "Moscow Centre," Eastern EuropeanPoliticsand
Society, Fall 1987, p. 343ff.
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Related to this is extent of the power exercised by the party in the respective
countries—that is, the extent ofthe party's control over society, the unity of the
party, and its autonomy vis-a-vis the Soviet Union.

Another important factor is how a particular socialist country perceives the
revolutionary tasks, developmental stages, and socioeconomic changes that
have been adopted in other socialist countries. It is assumed here that any
Leninist regime is expected to carry out three developmental tasks: transforma
tion, consolidation, and inclusion. The successful accomplishment of each task
requires a different regime character as well as a different posture toward the
domestic and intemational environments.

Transformation involves breaking down the old elite power structure.
Consolidation is the process of establishing a new socioeconomic order by
launching different programs. A regime at this stage takes a defensive posture
toward the domestic and intemational environments. It has to maintain a certain

distance from society while retaining the capacity to carry out difficult tasks
through mobilization of society. Finally, inclusion is the attempt, based on
achievements and changes in the process of consolidation, to redefine the
regime's posture toward the differentiated socioeconomic and political stmc-
ture and to integrate different sectors of society.

''Perceptions of the intemational environment" refers to the context in
which socialist countries view the regional and world political situations. In this
case, the major intemational environments considered are Soviet-U.S. rela
tions and the Northeast Asia regional environment, including the Korean
peninsula.

Examining the number and level of contacts between North Korea and
various East European countries during the period of 1970-88, we find the
following exchanges: With Albania, the DPRK had one govemmental (above
ministerial level) and one party visit; with Bulgaria, four head of state visits,
five party visits, five govemmental visits; with Czechoslovakia, two head of
state, four party, and five govemmental; with East Germany, three head of
state, two party, seven govemmental; with Hungary, one party, four govem
mental; with Poland, two head of state, two party, three govemmental; with
Romania, six head of state, three party, eight governmental; and with
Yugoslavia, five head of state, three party, ten govemmental.^

A cursory review of the above largely confirms our expectations:
Numerous contacts were made with Romania and Yugoslavia at all levels, few
with Albania and Hungary. However, what is striking is that contrary to our
expectation of a low number of contacts with a country maintaining close
relations with the Soviet Union, there were fairly frequent exchanges of visits
with Bulgaria. This could be an anomaly requiring closer examination.

^ Based on Rodong shinmun's reports on mutual visits from 1970 to 1978.
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It is not surprising that the number of contacts between North Korea and
Albania have declined since the mid-1960s. Such decline can be traced to the

improvement of Soviet-North Korean relations since 1965 and more impor
tantly to the opening and rapid development of North Korean-Yugoslav
relations from the early 197Ds. One can also add the lack of intrinsic economic
interests in Albania.

In North Korean-Hungarian relations, it is easy to find weak, if not
negative, affinity. In terms of top elite identification, there were no praises of
each other in the speeches made by Janos Kadar and Kim II Sung at Kim's visit
to Hungary in 1984. Only lukewarm reference was made to party relations.
Clear differences were evident in domestic policies on socioeconomic develop
ment: Kim II Sung noted that North Koreans were "energetically carrying out
the three revolutions—ideological, technical, and cultural—in order to achieve
the complete victory of socialism." On the other hand, Kadar said that' 'we
discuss the objectives, problems to be tackled and tasks with working masses
and recruit their creativeness into the fulfillment of the social tasks." He further

emphasized' 'giving a fuller scope to democracyto [theHungarian]system." ^̂
Congruence on understanding of international issues was more apparent

than real. Kim reiterated antiimperialiststruggles, and in thiscontexthe praised
the Hungarian struggle against U.S. deployment of medium-range nuclear
weapons in Europe. No mention was made about joint efforts with the Soviet
Union in internationalaffairs. Further, KimsolicitedHungariansupport for the
Koryo confederation formula for unification and for tripartite talks. In re
sponse, Kadar emphasized the importance of developing economic relations
with countries with differing political systems and of disarmament in Europe.
Further, he made clear the importance of the cooperation with the Soviets in
accomplishing foreign policy goals. He endorsed North Korean efforts to ease
tension on the Korean peninsula, but no reference was made to the support for
tripartite talks, nor to Koryo confederation. It is clear that Hungarian efforts
for economic reforms in the context of close foreign policy cooperation with
the Soviet Union precluded a close relationship with North Korea.

Given such a record of past relations between the two countries, it is not
surprising that Hungary became the first East European country to establish
diplomatic relation with South Korea (February 1989). Pyongyangvehemently
condemned the Hungarian move as a violation of socialist internationalism,
downgrading the status of its diplomatic relation to deputy ambassadorship.
Relations between the two countries have been deteriorating ever since. And
Hungary has become the symbol of the end of North Korea's diplomatic

Pyongyang Times, June 13, 1984.

" Ibid.

'2 Central Radio Broadcasting, September.
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monopoly in Eastem Europe. The event also has opened a new chapter in North
Korean-East European relations.

One can find a slightly more positive affinity in North Korean relations with
Czechoslovakia. In the 1984 visit, Kim basically repeated the same themes he
had noted in Hungary, except that he emphasized the importance of economic
cooperation among socialist countries. Czechoslovakian President Gustav
Husak supported North Korean proposals for unification, although he did not
specifically refer to tripartite talks, the arms reduction plan, or U.S. troop
withdrawal. To Kim's dismay, however, Husak repeatedly stressed the impor
tance of cooperation with the Soviet Union and of COMECON and the WTO.

In his visit to North Korea in 1988, M. Yacasi, the new Czech first party
secretary, informed Kim of socioeconomic and political reforms to come in his
country, reflecting the impacts of perestroika. Kim reiterated the usual
positions on domestic and international situations. However, two points he
made are worth noting: his emphasis on the importance of the Third Seven-
Year Plan for North Korea and of the agreement between the two leaders to give
priority to expanding economic cooperation. Kim noted that the two had
"agreed for this purpose to expand contacts and cooperation in science and
technology areas by maximally utilizing the potentials of the economies of the
two countries." One can read here the importance North Korea placed on
successfully accomplishing the Third Seven-Year Plan and thus increasing
economic cooperation in the midst of its relative economic underdevelopment
in relation to South Korea and of reform movements in various socialist

countries.

In North Korean-Polish relations, no intimate elite ties are discernible.

Instead, the unstable status of the Polish Workers' Party must have worried
Kim II Sung. In his visit to Poland in 1984, Kim praised Council of State
president General Wojciech Jaruzelski for his "contribution to achieving the
stability of the country and safeguarding the sovereignty and socialist gains of
the Polish people through prompt and determined steps, when a grim situation
prevailed." Regarding the intemational situation, the two sides found com
monality in condemning the "imperialistic scheme" of the United States and
other capitalist countries in placing trade sanctions on Poland and pursuing
aggressive maneuvers in Asia. Although Kim alleged that Poland supported the
North Korean unification formula, Jaruzelski never mentioned the tripartite
talks, although he supported the rest of the unification package.

One can detect some interesting developments in Jaruzelski's visit to North
Korea in 1986. North Korea supported the WTO's initiatives on European
security; Poland reaffirmed its support for North Korean unification policies.
The two sides agreed on the importance of establishing nuclear-free zones in

'3 Naeowetongsin, no. 591, June 3, 1988.
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Eastern Europe and the Korean peninsula. Jaruzelski recognized the signifi
cance of North Korea's Third Seven-Year Plan. In this connection, the two
sides agreed to ''inform each other of and exchange experience gained in
various fields of socialist construction." They further agreed on expanding
economic cooperation.

Whetheror howmuchthepolitical changesoccurringinPolandwillchange
North Korean-Polish relations is unclear. What is clear, however, is that North
Korea would somehow like to learn from the economic experiences of other
socialistcountries in an effort to accomplishits seven-yearplan, althoughmost
likely in the pvt-perestroika fashion.

East Germany (German Democratic Republic [GDR]) and North Korea
shared the pains of division of the country. However, the two sides took the
divisionquitedifferently: TheGDRwantedto maintain thestatusquoandto be
recognized by the international community. To maintain the status quo, the
GDR regarded maintaining the solidarity of the East European socialist
countries through the WTO as essential. North Korea, on the other hand,
wanted—and still wants—aunifiedKorea. Kim clearly stated this positionin
his speech at Central Committee General Secretary Erick Honecker's visit to
North Korea in 1977. Thus the two countries define the international and their
regional environments in quite different ways. The GDR endorsed the Helsinki
agreement, which settled the territorial problems in Europe, thus supporting
detente. North Korea, on the other hand, continued to see the regional
environment in morehostile terms, especially withthe United States. Despite
these differences, the two sides in the Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation
agreed to support each other's position.

What can explain North Korea's relatively high level of contacts with the
GDR during the 1970-88 period despite fundamental differences in keyissues
such as unification? Perhaps for Kim II Sung, the GDR serves as a negative
example to clarify the differences between the two cases and thus justify his
position.It is alsolikelythatNorthKoreaiskeenon inter-German dialogue and
development.

Another reason for Kim's interest in the GDR would be that the GDR had
been relatively successful compared to the other East European socialist
countries in economic development without changing the structure of its
planned economy. Thus the GDR experiences may point the way for North
Korea. At the same time. North Korea soughteconomic cooperation with the
GDR for science and technology in connection with the fulfillment of its Third
Seven-Year Plan. Perhaps, too, since the GDR was slow in responding to
perestroika, North Korea hoped to find an ally to oppose the changes Gor
bachev was pursuing.

I"* Ibid., no. 506, Octobers, 1988.

'5 Ibid., no. 509, October 24, 1988.
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Bulgarian-North Korean relations are an interesting case in that they have
been numerous and high level, despite Bulgaria's close ties with the Soviet
Union. Bulgaria on every possible occasion in the course of its contacts with
North Korea made public the importance of its relations with the Soviet Union
and stressed the role of the Soviet Union during World War II and in
COMECON and WTO. But the two were able to find affinity in the strong party
leadership over society that existed in both countries and in their traditional
planned and centralized economic systems. Further, they shared the desire to
establish nonnuclear zones in the Balkan and Korean peninsulas. In 1985,
Bulgaria, perhaps following the Soviets, endorsed the North Korean unifica
tion formula, including tripartite talks. However, despite such bases for regime
affinity, one may wonder whether Bulgaria "deserves" that high level of
contacts. One may hypothesize that since Bulgaria emulated Soviet policies,
Bulgaria may serve as a listening post regarding changes in the Soviet Union.
And if North Korea's diplomacy is to feature playing one country against
another, Pyongyang needs quick and correct information.^^

Because during the 1950s and 1960s Pyongyang severely criticized Yugo
slavia as revisionist. North Korean-Yugoslav relations were normalized only
in 1971. Feeling the need to expand its diplomatic arena in the early 1970s,
North Korea approached Yugoslavia to join the nonaligned movement, which
was under the leadership of Marshal Tito, the Yugoslav president. From that
time through the period under discussion, Yugoslaviasupported North Korean
positions. At the United Nations in 1975, Yugoslavia supported that North
Korean position on the situation on the Korean peninsula. Yugoslavia also
supported all North Korean unification measures and offered to serve as
mediator between the West and North Korea. In addition to this congruence of
views on international affairs, elite ties had been developed between Tito and
Kim II Sung, probably because of the respect Kim paid Tito. However, it has
been difficult to find any commonality in the domestic political and economic
orders of the two countries. Too many obvious differences existed between
North Korea's centralized system and Yugoslavia's self-management system.

In the 1986 visit ofVlaikovic, chairman of Yugoslavia's Federal Presidium,
the two sides reaffirmed past commitments. But more emphasis was given to
economic issues. For instance, Vlaikovic stressed the need for close economic
cooperation on a long-term basis.

However, there is no doubt that the relationship will undergo changes. As a
new kind of detente develops, the importance of the nonaligned movement will
diminish. And in view of its political and economic troubles since Tito's death,
Yugoslavia will exert more effort to solve its domesticproblems. This change

Pyongyang Times, June 1, 1985.

Naeowetongsin, no. 481, April 11,1986.
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inpriorities in turnmayshift foreignpolicyorientations toward morepragmatic
policies, a shift that may affect Yugoslav-North Korea relations.

North Korean-Romanian relations found perfect positive affinity in all
areas. Kim II Sung and Romanian president Nicolae Ceausescu liked each other
and shared similar personality cults in their respective countries. They may
have shared a feeling of inferiority over having poor revolutionary credentials
within the international socialist movement and their efforts to overcome the

feeling by nonrevolutionary means. They also shared semi-Stalinist models of
managing the economy.

Above all, however, the two countries found strong affinity in their
respective autonomous postures in dealing with the Soviet Union. Romania
accumulated an extensive list of policies that deviated from those of the Soviet
Union. Among other things, it refused to join COMECON, criticized the Soviet
invasionof Czechoslovakia, recognized WestGermany, andjoinedtheInterna
tional Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the International Mone
tary Fund. Thus North Korea and Romania may have found it useful to
exchange information and tactics in manipulating various situations.

Of course, the meaning of autonomy in socialist international relations is
sure to change, given Gorbachev's new thinking in socialist international
relations. Further, Soviet perestroika has had and will continue to have direct
and indirect impactson North KoreaandRomania.Consequently, thebasesfor
strong affinity between the two countries may change.

Several Observations

Based upon the analysis so far, several concluding observations are in
order. A general observation is that North Korean-East Europeanrelationsare
in transition. The transition will not be smooth. In the past. Eastern Europe
provideda senseof belongingto the socialistcommunity, allowing countries to
compare and exchange experiences, thus enhancing the legitimacy of the North
Korean regime. Eastern Europe was also a constant source for support for
various North Korean policies. North Korean relations with Eastern Europe
have, it is true, been constrained by the Soviet factor. On the other hand,
however, the Soviet-imposed unityon Eastem Europe provided predictability
for the North Koreans. As changes occur, such predictability is no longer
available. No longer, for example, does North Korea enjoy a diplomatic
monopoly over South Korea in Eastem Europe.

The recent changes in East European countries have serious implications
for East European-North Korean relations. The collapse of the Ceausescu and
Honecker regimes; the end of the power monopoly of Communist parties in
Poland and Hungary; the establishment of diplomatic relations between South

Pyongyang Times, June 23 and 27.
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Korea and Hungary, Poland, and Yugoslavia; and the reunification of Germany
will have serious domestic and diplomatic impacts on North Korea.

First, North Korea will be hard-pressed to open its system toward the West,
especially as the two superpowers come to pay more attention to the solution of
the Korean peninsula situation. Second, these changes will pose a serious
challenge for the chucKe ideology in terms of domestic political thesis and
practice. The end of power monopoly and the introductionof market economies
in East European countries is in direct conflict with North Korean political and
economic principles. Finally, North Korea will also be pressed to normalize its
relations with South Korea as most socialist countries come to accept the reality
of South Korea.

In terms of specific issues. North Korea's focus has ranged from ideologi
cal, over economic and foreign issues, to Korean problems. Pyongyang has
largely been successful in obtaining the support of the East European socialist
countries on these issues except for disagreement on assessing U.S. intentions
and policies. Support for North Korea's unification proposals has been
consistent, but we can expect diversity rather than conformity among East
European countries in the future. A related point is that signs point to North
Korea's having come to realize the importance of economic relations, although
this does not mean that ideological goals have been downgraded. Kim's
constant and repeated emphasis on the Third Seven-Year Plan in recent years
clearly indicates that North Korea feels the need to overcome its relative
underdevelopment vis-a-vis South Korea.

Lastly, in relations at the micro level with each East European country,
bases for regime affinity are sure to change as new situations develop. North
Korea will have to become more flexible and more adaptable.



10. From National Unification to State

Unification: A Realistic Design for
One Korea

RHEE SANG-WOO

Koreans have suffered from national division forfourdecades. During that
time,families have hadnoword from or about theirloved ones left beyond the
demilitarized zone (DMZ). NoKoreans areallowed totravel across themilitary
armistice line. Not even mail travels between the two Koreas. For North and
South Koreans alike, the other side is farther than the moon.

In 1945, when the Korean peninsulawas occupied by the Soviet and the
U.S. armed forces, Korea was territorially divided. In1948, when the Republic
of Korea(ROK) andtheDemocratic People'sRepublic ofKorea(DPRK) were
established in the South and the North respectively, the Korean state was
divided. Finally, in 1950,whenNorth KoreainvadedSouthKorea, wardivided
the Korean nation.

Koreans yearn for reunification. Both North and South Korean govern
ments pledge toachieve unification: tounifytheKorean community under one
government. The forms of the unified governmentconfigured in their minds
are, however, completely different. North Korea wishes to install a Leninist
state where the proletariat has political power to carry out a socialist revolution
throughout Koreansociety. SouthKorea will acceptonlya liberaldemocratic
government that guarantees the basic human rights of all members of the
society regardless of their societal background. North Korea will not concede
the proletariat dictatorship for unification, while South Korea will not sacrifice
liberal democratic values even for unification. Thus despite frequently reite
rated plans forunification advocated bythetwo governments, noprogress has
yetbeen made toward unification. And aslong asthe two sides stubbornly insist
on their ideological positions, there will be no way to formulate a unified
government through negotiation, since there is no room for compromise.
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Understanding this stalemate in pursuing unification, the South Korean
governmentunderthe newleadership of PresidentRohTaeWoohasprepareda
more realistic design for unification.^South Koreadecidedto put asidepolitical
unification for a while and to pursue national unification as an interim stage
toward political unification. Believing that "politics is short, the nation is
eternal," South Korea decided to put its initial efforts on reestablishing
national unity. Once the unity of the Han (Korean) nation is firmly restored,
state unification will be much easier. Conversely, if national unity is com
pletelybroken, therewillbe no wayto achieve stateunification. Consequently,
the South Korean government is preparing a two-stage unification design. At
the first stage, all efforts will be put on nonpoliticalintegrationbetweenthe two
Korean communities; and at the second stage, Seoul will take some concrete
measures to establish a unified state through negotiation with Pyongyang.

The recently advocateddesign for the Han commonwealthreflects the new
unification formula envisioned by the new South Korean government. By this
design. South Korea will focus on better management of the division, leaving
state unification or political reunification for the next generation to solve.

Will North Korea accept South Korea's proposal for better managementof
division? It will not. North Korea has already characterized the idea as a
' 'cunning design for perpetuationof division. It stubbornly insistson a state
unification formula and reconfirmed its advocacy of the proposal for a
Democratic Confederal Republic of Koryo (DCRK). Under what conditions
might North Korea forgo its insistence on an unrealistic political unification
formula and decide to negotiate with South Korea for an interim design for
peaceful coexistence? It seemsto me thatonlywhen NorthKorearealizes that
South Korea is an entity that cannot be overthrown by the North's strategy of
subversion and feels that the very existence of the DPRK is being threatened by
the overwhelming South Korean influenceon the North Korean people will
Pyongyang become defensive enough to accommodate South Korea'sproposal
for a tentative peaceful coexistence to save its own system in the North.

In this short paper I will first of all introduce the new unification formula
promulgated by President RohTae Wooin 1989.1then will elaborate several

' The new formula for Korean national unification was promulgated in the form of a presidential
address onSeptember 11,1989, andwasreiterated inapresidential policy statement delivered at the
NationalAssemblyon October 10,1989. For the Englishtext of the addressand the statement, see
Korea & World Affairs 13:3 (Fall 1989): 569-76, and 13:4 (Winter 1989): 783-84. For a
comprehensive presentation of the new formula, see Hongkoo Lee, "Unification Through a
Korean Commonwealth," ibid., pp. 635-46.

2 In response to President Rob's address of September 11, North Korea quickly made such an
accusation.SeeCh'oe Min-il, "DugaeChoseon-ulCh'uguhaneunChe2uiBunryolBangan'' (The
Second Design forDivision forPursuing Two-Koreas), Rorfo/ig Shinmun, September 14,1989. For
other reactions, see Gang In Deok (Kang In-Duk), "Hanminzokgongdongch'e Tongil Bangan-e
Daehan Bukhan-ui Pydngka" (North Korea's Reactions to the Han National Community
Unification Formula), Korean Journal of UnificationAffairs, 1:4 (Winter 1989):278-99.
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key issues on which the two Koreas show different positions—^the main
obstacles that mar negotiated unification.

The Han National Community
Unification Formula

Since the Sixth Republic of South Korea was launched in February 1988,
the new government has worked seriously to formulate a newcomprehensive
unification formula that willremain a guidefor future policy. OnJuly7,1988,
President Roh Tae Woo made a ''Special Declaration for National Unification
andProsperity'' bywhich heofficially recognized theNorthKorean regime as
the official partner for consultation and cooperation in regard to unification
issues.3 This official recognition of the North was a big stepforward to inter-
Korean detente and thus was welcomed at home and abroad.

Encouraged by the positive response from most Koreans and most of the
intemational community—including not only friendly nations such as the
United States and Japan, but also East-bloc nations such as the Soviet Union
and the other EasternEuropean states—^President Rohon September 11,1989,
promulgated a more comprehensive unification formula, "The Han National
Community Unification Formula."

The formula calls for "the merger of South and North Korea, under the
principles of independence, peace and democracy, in a unified democratic
republic, which is to be built upon a Korean Commonwealth to be formed in an
interim stage. By inserting an interim stage of a semiunified Korea, the
formula filled thegapbetween thecurrent confrontational stage andthedesired
stage of a fully unified Korea.

Theformula represents a compromise between people's yearning forquick
unification and the reality of the unbreakable stalemate between North and
South overpolitical unification. In hisaddress. President Rohfrankly assessed
the situation, saying that

the Korean people are one . . . Therefore a unified Korea must be a
singlenation. This is what theKoreanpeoplelongfor. . . . Unification
should be achieved as quickly as feasible . . . however, the reality is
that it will be impossible to achieve unification overnight without
ending the long-standing deepdistrust, confrontation and antagonism
that havebeenbuiltup between the South and the North over thepast

3In this six-point declaration President Roh Tae Woo suggested that both Koreas give upthe
competitive and confrontational diplomatic war. Healso promised that South Korea will cooperate
withPyongyang in itseffortsto improve tieswith theUnited States andJapan. Hefurther declared
that "South and North Korea should recognize each other's place inthe intemational community
andcooperate witheach otherinthebestinterest oftheentire Korean people.''ForEnglish text,see
Korea & World Affairs 12:3 (Fall 1988): 627-30.

^ See Roh's address in ibid., 13:3 (Fall 1989): 571.
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40-odd years ... it is thus imperative for the South and North to set an
interim stage toward unification in which both will recognize each other
and seek coexistence and coprosperity . . . and will endeavor to speed
homogenization and integration of the national community.^

President Roh further argued that mutual trust had to be built between the
South and the North, since political integration requires mutual trust as a basis,
and that the South and the North should work toward building a single social,
cultural, and economic community before pursuing political integration.

In the context of this progressive unification formula. President Roh
proposed to the North Koreans the following:

• To work out a Unification Charter in a South-North summit

• To create the Commonwealth under the agreed Charter
• To set up a Council of Presidents, Council of Ministers, and Council of

Representatives in the Korean Commonwealth
• To establish a joint secretariat and liaison missions in Seoul and

Pyongyang
The most important feature of this new unification formula is the proposal

of building the Han Commonwealth as an interim institution toward the
creation of a unified and democratic republic. Thus to grasp the core idea of the
new South Korean unification formula, one must understand the concept of the
Han Commonwealth.

The notion of the Han Commonwealth, which was originally developed by
Hongkoo Lee, minister of the National Unification Board some fifteen years
ago,^ is different from the concept of a commonwealth generally used in
international law. It is a sociological rather than a legal concept: a community
of people who share a common sphere of national life to promote common
prosperity independent from political boundary. Thus ethnic Koreans living in
various states can form a commonwealth.

The concept is very close to the concept of Vertrag Gemeinschaft advo
cated by the two German states to define West German-East German relations
in the latter 1980s. Under the Roh formula, both the South and North under the
Korean Commonwealth would be sovereign states, yet their relationship in the
nonpolitical area would be regarded as an intranational, not international,
relation. For example, trade and travel between the two parts would be
considered internal and not international, and thus no passports and tariffs
would be required.

The South Korean government, believing that eventually North Korea will
accept the formula, is steadily pursuing the Han Commonwealth idea.

5 Ibid.

^ See his article "The Korean Commonwealth and the Asian Community," presented at the 30th
International Congress of Human Sciences in Asia and North Africa, Mexico City, Mexico,
August 3-8, 1976.
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The Opposing Positions of South
and North on Unification

Peace versus Unification

No Korean wants war. All Koreans want peace and unification. North and
South Korea disagree, however, about how to pursue peace and unification.
North Korea argues that once state unification is achieved there will be no
"inter-Korean conflict" because there will be only one Korea. Thus for North
Korea, peace is not separable from unification. Political unification is not only
the final objective but also a means to achieve peace. In promoting this view.
North Korea does not mention the violent process that would be needed to
achieve their unification.

South Korea puts more emphasis on peace than on unification and insists
that unification should be pursued on the basis of peace between the two
Koreas. To reunify the two Korean states into one nation-state is an undeniable
national goal. To avoid another genocidal war is also a national aspiration. The
goal will not justify the undesirable means of violence. Thus South Korea
prefers "unification through inter-Korean peace" to "peace through political
unification."

"Peace before unification" has been a firmly established guideline for
South Korean unification policy for the past thirty years, since it officially
discarded its policy of unification through military means in 1960.^ Since then
time and again the South Korean government has reiterated the guideline.
South Korea even has applied this guideline to defense planning: the South
Korean military is organized to perform only defensive-deterrence operations.^
And all war-provocative measures have been avoided. For example, slogans of
the Syngman Rhee regime (1948-60) such as "Let's liberate our North Korean
breathren'' have been discarded, and the South Korean government is seriously
working on various tension-reduction measures. It puts more effort into
achieving confidence-building measures (CBMs) than on the unification for
mula per se.

The different stances on peace and unification of the two Koreas reflect
their ideologies. The Republic of Korea was instituted to realize liberal
democratic values over all the Korean community. Liberal democracy is an
ideology based on the belief that all people are created equal. Thus, all

Foreign minister Chung 11-Hyung made a statement on the unification policy of the Second
Republic on August 24, 1960. In this statement '^unification by military means" was officially
negated. For the full text, see Tongil Munje Yonku (A Study of the Unification Issue) (Seoul:
Institute of Foreign Policy, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 1966), p. 321.

®See Chung Byung-Ho, Nambukhan Kunsarydk (Military Capabilities of North and South
Korea), a paper presented at the 36th Annual Conference of the Korean Association of International
Relations, Seoul, June 1-2,1989. The weapon system as well as the force structure clearly display
the purely defensive characteristics of the ROK Armed Forces.
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members of the community are to enjoy basic human rights. None are to be
discriminated against, and none are to be sacrificed for the others. All members
are to coexist with each other. Peace means voluntary agreement among the
members of a community for coexistence. Thus it is theoretically consistent for
South Korea to put more emphasis on peace than on unification.

The Democratic People's Republic of Korea was established to construct a
socialist society throughout the entire Korean peninsula. In North Korea, only
"the people" (the proletariat) are to have full citizenship;^ "reactionaries" are
denied citizenship. And the latter are dispensable. North Korea's primary
objective in seeking Korean unification is to "liberate" South Korean "peo
ple." To achieve this "sacred" objective, "reactionaries" may be sacrificed
and war may be tolerated.

The issues of peace and unification thus rest on genuine philosophical
differences not easily resolved. In other words, compromise is not easily made,
and the difference remains as a fundamental obstacle to the political reunifica
tion of Korea.

National Unification versus State Unification

Koreans have lived in one nation-state for more than a thousand years. As a
result, to Koreans nation and state are hardly separable. Often the terms are
used interchangeably. This practice, however, produces some confusion when
we discuss Korean unification, for the two concepts are different. Especially
since the Koreans established two different governments in 1948, the two
concepts should be distinguished.

By national unification we mean a series of efforts to make a functionally
integrated Han community. In this community all members share "we-
feeling.'' All are entitled to travel freely within the community. All are to enjoy
the common heritage of the nation. By state unification we mean our efforts to
establish one unified government. In a unified state, laws are uniformly
applicable throughout the whole territory. All are equally entitled to enjoy
political rights.

The ultimate goal of the Korean is to build a unified nation and a unified
state. If we are forced to choose one, however, what should be our choice? It
seems to me that South Korea emphasizes national unification. North Korea,
state unification.

The North Korean argument is relatively simple. Once the state is unified,
national unification will be automatically achieved; thus it is meaningless to
separate the two by stages. North Korea, however, overlooks the problem of
achieving state unification without national unification. In the circumstances

^ See the North Korean Constitution, Article 7. By this article citizenship is restricted to laborers,
farmers, noncommissioned enlisted men, and working intellectuals. In North Korea these
constitute ''the people." In Article 10, North Korea officially declares that it will carry out
proletariat dictatorship (over the reactionaries).
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where Koreans living on both sides of the DMZ retain deep mutual hatred, how
can we agree to establish a common government? More than two-thirds of
present Koreans were bom after the Korean War. They have never met each
other. Neither have they communicated with each other. They are educated to
have different ideologies. How can we expect genuine compromise among
them to settle the form of a unified govemment?

Realizing this cmcial reality, South Korea argues that national unification
should precede political negotiation for state unification. More concretely.
South Korea argues that, prior to the establishment of a politically unified
Korean state, there should be a functionally integrated Han Commonwealth.
Divided families should be reunited. Personal contacts between Koreans of

North and South Korea should be enhanced. Communication networks across

the DMZ should be restored. People should be allowed to travel freely across
the DMZ. Inter-Korean economic cooperation should be expanded. In this way
the unity of the Korean national community would be restored, spreading a
sense among all Koreans of belonging to one national identity. After the Han
Commonwealth is achieved, political unification can be sought.

The South Korean design for two-stage unification has been publicly
declared as the South Korean official unification policy. ^̂ The idea of "from
national unification to state unification" was welcomed by realists; but, as
anticipated, the North Korean govemment and some South Korean student
dissidents derided it as a scheme for perpetuation of division. That this idea
was adopted as an official policy implies that the Korean conservatives, who
incline to take a realistic approach to unification, have overcome challenges by
the leftists, who favor an idealistic approach.

Commonwealth versus Confederation

In 1960 the North Korean govemment proposed to establish a Confederal
Republic of Koryo as an interim govemment on the road to a unified Korea.

See the presidential address in Korea & World Affairs 13:3 (Fall 1989).

'' When this paper was presented in August 1989, the idea was not yet fully incorporated in the
South Korean unification policy, but as I pointed out in the above, since September 11,1989, this
idea is integrated into the official unification formula of the Republic of Korea.

'2 Between November 7 and 24,1989, just after the new unification formula was announced, the
National Unification Board and Korea Gallup Inc. jointly conducted a nationwide survey. The
survey, with a sample of 1,500 (multistage stratified sampling), revealed that 78.8 percent of the
interviewees gave positive reactions to the two-stage approach toward unification. See Gukto
Tongilwon (National Unification Board), Hanminzok Gongdongch'e Tongil-Bangan-e kwanhan
Gukmin Yoron Zosa Bogoseo (Report on the Public Opinion on the Han Commonwealth
Unification Formula) (Seoul, December 1989), p. 14.

On August 14, 1960, Kim II Sung in his address officially proposed his design for a federally
unified Korea. He did not, however, give an official name for the unified state. In his address, Kim
explained that '*we will guarantee autonomous activities of the govemment of the Republic of
Korea and that of the Democratic Republic of Korea . . . simultaneously we will establish a
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Twenty years later, at the Sixth Congress of the Korean Workers' Party, North
Korea proposed a Democratic Confederal Republic of Koryo as a final form of
a unified Korea.

According to this plan, a supreme national council, composed of equal
numbers of representatives of the two Koreas, would function as a confederal
congress of the unified Korea. This council would elect members of the
Standing Committee of the Confederation, which would function as a unified
government. The confederal government would represent the whole Korea
externally, but the North and South Korean governments would also be allowed
to develop bilateral relations with other states. The two existing governments,
according to the plan, would become regional governments. The armed forces
of the two Koreas would be merged into one "national allied forces," but the
two governments would remain "sovereign," and both Koreas would retain
their present "ideologies" and "political systems."

The proposal attracted great attention among South Korean starry-eyed
idealists, since it suggests a tangible form for a unified Korea. It also aroused
suspicion and confusion among the South Koreans. Many were confused by the
term confederation. North Korea used the Korean word Yongbang ("federal
government'') to describe the new unified government while at the same time it
used "Confederation" in the English translation. It seems to me that confusion
was not by mistake but by design. The characteristics North Korea described
contain idiosyncratic natures of both federation and confederation. For those
who aspire to political unification. North Korea can emphasize federalistic
characteristics; for those who fear losing their established status within South
Korean society. North Korea can emphasize autonomous characteristics of the
two de facto independent Koreas.

Another source of confusion is the internal contradictions of the proposal
itself. For example. North Korea emphasizes the mutual noninterference in
domestic affairs and the autonomous foreign policy allowed to each Korea; at
the same time, it also stresses that only the confederal government would be
allowed to send its representatives to international organizations such as the
United Nations. Thus, depending upon the situation. North Korea can use the
DCRK proposal as a formula for unification or as a formula for coexistence.
The DCRK can be a confederation or two sovereign Koreas if North Korea
stresses autonomy of the two Koreas; simultaneously, it also can be a unified
state if North Korea stresses the sovereign power of the' 'federal government.''

supreme national committee (Choego Minjok Uiwonhoe) which consists of the representatives of
both governments to coordinate economic and cultural development of the two Koreas." For the
text of Kim's address, see Shin Dong-A, January 1989, Appendix, pp. 166-73. The name of the
unified Korea was officially given as "Confederal Republic of Kory6" in 1973 by Kim II Sung in
his welcoming address for Gustav Husak delivered on June 23.

This time. North Korea emphasized that the DCRK is not a transitional government, but a final
form of the government of the unified Korea. For the text, see Shin Dong-Ay pp. 331-40.
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What kind of unified state does South Korea envisage? The plan "Unifica
tion through National Harmony" promulgated by the former president, Chun
Doo Hwan, in 1982 left the form of the unified government to be settled at the
National Consultative Council for Unification to be organized by the two
Koreas. The new unification formula of 1989 specified the form of the unified
Korea in detail. According to the Korean National Community Unification
Formula, the unified Korean government will take the form of a bicameral
parliamentary democratic republic where the upper house will be composed of
regional representatives and the lower house will consist of popular representa
tives to ensure the autonomy of the two existing Koreas.

As for the measures to achieve the unified government. South Korea
proposed to form a Council of Representatives composed of approximately a
hundred legislators, with equal numbers representing the two parts of Korea, to
draft the constitution of the unified Korea and develop methods and procedures
to bring about political unification. General elections would then be held under
the constitution to form both a unified legislature and a unified government.

The new 1989 unification formula grew out of the 1982 formula, and thus
the two share the same basic realism. The new formula, however, differs from
its predecessor in clearly spelling out the structural and procedural components
of the interim stage on the road to unification. Most importantly, it specifies
the interim stage in the form of the Han Commonwealth, which will work for
better management of the current division to pave the rough road to unity.
Strictly defined, the proposed commonwealth is more a kind of regional
cooperative system than a confederation. In the context of inter-Korean
relations, however, the Han commonwealth is far more than that. Supported by
the strong sense of national unity among both North and South, it will be able to
function as a unified government. It will unite the two separated communities
of the Han nation in all aspects except political unity, which is deliberately left
to be solved in the future.

It is very encouraging that the idea of the Han Commonwealth and the
scheme for the DCRK show one partial commonality despite their distinctive
differences. Both schemes recognize the necessity for an interim stage of
peaceful coexistence along the way toward political unification. If we start
from this similarity, eventually we shall be able to work out a common peace
scheme agreeable to both Koreas.

The plan was declared in his addressdeliveredon January 22,1982. In Koreanthis plan is called
*'il-i-i sonon." For the text, see Yi Sang-U (Rhee Sang-Woo), Tongil Hankuk-ui Mosaek (Search
for One Korea) (Seoul: Bak yuong sa, 1987), pp. 409-11.

See Roh's address in Korea & World Ajfairs 13:3 (Fall 1989).

'7 Ibid.

For a comparison of the 1982 and 1989 unification formulas, see Byung Chul Koh, "Seoul's
New Unification Formula: An Assessment," Korea & World Affairs 13:4 (Winter 1989): 656-71.
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Conclusion

The most severe obstacle to Korean unification is ideological antagonism
between the two Koreas. Both Korean governments have tied their raison d'etre
to their commitment to the "official ideology" of their respective states. Thus
neither government can make any concession on the ideological issue. This
stalematedeters any attemptat reconciliation between the two Koreas.

In this circumstance, the only realistic way to shorten the distance to
unification is to manage the currentstageof division better. Bothgovernments
should put aside mutually provocative political issues and seriously pursue
nonpolitical integration. All efforts should focus on restoring theunity of the
Han nation. "From national unification to state unification" is the only feasible
and realistic way to achieve the peacefulunification of Korea.



11. North Korea's Halting Efforts at
Economic Reform

JOHN MERRILL

Formorethantwenty years, oneof themostserious economic problems of
the Democratic People's Republicof Korea (DPRK;North Korea)has been the
military's hammerlock on scarce resources. The army is enormous; equally
enormous have been the economic consequences of fielding, equipping,
training, andmaintaining such a large force. Estimates of thesize of thearmy
vary, but even Pyongyang openly admits that is too big an economicburden.^

Theeconomy suffers from numerous bottlenecks, which leadto shortages
in many areas. Transportation andpower continue to beserious problems, and
every year there is a renewed effort to overcome them. Railroad electrification
continues, as does double-tracking, signaling upgrades, and introduction of
heavier railcars,butthere never seems tobesufficient progress togetahead of
theever-increasing demands on thetransport system. Power shortages arethe
norm. The inability to ensure power cripples machinery anddisrupts produc
tion. Hydroelectric poweris emphasized, until thereis a drought; thenthermal
power gets attention.

One of the fundamental problems is not unique to the North but is a
common failing of planned economies. Although economic inputs are fung
ible, because there is not a pricing system, one factory's surplus is not
necessarily available to make up for another's shortage. Oneconsequence of
this situation is that decision making isconstantly pushed tohigher levels toget
political pressure brought tobear, toavoid blame formissing targets, and toget

Theviews expressed inthischapter aresolely mine and donotreflect those oftheU.S.government
or theDepartment ofState. I wish to thank Bob Carlin, William Newcomb, andJayYim fortheir
comments on this chapter.

' For Pyongyang's military buildup, see Robert H. Coffin, Jr., "North Korea—Fortress in Flux:
Implications for the Future from a Force Development Perspective," paper presented to the
Council of ROK-US Security Studies Conference (Seoul, 1989).
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someone else to supply one's needs. Leadership, in turn, tries to force lower-
level management to increase the productivityof labor, tap into reserves, and
drive the system beyond capacity by putting it under pressure.^

Because the level of output for the economy as a whole is supply
constrained by whatever happens to be the weak link in the production chain,
those sectors that do well and have surpluses in effect waste resources by
producingproductsthat cannotbeused. The North Koreanstendto focuson the
sectors where there are logjams. This is a never-ending battle in an environment
of taut planning; solving the problems of one sector only puts new strains on
another.

North Korea is not the land that time forgot. True, there has been nothing so
grand as Soviet-styleperestroika or the reforms undertaken in Eastern Europe
and China, to say nothing of an economist's restricted definition of reform as
the introduction of market mechanisms, consumer choice, and property rights.
But the North Korean leadership is aware of its economic problems; it has tried
to grapple with them by a series of personnel reshuffles, organizational
restructurings, and quick fixes. Since the later 1970s, when it became apparent
Pyongyang was losing the economic race with the South, there has been a
debate over what to do to rejuvenate the economy and a willingness to consider
even more far-reaching economic changes.

Many of these developments seem to coincide with Kim Jong 11's rise to
prominence. Kim seems to be associated with younger, more technocratic
elements in the leadership. He may have listened to their counsel and backed
reforms as a way to establish his credentials as an economic problem solver.
The younger Kim's apparent role underscores a fundamental limit of North
Korean-style reform. Nothing can be done that would compromise the succes
sion or undercut the Korean Workers' Party (KWP), which has been Kim Jong
Il's primary power base. Until he takes over fully, there will continue to be
oppositionto reform from moreconservativeelements.Thesedays, moreover,
Pyongyang feels threatened by the suddencollapse of Communist regimes in
Eastern Europe and is more hesitant than before to strike off domestically in
bold, new policy directions.

Understanding the North Korean Economy

Economic discussions of North Korea often are written as if economic

development occurred in a vacuum. In the absence of reliable statistics, many
studies of the DPRK deal too narrowly with generic economic questions
without looking, except in the broadest terms, at the North Korean political
context. Standards for measuring economic success have to be found within

2 Myung Kyu Kang, "Industrial Management and Reforms in North Korea," in Stanislav
Gomulka,YongChoolHa, andCaeOneKim,eds., Economic Reforms intheSocialistWorld(New
York: Macmillan, 1989) pp. 200-211.
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such a context at least in part; otherwise, we will fail to understand and explain
the North's own view of itself. Moreover, the details of the political setting, the
international situation at the time, and the specific constraints and challenges
help determine the North's economic goals and the means it has adopted to
meet them.

There is a tendency to take the North Koreans too literally, not so much
their statistics—which are treated by observers with considerable skepticism—
but their inflated rhetoric on economic matters. There is not enough attention to
the fact that pronouncements on economic questions are not merely that but are
also part of a larger political culture. Economic writings cannot be read in
isolation but must be put in a broader political context. Economic statements
may be simple assertions of a particular line. But they may also contain
glimmers of disagreements in the leadership. In the grandest sense, these can be
read as a debate between ideological conservatives and those who advocate
more pragmatic approaches—a. long-running debate that has defined the
directions and limits of the North's economic development.

In many accounts, there is a tendency to disparage North Korea's economic
performance. This is, in part, a result of the dearth of reliable statistical data
and of information on economic decision making in the North. Most of all, the
DPRK economy suffers by comparison with South Korea's economic miracle
of the past twenty years. It is crucial to remember, however, in trying to
understand the North's economy, that it performed quite well at least through
the early 1960s.^ Even now, if the standard is the Third World or other
Communist countries, the North is doing relatively well, growing slightly more
than 2 percent a year in real terms.

Frequently the approach is too historical, focusing on each separate plan,
with no sense ofhow they fit together or of the underlying economic philosophy
that binds them. And there is an overreliance on code words and cliches, which

have come to hide as much as they explain. The phrase "Stalinist command
economy" is used all the time, without any real effort to explain the special
political and economic features that define what is North Korean about the
North Korean economy.

General Description of
Economic Circumstances

Economic reconstruction after the Korean War focused the North's ener

gies and mobilized the population in a way that ideological fervor alone could
never have done. Economic aid flowed in—^publishedagreements show at least

3 U.S. Central Intelligence Agency, Korea: The Economic Race Between the North and the South
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1978).

North Korea's economic growth dropped from 3.3 percent in 1987 to 2.4 percent in 1989,
according to the estimate of the ROK's National Unification Board. Quoted in Yonhap, September
25, 1990.
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US$1.3 billion in grants and loans from the USSR alone between 1953 and
1976.^There are other agreements for which dollar amounts are unknown. East
European aid was substantial in the 1950sand 1970s; so too was aid from China.
Nevertheless, the war's destruction was enormous; labor problems—in terms
of both absolute and skilled manpower—^went from bad to worse. The
disruption in the social fabric, however, eased the transition to the systems and
organizations of the Communists.

Virtually as soon as the war was over, there was a decision to develop an
independent economy. Such economic independence was not sought in and of
itself but as a necessary adjunct to the more basic decision to pursue an
independent political line. This decision was not absolute, nor has it ever been.
In large part, the history of North Korea has been the history of the choices and
consequences of the conflict between its desire for maximum independence and
its acknowledgment that it could not isolate itself totally from the political and
economic currents sweeping the world.

North Korean accounts maintain that in the formative years of the regime
forces within the leadership opposed this independent economic road and that
extemal forces—^the USSR—^tried to persuade the North to join and support the
larger international Communist economic structure rather than to strike out on
its own.

The decision to develop an economic base would have been difficult in any
case. It was made more difficult by the Sino-Soviet split, which made the
choices starker and more painful. When Moscow reduced aid in the early
1960s, to punish the North's pro-Chinese leanings, Pyongyang's economic
calculations were knocked off track. In effect, they never recovered; and the
decision that followed—^to make the North even more politically, economi
cally, and militarily independent from its unreliable allies—has kept the
country off balance ever since.

The North's economic problems have been compounded by the leader
ship's intense focus on the question of reunification, of which the ongoing
political and military confrontation with the Republic of Korea (ROK; South
Korea) and the United States has been a major factor. As its economy pulled
ahead of the South's in per capita terms during the late 1950s and early 1960s,
Pyongyang claimed it was planning its own development to prepare for
reunification. When the North turned to a more confrontational stance in the

early 1960s, economic development slowed as limited resources were poured
into the military sector. This diversion of resources continued through the
1970s and into the 1980s. Only within the past few years have there been signs
that the regime may be reevaluating priorities, although there has been no
slowing of its military buildup. The North Koreans complain, for example.

5 Erik Van Ree, *The Limits of Juche: North Korea's Dependence on Soviet Industrial Aid, 1953-
76," Journal ofCommunist Studies 5, 1 (March 1989): 68.
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about the economic costs of placing their military on alert each year during the
ROK-U.S. Team Spirit military exercise.

There is a tendency to portray the North as isolated, aloof from the winds of
change sweeping theCommunistworld. The North Koreanelite is not isolated.
It is well aware of what is going on elsewhere. It also knows that none of the
Communist reform programs have yet succeeded, and most, in fact, led to more
problems than they have yet solved; structuraldeficiencieshave been revealed
that previousCommunistleaderskept paperedover. The HungarianandPolish
economies are not models of success, not yet, anyway, and are not worthy of
emulation in Pyongyang's eyes. The recent troublesin thePeople's Republicof
China (PRC) and the USSR merely confirm for the North Korean leadership
that reform is a treacherousprocess. Still, there are signs of opening—notonly
the often mentioned Joint Venture Law, which was as important symbolically
as it was for any specific deals that it encouraged, but also the North's
acceptanceof United Nations Development Program(UNDP) assistance on a
wide range of projects, many of them export-oriented.

The establishment of the joint venture law is important to North Koreans,
but they admit privatelythat they are still learning fromthePRC's experience.
The Chinese have always explained to visiting North Korean economic
managers that the PRC's economic opening had both pluses and minuses—a
point underscored by Tiananmen. The DPRK has established more than a
hundred joint ventures in high-technology, mining, consumer goods, and
service industries. Pyongyang has tried to contain the politicalimpactof these
projects by setting up most of them with companies affiliated with the pro-
Pyongyang Association of Korean Residents inJapan. It hasalsotriedto locate
these projects in peripheral areas or in cities—like Pyongyang, Nampo, or
Wonsan—^to which entry is controlled and where the North can display its
systemat its best. Dozensmorejoint ventures havebeenestablished abroad, in
Africa and in the Soviet Far East. At one point, Pyongyang even struck a deal
with Hyundai honorary chairmanChung Chu Yongto cooperatein projects in
the Soviet Union, Wonsan, and the Diamond Mountains. Soviet specialists say
that the North's joint ventures have begun to run up against the "fundamental
limitations" of a planned economy, but there is at least some reason to believe
that more pragmatic elements in the leadership may also see them as a way to
introduce market mechanisms through the back door.^

The Chinese have told the North that they had to offer numerous sweeteners
and establish special economic zones to entice foreign investment. Pyongyang
has apparently heededthis advice, and it reportedlyplansto establisha special

6 YongChool Ha, "The Impacts of Perestroika on North Korea," paper deliveredat the annual
meetingof the AmericanAssociationfor theAdvancement of SlavicStudies,Honolulu,September
17-20,1988; Marina Trigubenko, GeorgiToloraya, and AlexanderMansurov, "DPRK: First Few
Mixed Enterprises," Far Eastern Affairs, no. 3 (1990): 21-34; Hy Sang Lee, "North Korea's
Closed Economy:The Hidden Opening," Asian Survey28, 12(1988): 1264-1279.
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economic zone at the juncture of its border with the PRC and USSR.'^ The
North also continues to invest heavily in tourist facilities and two years ago
established an international tourist bureau. Even so, it remains leery of possible
contamination by outside ideas and carefully vets tourists.

The Myth of Chuch'e

The political imperative for independence requires an ideological frame
work, and that has been the doctrine of chuch'e. It has been elaborated over the

years and has been overlaid with a near religious aura. In its most rigid
manifestations it has been an obstacle to development. But it has never been
purely and solely a prescription for autarky. Outsiders tend to look at chuch'e in
its macro applications, at the national level. Yet it is also—^if not primarily—
intended for localities and individuals: do it yourself or do without, work
around shortages, be inventive. For a country with shortages, transportation
bottlenecks, cascadingplanningfailures, this is not a strangeapproach

Neither is chuch'e a concept that national planners necessarily have felt
preventedthem from dealing with the outside world. It did not, for example,
prevent the DPRK in the early 1970sfrom going to the international market for
a hugeinfusion of newcapitalequipment, including the importof whole plants
from Japan, France, and Scandinavia—an opening that failed when the North
had to import wheat to meet a drought-induced harvest shortfall and the world
market for its exports of lead and zinc softened as the economies of the
industrial nations slowed down after the first oil shock. ^ C/iwc/i'e was then used
to salve badly burned fingersand also to justify North Korea's turningback in.
Yet by 1975, as if to restore chuch'e to an even keel, Kim II Sung was again
emphasizing the importance of foreign trade.^

The particular interpretation of chuch'e can be made to fit the needs of the
moment. As a political symbol, it is a source of pride, a badge of distinction,
anda shieldin themidstof theturmoil of theSino-Sovietdispute. Asa working
economic philosophy, it is malleableenough to permit the joint venture law of
1984, an effort to develop an extensive infrastructure to support foreign
tourism, and a nationwide chainof hard-currency storesstockedwithimported
consumer goods.

Chosun IlbOy October 24, 1989.

8 For background, see Ron Richardson, "Breaking the Shell," Far Eastern Economic Review,
June26,1981,pp. 72-74. Pyongyang's foreigndebtstoodat US$5.2billion in 1988, according to
the ROK's National Unification Board. Yonhap, December 28, 1989.

^ For a more recent exposition of the importance of foreign trade, see NodongShinmun, October
13,1984.
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Planning

Early on, Kim II Sung gave frequentand meticulous on-siteguidance.This
leadershipstyle was useful for a devastatedeconomy;it communicated a sense
of concern, established grass-roots support, motivated people, and kept local
managers on their toes. But such highly intrusive management by the top
leadership cannot be a substitute for efficiency and coordination. It distorts
allocation of resources as pet projects get attentionout of proportion to their
economic worth. For political reasons, Kim Jong II has carried on this
leadership style. His pet projects—such as transforming Pyongyang into a
monumentalcity—couldbecomehis undoingif opponents,with thebackingof
economic critics of the USSR, can demonstrate that he has squandered the
country's wealth on showpiece projects that provide no economic benefit.

North Koreanplanningappears to vary insome importantrespectsfromthe
Soviet model. The DPRK is more flexible about the plan period and less
wedded to the norm of the annual plan. It seems often to make unannounced
changes, adjustingtargets downward, to allowit to claimsuccess.The previous
targets then pop up again when a new plan is announced. ^̂

In other socialist economies, "storming" occurs in the last few months of
the plan year, but North Korea storms in the run-up to the birthdays of Kim II
Sung and Kim Jong II or before major domestic and international events and
holidays. North Korea's "storms" or "speed battles" are directed at very
specific projects—often those that have become bottlenecks in the economy
and are holding back other sectors—and allow it to take more than a year to
meet annual goals.

North Korea places much more emphasis than other socialist countries on
the integrity of its longer-term plan. The annual plans usually implement these
longer-termobjectives. The North has to be flexible, however, in adjustingits
annual plan goals because of uncertain foreign input and internal disruptions
inevitable in an economy that has no slack.

Unlike other Communist countries. North Korea does not plan on a five-
year basis, but typically for a six- or seven-yearperiod. This puts it out of sync
with the planning cycles of other socialist countries. Pyongyang's planning
cycle begins and ends either before or after other Communist countries have
assessed their own long-term plans, particularly the foreign trade and economic
assistancesegments. For example. North Koreakickedoff a seven-yearplan in

Since the First Seven-Year Plan (1961-67) targetgrowthrates have not been met. Pyongyang
spent an estimated US$4.5 billion in scarce foreign exchange to host the 1989 World Youth
Festival. Vantage Point 12, 12 (December 1989): 12.

'' The Five-Year Plan of 1957-61, for example, was completed in 1960;the First Seven-Year Plan
(1961-67) wasextendedto 1970. Foran overviewof North Koreaneconomic planning,seeJoseph
S. Chung, "Economic Planning in North Korea," in Robert Scalapinoand Jun Yop Kim, eds..
North Korea Today: Strategic and Domestic Issues (Berkeley: Institute of East Asian Studies,
University of California, 1983), pp. 164-196.
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1978, even though the Soviets did not even get around to looking at the 1980s
until a year later. In fact, planning problems prevented the Soviets from
completing the process of gearing up for their 1981-85plan until 1982,with the
result that North Korea had no idea of what kind of help it could count on from
the Soviets until it was several years into its own plan. In the end, the Soviets
agreed only to complete projects they had previously begun.

Presumably, the North Koreans made this choice not only because they
recognize they need longer lead times to complete construction projects that are
key to plan goals, but also because they wanted to avoid being integrated into
the development plans of other socialist countries. Pyongyang has always
resisted joining the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMBA), which
until recently has closely coordinated the plans of the socialist countries. Even
in the past few years there has been evidence of continued North Korean
resistance to Soviet efforts to get the DPRK more closely integrated into
blocwide economic planning.

The Soviets use a perspectivnaya or twenty-year plan to set the direction of
long-term development. North Korea engages in a similar practice when it
announces long-term objectives ten or more years into the future. The vagaries
of the economy and North Korea's circumstances often lead to objectives being
shifted from one long-term plan period to the next, and sometimes the focus of
a plan will shift part-way through. Both in the early 1960sand the early 1970s,
improvement of consumer living standards was given high priority, only to be
subsequently abandoned. The importance of the longer-term goals is reflected
in the fact that the same projects keep reappearing in long-term plans. The goals
articulated in the long-term-plan of 1976appeared again in 1982, only slightly
adjusted. Hydroelectric power plants announced in the 1960shave still not been
constructed. Pyongyang's stable leadership knows what it wants but has to be
flexible in achieving its goals. It swaps priorities and alters plan schedules.

North Korean plans are heavily weighted toward new construction. Follow
ing the traditional approach of a command economy, the North Koreans have
pursued growth extensively rather than intensively, through quantitative
expansion rather than qualitative improvement. Almost always the emphasis
has been on the heavy industry sector. There are some hints, however, that this
may be changing. Already in speeches in the late 1970s, Kim II Sung
acknowledged that the DPRK must begin to shift from extensive to intensive
growth and that it had fallen behind international levels in science and
technology. In his 1986 New Year's speech Kim stressed that a technological
revolution was the key to boosting economic growth, and the Third Seven-Year
Plan (1987-93) emphasized technological restructuring of the economy.

•2 Teruo Komaki, "Current Status and Prospects of the North Korean Economy," in Masao

Okonogi, ed.. North Korea at the Crossroads (Tokyo: Japan Institute of International Affairs,
1988), pp. 45-63.
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The economic planning system appears to have been overhauled in 1981.
Central economic ministries were streamlined to focus on planning, technical
guidance, logistics, and exports, while responsibility for supervising factories
and ensuring fulfillment of quotas was entrusted to new provincial economic
guidance committees, directly under provincial party organizations. Presuma
bly, this has made provincial economic figures somewhat more important, but
whether their increased importance has translated into political clout at the
upper reaches of the party is a question worth further study. (There may be
some historical precedent for the emergence of politically influential regional
economic bosses. After World War II, Kim II Sung and his anti-Japanese
guerrilla faction linked up with more managerial" types from the heavily
industrialized northeast to establish a grass-roots political organization, and
North Hamgyong accents to this day remain much in evidence in Pyongyang).

Agriculture

The North Koreans pay considerable attention to the agricultural sector,
and it is an area in which they have had some success. The World Bank
estimates that North Korean agricultural production exceeds basic nutritional
requirements by over a quarter, although this figure probably has dropped in
recent years. There have been reports of food shortages and cuts in rations, and
the seriousness of the food problem is reflected in the order of terms in the set-
piece phrase "food, clothing, and housing," which Pyongyang has recently
begun to use instead of the traditional expression "clothing, food, and
housing." But food shortages probably reflect other problems—such as
distribution and bad weather—^rather than serious deficiencies in the agri
cultural sector itself. In general, the agricultural sector has pulled its weight,
generating some export earnings and maintaining reasonably good growth.
Over the last few years, however, a series of bad harvests has caused it to be a
drag on the economy. Whether the sector will be able to produce the surpluses
necessary to fuel the growth in the light industry and consumer goods sectors
that the leadership has started emphasizing in the past few years is therefore
questionable.

Despite occasional rhetorical flourishes, North Korea has taken great care
not to move beyond cooperatives to collectives on a large scale. Ideologically
and organizationally, Pyongyang sees the rural areas as backward, but it also
appears to realize that its stated goal of moving to "all-people ownership" in
the agricultural sector would disrupt production. Two years ago Kim II Sung's
New Year's Day speech dwelt on creating state farms cultivated by workers,
not peasants, and the need for land reclamation to support this effort. In many
ways agriculture is a good case study of how pragmatic the North Korean
leadership is on economic questions. Economic policy has not been subject to
wild, ideologically based swings, certainly not like those in China. (The one
time the North Koreans gave way to flights of economic fancy occurred when
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they went on abuying binge for Western equipment inthe early 1970s—^hoping
to bootstrap economic growth by bringing projects online quickly enough to
payfor themselves with theexports they generated.)*^

Industry

Arecurring tension inthe North has been between development oflight and
heavy industry. Pyongyang's decision topursue independent economic devel
opment ensured the primacy ofheavy industry, and the consequences of this
decision were apparently greatly magnified when, in theearly 1960s, there was
a furtherdecision to pursue an independent defense industry. Thefirstdecision
meant a long delay inaddressing theneed formore consumer goods despite the
claimthata largenumber of light-industrial plants hadbeen established on the
locallevelduring theChollimaMovement inthelate1950s; thesecond decision
addednearly a decade to anyserious effort to address those needs. Neither the
tug-of-war between lightandheavy industry northeattempt toresolve itisseen
in the North as purely economic. It is, rather, essentially political, driven by
international circumstances or internal political considerations. When it is said
that the North has not emulated the Soviet Union in adopting restructuring, for
example, it should be noted that the DPRK does not have the same ability to
influence its external environment and that economic reform would necessarily
entail a fundamental reordering of Pyongyang's domestic and foreign policy
goals.

One effort to lessen some of the tension between light and heavy industry
was the 1973 introduction of the local budget system. Provincial authorities
weremaderesponsible for alleconomic andsocialactivities notdirectly funded
bythestate, including retail stores, schools, hospitals, and light industries. The
new budget system encouraged local authorities to develop profitable enter
prises to reduce subsidies andproduce a surplus for the state.

The Second Seven-Year-Plan (1978-84) seems to have involved some
decision to dilute the focus on heavy industry. There was renewed emphasis on
the local budget system and on the question of distribution. The Sixth Party
Congress continued thisgreater attention tolight industry with atacitadmission
that ideological motivation was no longer sufficient and that the workers
needed some tangible rewards. Along with this, Kim II Sung's Democratic
Confederal Republic of Koryo proposal redefined reunification in a way—one
state, two systems—^that allowed a loosening of the belt.^^ In 1983 and 1984,

'3 Peter Hendry, Waiting . . . and Changing: Between the Democratic People's Republic of
Korea andthePeople's Republic ofChina, diverging routes to socialist agriculture arebecoming
more apparent,"Ceres94(1983): 33-38. Fora more recent overview ofNorth Korean agriculture,
see Lee Chin Kook, "An Analysisof North Korea's Attemptat Economic Development: With
Special Reference to Agriculture," paper delivered at the Fourth International Conference of
Korean Economists, Seoul, August 16-17,1990.
'4 Foran analysis of Kim's proposal, see Rinn SupShinn, "Democratic Confederal Republic of
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Kim Jong II published a thesis and gave a talk to party cadres that endorsed this
more balanced approach by providing a theoretical justification for material
incentives and placing a higher priority on improving living standards. The
remainder of the decade has seen a nearly continuous emphasis on the themes of
consumer goods and light industry. There is as yet no effort, nor apparently any
pressure, for a consumer society such as in Hungary. In the 1970svisitors from
China agreed that the North was less drab, had more to offer than China. It is
not clear that the North has slipped in this regard, only that China has, in some
respects, pulled away.

Economic Debate

Since the late 1970s, Pyongyang has been casting about for new forms and
approaches that would revitalize the economy. But to the North, the tension
that exists between economic form and political content has not been easy to
resolve. For Kim II Sung, the principles of the revolution and the imperatives of
North Korean independence dictate a need for caution in introducing economic
reforms. North Korea has cautiously experimented with elements of decentral
ization, market mechanisms, and profit incentives. At the same time, is has also
tried more traditional, bureaucratic tweaking approaches, regularly grouping
and regrouping economic ministries and shuffling personnel, in hopes of
somehow hitting on the right solution.

North Korea's latest attempt at economic reform got under way just a few
months before the Rangoon bombing. Meetings in the spring of 1983 and a
party plenum in June focused on increasing the output of the light industry and
consumer goods sectors. Two new party economic secretaries were named at
the plenum. On the centenary of Karl Marx's death in May 1983, Kim Jong II
was thrust forward as a theorist when the party newspaper Nodong Shinmun
indicated he had written a treatise on how socialism should be applied under
modem conditions. Laying the theoretical groundwork for reforms, Kim's
thesis. Let's March Forward under the Banner of Marxism-Leninism and
Juche, argued that socialism was, by nature, a transitional state and that many
vestiges of capitalism cannot be discarded. Incentives, for example, are fine in
this stage, even though in the long term, they will be discarded.

Koryo: Motives and Implications," paper delivered at the annual meeting of the Association for
Asian Studies, Chicago, April 6-8,1990, For a comparison of North Korea's ten long-term goals
and targets, see Vantage Point 12,10 (October 1989): 19.

Kim Jong II, "Let Us Raise the Living Standards of the People Higher," Social Sciencesyno. 4
(1984).

There was apparently some sensitivity about the treatise since the newspapers did not carry its
full text but merely a summary. Nodong Shinmuny May 4, 1983.
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From 1984 on, the North has tried to gradually implement these deci
sions. Its efforts have generated a debate, frequently appearing in the pages of
the party theoretical journal Kulloja, over the pace and scope of reforms. Kim II
Sung seems to have set certain parameters for the discussions. Anything that
smacks of jettisoning ' 'revolutionary principle'' is over the line, and commen
tators still must feel their way carefully when they begin to push against this
limit. These debates are worded very carefully, stepping around political and
ideological land mines.

One area of debate has concerned how to measure the "standard of labor.''

More reformist-minded commentators have allowed that, while shining in
political indoctrination meetings is fine, it is more important to contribute to
actual production. Conservatives argue that the key to production is more
revolutionary enthusiasm. Those supporting economic reforms agree but add a
new wrinkle—high productivity would assure revolutionary enthusiasm.

Concurrently, two developments intended to improve efficiency have
occurred at the enterprise level: increased emphasis on the creation of industrial
complexes and efforts to introduce greater decentralization. These industrial
complexes are given the plan, but they have considerable leeway for imple
menting it at the local level. Justifying this leeway, reformers argue that the
uniqueness of each plant makes it impossible for central bureaucrats to know
how to mobilize the workers and maximize productivity. In a half-spoken way,
such arguments are an implicit admission that the North Korean economy has
previously been overcentralized.*^

The industrial complexes have apparently been given authority to make
some contracts for exchanging goods without having to go to central authorities
for permission. Thus a horizontal level of interaction has been introduced,
supplementing the vertical one already in place. Numerous articles have
appeared in the media warning enterprise managers that they are now on their
own and will get no sympathy—and more important, will be held account
able—if they fail to meet production goals.Indeed, meeting plan targets has
long been a matter of law; managers can be punished for failure.

Renewed emphasis has also been placed on the independent accounting
system, first introduced in the early 1960s, but long neglected. The system has
been expanded to include lower levels and extended to nonproduction agencies
with the introduction of a "semi-independent accounting system. The
independent accounting system supports efforts to increase efficiency, but it is

Young Whan Kihl, "The Hermit Kingdom Turns Outward," Asian Survey 25, 1 (1985).

•8 Kulloja, April 1984, pp. 40-44; June 1984, pp. 51-55.

'9 Ibid., April 1985, pp. 59-63; November 1985, pp. 62-65.

20 Ibid., February 1986, pp. 70-76.

2' YongChool Ha, "Kim 11 Sung's LeadershipStrategy and EconomicReforms in North Korea,"
paperpresented at the annual meetingof the MidwestPoliticalScienceAssociation,Chicago, April
9-12, 1986; Nodong Shinmun, June 16, 1985.
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a two-edged sword. An enterprise that exceeds its quota can keep part of the
surplus and reinvest it or give it out as worker bonuses. Arguments even ensue
over the uses to which such bonuses may be properly put. For example, is it
right to build a plant gymnasium that would benefit all workers, including the
deadbeats? Rather than get enmeshed in such debates, central authorities
appear willing to leave decisions on earmarking surpluses up to the individual
enterprise.22

The other edge of the sword is that enterprises that don't meet their quotas
don't get paid. Apparently, a real effort to enforce the independent accounting
system is under way. At first, the threats of the consequences of the failure to
achieve plan targets predominated. Now, most of the discussions center on how
to distribute surpluses.

To bolster managerial expertise in the newly decentralized environment,
the government has reassigned younger, more capable cadres from the central
ministries to the industrial complexes. (This practice may also help keep down
the population of Pyongyang; the city is a magnet, and periodically the regime
has to send some persons back to the countryside.) Presumably, cadres sent to
the industrial complexes retain their ties with central authorities. The theme
coming through more and more in the North Korean media is "Just do it!"
Applied to economic management, this is chuck*e with a vengeance.23

The economic decentralization has given rise to exhortations from those
holding more orthodox views that party control must be tightened. The
argument is that the more the economy is decentralized, the more important it is
for the party to ensure political cohesiveness and responsiveness to central
goals. The orthodox solution stresses the importance of party control and
stepped-up political indoctrination. Orthodox arguments about the value of
collectivism picked up steam in late 1987when Kim II Sung made a speech to
the Supreme People's Assembly that raised the theme.

The reformists, however, seem to be trying to finesse the issue. They are
not just adopting protective ideological coloration but almost throwing ideolog
ical cant back in the faces of the conservatives. It is hard to interpret their call
for using the revolutionary zeal of the masses to the full as anything else. The
argument is that giving more autonomy to local enterprises is a way of ensuring
that nothing gets in the way of the masses' enthusiasm. And the reformists
emphasize that the growing complexity of the economy makes it impossible for
government to control everything.

Outside observers sometimes see these policy differences as evidence of
disarray—even factionalism—^within the leadership. This is probably going
too far given the dominance of the two Kims. But factionalism has historically
been an ingrained feature of the Korean political system. It was suppressed in

22Kulloja July 1984, pp. 40-44; February 1985, pp. 57-62.

23 '*An Analysis of Kim Jong Il's Personality and Leadership Style," Naewoe Press, November
18, 1983.
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the North only with the full flowering of Kim II Sung's personality cult in the
wake of the August 1956' 'factional incident.' '^4xhere is more and more talk in
North Korea these days about this incident, and it may not be coincidental that a
party plenum in January of this year adopted a resolution concerning the
economy and economic construction that embodied the slogan "increasing
production and conservation"—which also appeared in December 1956. The
North Koreans voice frequent concern that factionalism may reemerge—and it
will. But for now, differences within the leadership over economic policy
likely reflect the complexity of the leadership's feelings about reform and its
fear that what has been, up to now, a carefully managed reform process could
slip the leash.25

An article in Kulloja pushing for increasingconsumption, which appeared
early in 1989, seemed to signal a new stage in the economic debate. The
argument was that the economyhad developedpast the point where the single-
minded pursuit of accumulation was any longer appropriate. This position
initially surfaced in 1983-84 but was soon overshadowed by Pyongyang's
eagerness to land a share of the 1988Olympics and, then, compensate for its
failure to do so by lavishing attention on the 1989 World Youth Festival. Just
before the festival, a party plenumcalled for a revolutionin light industry, and
the North seemed poised to push this line. But then events in Eastern Europe
intervened—and Pyongyang slammed on the brakes.

Pyongyang appears to be following a three-prongedstrategy to defuse any
expression of popular unrest—imposing tighter control on information from
overseas, emphasizing ideological rearmament, and (an aspect often neglect
ed) increasing the supply of food and consumer goods. Indeed, Kim II Sung
may have given his personal stamp of approval to the drive to improve living
standards by recently attending an exposition ofNorth Korean-made consumer
goods. In any case, the DPRK can no longer hope to get much aid for heavy
industry from the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.26 Thus, the emphasis on

24 In the wake of Nikita Khrushchev's de-Stalinizationspeech at the 20th Congress of the Soviet
Communist party, pro-Chinese and pro-Soviet factions of the KWP mounted a joint challenge to
Kim IISung's *'personalitycult" at a plenum in August 1956.Outmaneuveringhis opponentsand
warding off a joint Sino-Soviet political intervention, Kim beat back the challenge and went on to
ruthlessly suppress "reactionary and antiparty elements."

25 For a discussionof Pyongyang's options, see AidanFoster-Carter,"North Korea's Leadership:
Kim II Sung at the Crossroads," Inside Asia, June-August 1985, pp. 9-11; Selig S. Harrison,
"Changing North Korea: Under Economic Pressure," Diplomacy 15, 7 (1989): 36-38.

26 JapanExtemalTradeOrganization (JETRO) figures showNorthKoran tradedropping in 1989 for
thefu^ttimesince1984. Exportsdeclined 6.6 percentto US$1.56 billion, andimportsfell 12.1 percent
to US$4.8 billion.A majorcausefor thedrop in tradewasa 14.6percentdecrease in importsfromthe
SovietUnion(exportsheldsteady).TradewiththeUSSRaccountsfor 60 percentof theDPRK's trade,
and North Korea depends on the Soviet Union for imports of oil, coal, and wheat. The USSR's
preoccupation with its own reforms. North Korea's debt of more the 2 billionrubles, warmingties
between Moscow and Seoul, and the DPRK's domestic economic difficulties account for the decline in

their trade, according to the JETRO report. Asahi Shimbun, June 26, 1990.
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light industry and consumer goods may be an early sign of the direction that
North Korea will take in its next long-term economic plan.27

The succession of Kim Jong II, now virtually complete except for his
formal investiture, may give new urgency to efforts to strike a better balance
between accumulation and consumption. The younger Kim seems to lack the
charisma of his father and must makea name for himself, not only as a patronof
the cinema and the arts, but also as a manager of the economy. The North
Korean people are probably already aware of the economic successes in the
South.Too many invidious comparisons with the ROK's economic successes
will be politically dangerous during the final stages of the succession. There
have been many false starts down this road before; this time, however, it may
be politically imperative for the North to follow through—^to start to deliver to
its people the economic goods.

Kullojay February 1988, pp, 68-72.

28 For recent DPRK economic statistics, see ROK, National Unification Board, Comparative-
Study of the Economic Situation ofSouth and North Korea in 1989 (Seoul: National Unification
Board, 1990). According to this report. North Korea's 1989GNP was US$21.1 billion; per capita
income was US$987; the economic growth rate was 2.4 percent, down from 3 percent in 1988;
imports exceeded exports US$2.8 billion to US$2.0 billion. Military spending consumed more
than 20 percent of GNP. Grain output was 5.5 million tons. Foreign debt was US$6.8 billion.
Quoted in Yonhap^ September 25, 1990.
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